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Summary
In huinaiis, the {KTccpl ol motion is a combination ol mnltiijlc scnsor>’ mcxhilitics, 

primarily involving vestibular, visual and somatosensory’ (Obmi, 1996). The ability to 

projK'rly perceive motion enables ns to binetion normally mtbin society; conversely, 

impaired motion processing puts peoitlc at risk of Tails ;uk1 injury (Warren et al., 1989). The 

integration oT vestibular iuTormation bappens at multiple bierarebical levels from brainstem 

to cortex. Onr understanding of the neural substrates wbicb underlie vestibular j)roccssing 

and motion |)erception is limited (likuikc iuid Ix)pez 2010). Mnltisensory integration is 

known to be inelbeient in fallcrs (Setti et. al, 2011) while vestibular orgjuis degiade and 

produce less reliable inibrmation, inducing compensatory meebanisms wbicb rely on 

multisen.sory’ integration (Plait/., 1983; .Sadegbi et al., 2011). Pbe interaction between ageing 

and processing ol vestibular information is not straiglitforward or billy understood.

Pile main aim of this thesis was to provide a basis lor fnrtber study of vestibular 

processing and the neural substrates nnderlying this, using true motion stimulation. "Phis was 

achieved using bigli-density eleetroencejibalogiapby (I'iPX)) to record the neural responses 

during mohon stimuli. P.PXJ allows lor recording vblb high temporal precision, and using a 

bigb-density setup increases spatial resolution such that the responses recorded can be 

viewed in the context of previous literature. Pnte movement is a more ecologicidly natural 

motion stimulus - the use of a Stewart platform with 6 degrees of freedom (Stewart, 1966) 

for motion simulation allowed particijiants to experience tnie motion stimuli, and to target 

linear motion processing. "Pbe use of PiPXi was a key part in this setup, as the eijuipmeut was 

small enough to mount on a table in the simulator.

"Po assess the feasibility of the concept, the lirst experiment investigated the inllucncc 

of using a Stewart motion platform on P.PXf recordings. The task was unrelated to the 

motion the participants underu'cnt. "Phis enabled the eomparison of the clfcct of various 

motion condiuons on the event-related potentials (PiRPs). It was lound that there was no 

signilicant elfcet of motion condition on the P.RPs recorded, tuul further anidysis of the time- 

series data did not revcid ;uiy unusual ellect ol the motion, and so it was coneludcd to be a 

viable methodology’ for IvPX) experimentation.

Pollowing the initial studies, the potential of recording P.RPs in response to the 

motion was investigated. "Pbe P3 is a well-known ERP component arising Irom imiirobablc
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events and is eonsidered to oecnr indeijendently ol stimulus inodiility (Katayama and Polieli, 

1996; Polieh, 2007). This provided a sPu'ting tool lor exploring the use of true motion as a 

stimulus in EECh An experiment vv'as designed using ld° angle non-visual motion stimuli 

presented in a standard pju'adigm. The results showed that a readily-identiliahle P3 

eompoiient was evoked and distinguishable. "Phis demonstrates that the neural response to 

motion stimuli is similar to otlier stimulus modalities, and also provides an easily aeeessihle 

hiomarker lor indexing mohon proeessing on the cognitive level.

Once it had been ascertained that the P3 response recorded was valid, a hirthcr 

experiment designed to evoke the response to non-visual pas.sive scH-motion was pcrlbrined. 

Participants were translated forwards and backwards on the Stewart platform, and ERPs to 

both the forwards and backwards motions were computed. "Ehe responses were analysed in 

the time and fretiucncy domains, and baek-projcctcd to a prototypical cortex to determine 

the sources of the neural activity (Pa.seual-Manpii, 2002). These resiionses were localized to 

iweas associated with multisensory' proeessing which showed eoneordanee with literature 

from PE7E luid IMRI studies, luid revealed iion-linear responses to acceleration.

Ehronghout the course of the thesis, there was need for a considerable amount of 

EEXi data to he [iroeessed, with artifacts of muscle and eye movement due to the vestihnku' 

rellex circuits. Elms an automated EE(1 proeessing and artifact removal process called 

EAS I ER was developed, published, mid made available within a poimlar EE(i proeessing 

framework.

"Ehc aims of the thesis were addressed - EECi has been seen as suitable to record 

responses to the novel true motion stimulus used, mid the responses have been 

eh:iraeterise<l. "Ehe P3 has well-known properties mid therefore has potenUal for use as an 

index of motion processing ability. The responses to the true motion stimuli reveal nonlinear 

processing in the vestibular system which has intrinsic eonncetiv'ity with the visual system, 

d'he results arc in agreement with literature and provide further knowledge of motion 

proeessing mid the role of vestibular iiilbrmatioii. Eurtlicr research based upon the 

eonelusions made is discussed, along with some potential for practical usc-eascs. A number 

of novel methods for proeessing EE(i data were also developed during the course of the 

thesis and have been made publicly available.
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Chai)ter 1
Introduction

1.1 Background

Our sense ofitosition in onr environnienl and our ability to interact witli ;uid navigate 

tlirongli (lie world are core elements of onr sense ol sell, body possession and daily fnnetion. 

Evciy'day activities sneb as wtilking, sitting, standing and talking to others require knowledge 

ol where one’s own body is within its environment, tmd knowiedge ol the bouiuku'ics ol the 

body iuid its interlace with the externtil world. To co-ordinate these activities, onr brain and 

body must use inlormation incoming Irom a wide range of sensory systems, at varying time- 

Ihunes, and stitch them together to i)ortray a cohesive picture ol the external world, khis 

Innetion ol multi.sensory integration is a eomi)lex computational process that the healthy 

brain excels at, but is diHknlt to ijcrlorm artilieially and eHieiently in e.g. industrkd 

automation or robotics api)lieations.

d'o create a rei)rescntation ol the 

environment ;uid onr position in it, sensory' 

input Irom a nmge of sensory' systems is 

integrated - the visiud, proprioceptive, 

somatosensory' and vestibular systems are 

the main systems involved. Of particular 

importance is the vestibular system, which 

is the sensory' system that detects rotational 

iuid lineal' acceleration that the body is 

undergoing, premding critical inlonnation

Balance Control
Sensory 

Where am I?

Motor

What am t going to do?

Compare, Select 
and Combine 

Senses

Select and Ac^uet 
Muscle Contractile 

Patterns

Somato ■ Ankle I Trunk. I Eye,
Sensation B Thigh j Neck | Head

Environmental
Interaction

/
Generation 

of Body 
Movement

7y

Figure 1.1. Ej^ample of general balance and motor 

control flow including sensory input and effector 

output

about body movement; it is eommonly 

rclerred to as tlic sense of balance. As 

movement is composed of periods ol 

acceleration, constant velocity' and

deceleration, the vestihnlai' system provides key information about the motion onr body is 

undergoing. Furtliermorc, gravity is a constant acceleration our body undergoes at all time.
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wliicli provides us with an aiiclior to the groiiiul and the world surrounding us; astronauts 

recpiire considerable training to habituate to the lack of this eoiistiuit sensor}’ input. The 

vesUbnku' sense is not considered to he eonseionsly registered - we do not knowingly 

|)erceive the aecelei'ation we arc undergoing, hut we may viseerally ’Teel" it as a Inrrhing of 

the stomach, particularly at high amj)litndcs (Angekiki et ah, 2009). This is due to the 

vestihuku- system’s highly mnltiseiisor}' nature 0\ngelaki and Cullen, 2008).

I he vestihulai' system’s re[)rescntation in the brain is currently poorly mapjied in 

humans. Some advances have been made using artificial methods of stimulation, but 

literature on neural processing of tnie motion in humiuis is sparse. As integiation of 

vestibular input is very’ important for development ol internal and external sjiatial mapping 

strategies (Brandt et id., 200.5; Clrahherr et ;d., 2011), which are fniukunenUd rnnetions for 

interaction with the environment and for developing luid maintaining nonnal body identity 

(Yen Pik Sang et al., 2()()()), furthering onr nnderstanding of how the brain jirocesses 

vestibular iiiinit is highly relevant to nnderstanding how' humans create a reprc.sentation of 

ourselves and how we plan and execute environmenUd and object interactions.

d'here is background to compare against in animal literature, fkirly work |)rinianly 

involved the investigation ol cats’ vestibular fnnetion at the periiiheral organ and hrain-.stem 

level. More recently, the work of Angelaki, (In ;uid DeAngelis has made considerable 

ground in investigation of cortical areas involved in proces.sing vestibular imd visnal-vestihidar 

interaction in macacine monkeys during tasks such as representation ol motion and detection 

of direction of motion, or heading, dliesc insights are valuable as they provide templates for 

comparison ol human data; while it is not possible to draw general iidcrence on human 

cortical architecture ha.sed ou monkey data, 

particularly at the luiictioiud level, structural 

homologies between the species are common and 

CMi guide re.search in human neuroimaging 

studies.

Disorders of the vestibular system tend to 

manifest as unusual dizziness, ina[)propriate 

sensation ol motion and inability to hidiuice.

Vestihidar loss due to trauma, infection or 

tumours is relatively common, iuid research into

Figure 1.2. A vestibular schwannoma, also 

known as an acoustic neuroma, is a benign 

tumour formed in the vestibulocochlear cranial 

nerve.
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cllcrtivc reliabililation stratcfjics lias proved fruitlul. PhysiolJicrajiy iiitci-vciitioiis lor 

laeililatiiig sensory' substitution using proprioeejitive and visual enes are generally (luite 

sueeessbil, and there bave been some studies looking into tbe ineebanisins ol tliis 

substitution in traumatie injury’. However, one Jirea vvbieb bas reeeived relatively little 

attention is age-related vestibular loss and eoinpensation, wbieb is of grovv’ing relevanee with 

tbe eluuiging global age demograpbie. As mobility deelines with age imd issues sueb as falls 

and frailty beeome more problematic, insight into tbe role vestibular input plays could 

proradc improved routes of rehabilitation or treatment.

riic (incstions regarding age-related vestibular loss and its role in mobility and falls, 

and even cognitive decline, are becoming more relevant as the globid age demograpbie is 

sbifUng. Due to advances in bealtbeare and longevity research propagating tbrougbout the 

world, tbe number of people alive over tbe age oi Gd is increasing rapidly. In Ireland, tbe 

annual death rate bas deerca.sed by 14.9% from 1987 to 2011, while the biilb rate bas 

inerea.sed by 22.7%). Poi)nlation i)rojcetions from 2006 estimate that by 2041, tbe number of 

adults aged Gd or over will bave increased to 248%) of tbe 2012 population. Figures are taken 

from tbe C'entrril Stati.sties Olliee information dis.semination .service (www.statbank.ie) and 

the Population and Hibour Force Projection 2011 - 2041 report (Central Statistics Olbce, 

2008).

Males

Figure 1.3. Population estimates in 2041 using an assumption of constant birth rate. The increase in elderly 

population is high. Using assumptions of lower birth rate reduces the younger piopulation, making the

percentage of elderly even higher.
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Falls account lor approximately 22,000 overnight admissions per iumnm (exclnding 

daj’-c'ases) - this is 40% ol idl acute injniy-related hos[)ital admissions, vrath an average 

hospiud stay ol seven <lays, and this average stay steadily increases with age. In the elderly 

j)opnlation, 10% require treatment and 2-3% recpiire hospitalisation for injur}’ ever}’ year; 

73%) of these injuries are fall-related. As prevalence of osleo[)orosis increases w’ith ageing, 

fractures juid breaks are a common result of falls for the elderly, whieh can necessitate 

extended hospital stays or ciu'er presence. The cost of healthcare for falls in tlie elderly 

population is estimated to be over €400 million, per annum. Fhis could increase to over €2 

billion by the year 2030.

Fhe rea.sons for increased i)revalence of falls w’ith age are multi-fold, with 

eompouents ol the musculoskeletal, cardiova.scular iuul neurologieal .systems contrihuting to 

the phenomenon. Neurologicidly, perii)heral ;uul eentral components play a part:

1) Fhe perii)heral sen.sor}’ orgiins degi~ade with age; well-known examples are 

eyesight and hearing, which commonly become worse with age. Fliis is due to 

degeneration of neurons transmitting information to the central nerv’ous system 

(CN.S), and is a i)henomenon .seen to exist in multiple sen.sory systems. I'liis is 

kuowii to hapix'u within the vestibular org;ins, who.se physieal degradation with 

age is documented (.Mvarez et al., 2000). However, the behavioural correlates 

and mechanisms by which this contributes to falling iwe not straight!oward, and 

as their output is not eognitively regi.stered, sueh decline is not directly noticeable.

2) Centrally, both unisensory and multisensor}’ integiation of sensor}’ information 

change and become less ellu lent with ageing, perha[)s as a result of jx’ripheral 

seusoi’}’ loss, llniseiisor}’ experiments in visual, propriocei)tive, ;uid auditory' 

modalities have shown that elderly adults have diOiculties modulating unisensor}’ 

in|)uts, and inhibiting responses to specific modalities in multisensory tasks. 

Audio-visual multisensory integiation experiments have showai that elderly adults 

who fall exhibit a longer period of multisensor}’ integration compared to tliose 

without falls hi.stor}’. As the vestibuku: system has been seen to he relevant to self- 

[lerception aiul embodiment, such changes may also bring with them other is.sues 

of cognitive or mental health; early intervention in such issues can greatly 

improve (luality of life and independent living for years, idong with reducing the 

fniancial and personal burden of healtheare.
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()1 particular intercsl would be lo study whether vestibular eorticid processing 

measures show dillereiiees in lallers and iiou-lallers. It has been ohsened that processing ol 

vestibular iulbrmatiou does adapt with age - in studies by Baloh, elderly patients are tracked 

loiigitudiiially (Baloh et id., 2003). Vestibular organ degradation was tracked, and standard 

tests were performed to (luautily hehavioimd changes on gait iuid balance. Desj)ite [)hysicid 

degradation of the orgiui, hehavaonral changes were found in one test only; in other tests of 

the same organs, perlormance did not change. Importantly, halanee was not .seen to he 

alfected. As it is known that adaptation to vestihidar damage oecnrs in traumatic vestihidiir 

loss, it can he concluded that processing of vestibular inputs cluuiges vrith age to eompen.sate 

for sensory loss. Thus the evidence points towards the possibility that age-related [jeripheral 

neuroi)athy along with snhsecinent neural plasticity related to processing of sensor>' 

information could i)lay a part in the mobility problems and falls. Current knowledge of 

vestihidar mnltisensory processing in ageing is lacking, particularly in terms of nenroimaging 

studies, which allow for measurement of neural function and as.sociated areas involved in 

such proeessing and thus jirovide insight into the cortical processes and areas involved.

Moreover, literature is generally lacking neural charaeterisations of even nni.sensory 

vestihnlai processing in humans, in particnkir in re.spon.se to true motion, dliere have been a 

nnmher of .studies performed investigating vestihidar function using simulated vestihidar 

stimuli, iuul a few investigating very' short lateney re.sponses to rotational motion, hut there is 

little knowledge of the respon.ses to true motion on a time-scale comjiatihle with 

mnlti.sensor3' integration at a cortical level. As it is imperative to know detidls of nnisensor>' 

processing before investigating midtisensory processing, this is a vital step in understanding 

how' eorticid reorganisation is relevant to age-related vestihidar loss. Furthermore, present 

methods - which arc not based on true motion - oidy allow inve.stigation of rotational 

motion, by stimulation of die scmi-eircular c;mal orgiuis. Fliey do not idlow speeilic 

investigation of linear motion processing, which is detected by the otolith orgiuis. As gravity is 

a linear acceleration, balance and the sense of orientation or upright are strongly idfeeted by 

the otolith organs. FurUiermorc, ambulation primarily involves linear motion, so projrer 

otolith fnnetion is very’ important to co-ordinate glut.

"Flic luins of this thesis were dins to remedy this lack of knowledge luid to provide a 

framework for these investigations. To this end, a paradigm was developed to enable 

recording of nenroimaging data during true motion stimulation using 

electroencephalography (EE(f). Appropriate data proeessing methods were developed.
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Invesligalioiis into the ncuro-dyiuunies ol linear motion proeessing were made, a feat w'hieli 

was not possible using previous stimulus generation methods, ddie results obtained showed 

eoneordanee with literature on eortieal loeations of vestibular proeessing, juid provide further 

temporal information and Ilexihility of paradigms impossible using large magnetie resonanee 

imaging (MRI) or positron emission tomography (PE'D seanners. These results provide a 

strong groundwork on whieh to base further investigations into vestihuhu' functional changes 

in both unisensor}' juid mnltiscnsory domains, including tests enabling investigation into age- 

related eortieal changes.

1.2 Thesis Aims

d'he overall aim of die experiments described in this thesis was to facilitate further 

invcstigiition ol kills and ageing by the development of novel methodologies for investigating 

the neural substrates ol vestibular function luid proees.sing in hunuuis using 

eleetrophysiologieal measures during true self-motion. Eo do this, novel EE(i paradigms juid 

methods for recording and proeessing nenroimaging data in humans during true linear 

motion were developed, and the responses recorded were eharaeleri/.ed.

d'he research questions posed were thus:

• What are the approjiriate nenroimaging tcehnologics for investigating vestibular 

function and decline?

• As the otoliths resiiond to gravity and mediate balance, they are important for falls. 

Current stimulus methodologies do not allow spccilie stimulation of otolitJis; re;d 

linear motion does. What needs to he done to enact the u.se of real motion as stimuli 

for nenroimaging?

• flow do the responses of the vestibular system to such motion stimuli manifest, and 

compare to current imaging results of vestibular function?

• As functional MRI and PEE have limited temporal resolution, could the use of 

imaging modalities with higher temjioral resolution advruiec knowledge of vestihulai' 

funetion?

17



1.3 Contributions of the Thesis

• Description ol protocol lor recording vestibular EE(i responses during true linear 

motion using a Stewai t [jlatlbrin. (Cliai)ters 5 - 7)

Validation ol EE(i data (piality when recorded on a Stewart platlonn. (Chapter b) 

Design ol ecological motion stimuli for eliciting vestibular E3 cognitive ERE 

components. (Chapter 6)

Conlirmation of P3 elicitation and description of spatiotempond properties, 

including cortical source analysis. (Chapter (i)

Design of ecological motion stimuli for eliciting vestibular ERPs. (C'hai)ter 7) 

Description of vestibular ERP eomi)oncnts using spatial, temponil, spectral and 
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Chapter 2
Literature review

2.1 Peripheral Vestibular System

"Lite vcstihuhir organs, located in the iiuicr car, ;irc tlic body’s means ol detecting 

acceleration, d’liis is used to orient the body to gravity, maintain btdance and smooth ga/x', 

and generate the seirsation ol motion. The vestibular system is phylogenctictdly old and bas a 

similar morpbology’ among all vertebrates, d’be orgtuis compri.se two .sets of semicircular 

canals (SCCs) and two sets of otolith organs, one on each side ol tlie bead (Highstein ct ;d., 

2004).

4'be .semicircular canals respond to angular acceleration. 4'bere are three ctuials, 

aj)t)roximately orthogonal to each other, which detect acceleration in each phuie. 4'o do so, 

each canal is Idled with endolympb, a viscous lliiitl, which is able to How Ireely around the 

c:uial. At the base ol each canal is a node called the ami)ulla, which joins onto the vestibule, 

the main body of the labyrinth ol the ear. 44ie ampidla is Idled with cilia - nerve cells whose 

firing rate is proportional to the 

lunonnt of bend they iwc undergoing.

I’hesc cilia are surrounded by a 

membrane known as the lunpullary 

cupula. As the head rotates iwound a 

given a.\is, the endolympb Hows 

through the canal, moving the cupula 

and thus bending the cilia, which 

changes their firing rate in proportion 

to the acceleration die head is Figure 2.1. Structure of the semicircular canals (Gray, 1918). 

undergoing. 44ic cilia synapse with

the vestibular section ol the vestibulocochlear nerve (cnuiial nerve VIII) which enters the 

central vcstihnku system.

The otolith organs, in contrast, respond to linear acceleration. There are two otolith 

organs, die utricle and the saccule - the utricle responds to vertical acceleration, luid the
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saccule responds to acceleration in 

the saggital plane. Both respond to 

varying dcgiees to lore-alt 

acceleration, covering three axes ol 

motion between them. Like the 

semicircular canals, the otolitlis are 

lilled with endolymph; they also 

contain otoconia (variously named 

statoconia, otolitlis), small crystalline 

piu'ticles which arc cmhedded in the 

endolymph. ddie otoliths arc lined 

with cilia, which extend into the

Lateral

Anterior

Medial

Superior

Posterior Anterior

Inferior

Figure 2.2. Tlic oriciitation of the hair cells in the utricle (A 

and B) and the saccule (C and D), (Highstein et al., 2004).

otolithic inemhnine, also known as the cnpiila. l lie otoconia lay on the cnpnla and move 

within the otolith in resjioirse to linear acceleration, luid .so exert a Ibrcc on the cilia, hending 

them and changing their firing rate proportioiuil to the linear acceleration the head is 

nndergoing. I'lie cilia project this inlbnnalion into the central vestibular system via the 

vestibulocochlear nerve.

2.2 Central Vestibular System

I’lie vestibulocochlear nerve projects from the peripheral vestibular system to the 

vestibular nnclei in the brain stem, flie vcstibnlar nuclei are split into lour sections - 

inferior, superior, medial and lateral - which connect to dillcrcnt stnictures such as the 

ahdncens nnclcns, the ccrehellnm and the thalamus (Highstein and McCrca, 1988). "flie 

vestibular nnclei relay vcstibnlar stimuli to control a number ol the body’s rellexive control 

systems. These autonomic i)rocesses are short-latency resi)onscs which maintain bidance, 

posture and gaze using vcstibnlar information. Within Uiis thesis, the most relevant ol the 

rellexes aic the vcstihulo-ocnlar rellcxcs (VORs) and the vcstihnlo-<-ollic rellcx (VCR).
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Compensating eye movement

Excitation of extraocular muscles 
on one side

Inhibition of extraocular musdes 
on the other side

Figure 2.3. The angular vestibulo-ocular reflex rotates the 

eyes in opposition to the direction of rotation to maintain a 

fixation and produce a smooth image.

T he VORs tire a set ol rcllcxcs 

which control tlic niovemcnl ol the eyes 

so as to stabilise visual input during 

motion of the head. TTie rellexes can he 

clas.sed into the angular tuid linear VOR 

(aVOlVlVOR), depending on the 

motion experienced, liroadly speaking, 

the aVOR is controlled by the SCCs 

and the IVOR by the otoliths. TTie 

VORs are the most commonly studied 

aspect ol the vestibular system, and 

many studies have investigated their

properties across a multitude ol 

stimulus inputs. As input luid output are 

often closely related, the VORs are 

often described in control theory' terms 

as ;ui im|)ulse response, v'v'ith amplitude and [iliase responses plotted against Ireiiuency and 

amplitude of input.

T he aVOR rotates the eyes in the opposite direction to the head during rotational 

acceleration, in order to provide momentary lixation upon a focal point. This process is 

mainly controlled by the SCCs. The rellex acts upon the extraocular muscles to rotate the 

eyes contralateral to the direction of rotation, to mainUiin a smooth image. TTie dynamics of 

this rellex have been studied numerous times, both exjierimentally and computationally (e.g. 

Paulin et al., 1989; Raphan and Cohen, 2002) - the imiiulse resiionse of the aVOR can he 

approximated by a high-pass filter of angular acceleration (Riuiiat and liertolini, 2009); its 

jiliase profierties vary from leading at low freciiiencies to lagging at higher. A so-cidled 

velocity storage mechanism tracks velocity o\'cr lime, which leads to a relatively long time 

constant lor tliis response (Bertolini luid Raniat, 2011). Further factors which contribute to 

the aVOR are demonstrated when it is supjiressed by lixation, which is controlled by cortical 

projections to the VOR rellex (Naito et al., 2003), supiiressed by luiticipation (Barnes and 

Paige, 2004), and suppressed due to jilasticity over longer periods of modulated input 

(Cohen et id., 1992).
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riic IVOR shares some properties vvilii llie aVOR (Paige aiul Seidnuui, 1999), 

however it necessitates a higher degree of visual integration to maintain target fixation 

(Angelaki, 2004). 44ie IVOR aets against vergenee (eonvergenee and divergenee of the eyes 

to obtain fixation on lui ohjeet) based on vestibular iirojeetions and optie Ilow information to 

maintain fixation on a target whieh is translating with respeet to the observer. This is 

eonsiderahly more eomplieated than the rotational ca.se, exsiieeially when both subject and 

ohjeet motion is involved - processing separate suhjeet and ohjeet motion is reiiuired to 

properly maintain fixation, flic main vestibular eontrihntion to the IVOR comes from tlic 

otolitlis, as they are responsive to linear aeeclcrations, but it has been seen that the SCCs also 

contrihiite to a smaller extent (Green and ,\ngelaki, 2008). "fliis is [lartially due to amhignity 

in the resolution of tilt vs. head translations. 44ie IVOR also displays high-pass filter dynamie 

(Merfeld et ah, 2008), and ;dso exhibits hahitiiation over jieriods of eontinued stimulation

(Anastasio, 2001).

4 he VORs have been the 

.subject ol a niimher of mathematieid 

modelling studies, as the inputs and 

outputs have a relatively small 

number of variables, whieh laeilitates 

the application of control theor}' 

models (Rohin.son, 1981). 4’he 

aVOR has been studied to

Figure 2.4. The linear vestibulo-ocular reflex rotates the eyes determine its response at various 
to maintain fixation on a target during translation, depending amiilitiides and fretiueneies, iuid it has

on factors such as gaze angle and target distance. , , i i i • ibeen observed that tJic impulse

response models take scmieireular canal injnit (i.c. rotational acceleration) and respond with

varying amplitude and phase lag at dilfercnt frctiiicneies. As stated above, the IVOR has

more complex properties, retiuiring integration of vestibular and visual information; thus

control models are more complex. Several models have been developed whieh eombine

responses to both linear and rotatioird acceleration to predict ocular velocity (Merfeld and

Zupan, 2002; Mcrgncr and Gla.saucr, 1999; Paige and Seidman, 1999; Rajihan and Cohen,

2002); the single-axis model detailed by Ptiigc 1999 includes a tliorough literature review, as

does the paper by Rai)han and Cohen 2002. From these models it has been eoneluded that

there is eonsidcrable interaction between the IVOR and aVOR. It should he noted that these
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models take input as aeeeleratioii and use integrators to ealeulate veloeity responses; tlie 

notion tliat jerk, or the time-derivative of aeeeleratioii is also ineluded has heen diseussed 

previously (Angelaki et ak, 1993), and ineluded in Mergner’s 1999 model as tlie produet ol a 

dillerentiator. In this model it is utilised to derive the head’s angular veloeity - it is not 

diseussed in the eontext of linear aeeeleratioii. Furtlier models eould inelude eortieal ellerent 

signals vvhieh mediate the VOR, or VOR adaptation - a simjile model lor this exists without 

details of the VOR model itself (Menzies et ah, 2010).

riie vestihulo-eollie (VCR) and vestihulo-spinal rellexes (V.SR) are rellexes whieh 

stabilise the neck and spine, respectively, in respon.se to vestihukir input (Wilson, 1991; 

Wilson et al., 1993). ddie VCR is clleetive in eonntcraeting the head’s inertia and keeping its 

position static relative to the body during movements, d’he main muscle gronjis involved are 

the trapezius and sternoeleidomastoids (Ferher-Viart et al., 1997). d'he VSRs control a wider 

range of muscles the :ilong the tniiik. "Fhe VCR has jdso heen seen to he alfeeted by ta.sk 

(Keslmcr et al., 1992), and also by reiieated stimulation (lilouin et al., 2003). During true 

motion, the ecnieo-eollie rellex (CC’R) also plays an interlinked role, modulating neck tone 

in response to muscle .stretch. Iiitcraetion with the CCR is .seen to he a[)proximately additive 

(Dutia ;uid Price, 1987), hut the CCR is also modilied by exi)ertation of stimulus 

(Kununoehi et al., 2004).

Vestibular inlbrmation is projected from the vestibular uuelei into the cortex 

primarily via the thalamus (Lojjez and Blankc, 2011), although there are also more direct 

eonneetions from the vestihuku- nnelei as diseus.scd in Dieterieh et al., (2003). The eortie:il 

areas vvhieh receive these projections from the thalamus iwe varied. 4’he range of their roles 

is widespread, from providing contextual information for the mediation of the VOR and 

other rellex paths (Israel et al., 199.5), to {)roviding a .sense of subjective vertical and 

movement through the environment (Rcdlern et al., 2001).

2.3 Clinical Implications of Vestibular Dysfunction

As vestihuku' information is central to the maintenanec of balance and posture, 

dysfunction of the vestibular system can he distressing and debilitating. Furthermore, due to 

its control of eye movement via the VOR, vision can idso he alfeeted. 4’>pieal .s3'm{)toms ol 

vestibular di.sorders inelude persi.stent tlizziness and the sensation of spinning (vertigo), 

dillienlty mainUuidng balance, persistent nystagmus while at rest or inability to focus visually
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(luring inovcinciil (Dix and Hiillpikc, 19.')2; SliarjK' and Jolniston, 1990). Some medical 

conditions associated v\ith vx'stibnlar dysliinction inclnde:

• lienign paroxysmal positional vertigo 

(BPPV), which occurs when otoconia 

hecoine dislodged from the cndolympli ;uid 

migrate into the semicircular canals, 

disrupting the cilia iuid causing inapproj)riate 

sensation ol movement (Hughes and 

Proctor, 1997).

• iVl(:niere’s disease is an idiopathic di.sease - 

hy delinition, its cause is unknown - hut it is 

thought to he caused hy excessive
Figure 2.5. The Epley manoeuvre for treating

endolymph huilding ui) in the lahyrinth. Its numr t., . .t } JtirrV. 1 his manoeuvre aims to move the

symptoms include nnpredictahle attacks ol migrated otoconia back towards the ampulla, 

rotational vertigo (Friherget al., 1983).

• Stroke or traumatic hrain injury can damage the vestilmlar system (linuidt et al., 

1995), and rehahilitation ctui he very cllective in such cases, demonstrating the 

cortical jilasticity available to vestibular processing.

• Loss ol vestibular organ lunction may (kcui unilaterally or bilaterally; unilateral 

vestibular loss is seen to he more distressing than bilateral loss, due to the sensory' 

conllict occurring (Cnrthoys ;uid Halmagyi, 199,5; Rinne et al., 1998).

• Neurova.scular conditions such as migraine are also knowai to iiHect vestibular 

Innction or perception (Jeong et al., 2010).

FurtJier to these acute conditions, vestibular lunction is known to degrade with age - 

reduction in the numbers of cilia (Peterka et al., 1990) along with morphological cluuiges in 

their structure (Anniko, 1983) lead to decreased responsivity. Deterioration ol hidance 

during aging is als(j a known phenomenon; kdls become more common, with prevalence ol 

up to 2.5% per annum over the age of 6,5. Vestihidar runction often tends to he associated 

with falling in die elderly, as could he expected (,\grawal et al., 2010; Kristinsdottir el al., 

2000; Serrador el al., 2009). .Significant veslihnku system impairment is conunon in a cohort 

ol elderly jialieiils referred for assessment of falls risk, and elderly adults with chronic 

x'cstihular disorders show a iiroiiortional relationship between severity ol the condition,
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luiiclioiial capacity and lalls (Macias ct al., 2()()>'j; Sousa ct ;il., 2011). However, this 

relationship is not entirely stniightforward - in (lialoli et al., 2001) and (Baloli et al., 2003) 

vestibular lunctional decline is measured longitudinally in older adults hut is not associated 

v\itli changes in rnnctional hidance tests; thus compensatory' mechanisms are being 

employed. A large cross-sectional study by (Peterka ct ;d., 1990) shows that trends lor VOR 

prmameters do not follow tlic normalised ^uiatomical Pends of .sensory decline. Mallinson 

;md Ixrngridge also show that slow-phase caloric vestibular tests do not change with age 

(Mallinson and Hmgridgc, 2004), and (Sloane ct id., 1989) has sonre discussion on the 

unproven connection between lidls iuid vestibular function.

Dizziness is commonly used as an evaluative and predictive factor, hut this is often 

due to orthostatic h>potensioir - which may lead to syncope and falling - rather than 

vestibular dysfunction or deterioration (McIntosh et id., 1993). However, these may not 

ncecssarily he completely sejrarahlc issues, as the vestibular deterioration alfeets the 

vcstihirlosyompathetic rellex, which may play a part in orthostatic tension (Ray and 

Monahiui, 2()()2a). In general it is seen that both eardiovasculiu' and vestibular issues can 

cause dizziness. Furthermore, as discussed iu Matheson ct al., (1999), the nervous system 

compensates for these slow declines - it is only when the deterioration is stich that it cannot 

compeirsate iuiy more that dysfunction occurs. A recent study (Jeka et id., 2010) showed that 

elderly adults show slower reweighting of visual information in visual-vestihnlirr tasks related 

to posture. It is idso known that mnltisensory integration changes with aging (Hinrienti ct id., 

2()()()), and that fallers have a liigher level of inellicient audio-visual multisensory' iiitegnition 

than non-fidlcrs (Setti et al., 2011). It has been observed that adding cognitive load or scnsoiy’ 

reweighting reejuirements considerably idfects postural performance in (Tca.sdalc and 

.Simoneau, 2001; "Foulotte et al., 2()()(i). therefore while periijhcral vestibular deterioration 

is known to hap[)en during aging and plays a part in falling, central iuid cogiutive components 

involved in multisensory integration, top-dovni control iuid sell/environment representation 

must also he considered.

2.4 Neuroimagiiig of the Vestibular System

In order to document and classify the connectivity of the vestibular system from the 

j)eripheral organs through die brain stem to the cerebral cortex, imaging of the system in live 

animals or humans must he performed. Iu aidmal studies, intracellular recordings are
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coniinon and ;irc highly inlornuitivc ol neuronal aetivity in spccilie hrain sites. Sueh 

recordings have been made at many iK)ints during vestibular stimulation Irom the 

semicirenlar canal iuid otoliths to the vestibular nuclei (Menzies et id., 2010; Newlands et id., 

2009; Ris et ah, 199,5; Roy iuid Cullen, 2003), cerehellnm {,\mat, 1982; Urn et ah, 1998; 

Sheliga et ah, 1999; .Simpson et MC

ah, 1974), motoneurons (Bilker 

iuid Highstein, 1978; Maeda et 

id., 1972; Stnika iuid Dieringer, 

1993; Wilson and Yoshida, 1969) 

and thalamus (Blum et ah, 1979; 

Deecke et ah, 1974; Liedgren and 

Sclmarz, 1976; Meng et ah, 

2007), providing good coverage 

ol the early stages of vestibular 

processing iuid the rellex arcs. 

1 hese recordings become more 

divergent as connections multiply 

while entering the cortex and 

combining v\ith allcrents from 

other sensory systems (Akharian 

et ah, 1992; Biemmer el al., 

1999a; Chen et ah, 2010; Criisser 

et ah, 1990). Suhcorticid 

vestibular anatomy is (juite siindar 

within vertebrates (Dememes et

Medial Vestibulospinal Tract

Figure 2.6. The medial pathway from the semicircular canals 

throu^ the vestibular nerve and vestibular nucleus to the spinal 

colunm, which acts upon the neck and core muscles to maintain 

posture and balance.

ah, 1990; Muller, 1994; .Straka et td., 200,5). However, die dilferences in cortical 

morphologies and intra-ctirtical connectivity between species mean that we must look to 

primates lor the most relevant hnman comparisons (Crelkes and Fink, 200,5). 44ie parieto- 

insnlar vestibular cortex (PIVC) is considered in monkeys to be one of the most impoiTanI 

vestibular cortical areas (.Akharian et ah, 1992; Chen et al., 2010; Criisser et td., 1990); this 

hrain area is proposed to he part of tui “inner vestibular circle” or vestibular hub, which is a 

highly interconnected netw'ork of regions involved in processing incoming vestibular 

infonnation (Dieterich et ah, 200.5; Ixihel et ah, 1998; zn Eulenhurg et ah, 2012). Recent 

w'ork has also investigated the repre.sentation of linear motion in macaiiues, in particular in
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niicldlc superior temporal eorlex (MS f) (Bremmer el al., 1999b) and ventral intrapaiielal 

(VIB) areas (Selilaek el A., 2002).

Figure 2.7. Positioning of electrodes for galvanic 

vestibular stimulation on the mastoid

Htimtui imaging studies Ibllovv tinile a 

dillerent pattern, as intracellular recordings are 

rare in humans lor ethical reasons. Recent 

literature consists of mainly PET (Bottini el al., 

1994; Brandt and Dieterirh, 1999) and IMRl 

studies (Dielerieh and Brandt, 2008; Eickholl el 

al., 2006; Ixthel ct al., 1998). 44iese imaging 

methodologies retiuire the use of large machinery, 

which makes them nnsnilahle for use during true 

motion. Instead, these methods use cidorie or 

galvanic vestihidar stimulation (OVS) to indnec 

vestibular sen.sations while the subject rennuns 

static. Calorie stimidation iiwolvcs the irrigtilion ol

the ear eanal(.s) with warm or cold water or mr. "Phis methodology is considered to primarily 

stimulate the .semieireuku'canals (Fetter el al., 1998; Yagi et al., 1992). Calviuiie slimnlalion 

involves the use olriui eleetrie;d enrrenl applied near the ear in order to electrically stimulate 

the vestibular organs, rids method has been used to stimulate both .scmieireidar canals and 

otolith org-ans (Klcine ct al., 1999; Wanlman and Filzi)atriek, 2002). Thus these methods are 

able to elicit sendeirenlai canal responses, or simulUmeons 

semieirenlar ciuud and otolith responses, hut not 

speeilicidly target otolith responses in general; there is 

some dehate in literature about otolith speeilicily in CVS 

at low current densities (/ink ct ;d., 1998), while other 

research is in conlliel vrith this linding (Severae Caiupul et 

al., 2003).
• 4

riic rcsidts of human imaging studies show a 

eonsiderahlc amount ol variahility in cortical areas 

activated during vestihular [)roeessing. Two meta-analyses 

(lx)pez ct al., 2012; zu Fulcnhnrg et al., 2012) have both 

shown that the j)ariclo-temporal insulai' area, which is 

theorised to map to the i)rimatc PIVC, is activated in a

Figure 2.8. Test dummy for caloric 

stimulation; a warm and/or cold 

syringe of water is flushed into the 

ear(s), difierentially heating and 

cooling the endolymph on each side 

and simulating vestibular stimulation.
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sifpiilicaiil number ol sliulics, regardless ol stimulation modality. In primates this area is 

olteu thought to he a eeiitnd part of the vestibular network. It receives vestibuhu' iulormatiou, 

as well as somatosensory’ iurormatiou ((iriisser ct ah, 1990). It is ;dso hyjrotbcsi.sed to be 

involved in a reciprocal inhibition network wath visual irrocessing in the paiieto-occipitrd 

junction (Brandt et ah, 1998), maintaiinng apirropiiate weighting ol vestibular and visnrd 

inlormation lor sell-motion perception in the cortex. Further areas that have been associated 

with vestibular stimuli in the cortex include the somatosensory cortex, motor cortex, ndddlc 

(superior) terniroral areas (MT/MST) - these are also kitowrr to be irtvolved irt rnotiorr 

processing rn the visual system ((hr/.mrm-Ixrpez et ah, 2011; Seemirng-cd et ak, 2013), the 

inlerior ;urd superior pru ietal lobule (I/SPL), fronUd g>'nrs and occipital cortex. Figirre 3 irr 

Lopez arrd Blanke, (2011) provides a pictor ial sirmmary’ of these rueas, with citatiorrs, and is 

reproduced below as Figirre 2.13. Fhere is a large amount ol viniation in these stirdies and 

the specilres ol the protocols involved may play a jiart in determining the results.

Fhe use ol electroenceiihalography (EF(1) in imaging <d vestibular processing was 

investigated irr a number ol studies in the 198()s ruid 1990s. As FF(1 systems are more 

jiortable than IMRI or PF'F eiiiriprnent, their ir.se enables imaging during bodily motion. 

Flrrrs, there are a nrrrnber ol stirilies investigating the neirnd resiionses to high-arnpliirrde 

rotational stinurli performed irsing a rotational chair while recordirrg KFCi data Irorn a lew 

electrodes (Hollcrberth, 1983, 199.5; Hood iuid Kay;m, 198.5; Kolchev, 199.5; Pyykkd et al., 

199.5; Rodionov et id., 199(); .Schneider et al., 1996). They aimed to classify short latency 

onset responses to vcstibirlar stimuli, ;uid had some .success in doing so - their clinical 

application was discussed in (Hollerberlh, 199.5), where it was conchrded that the eijnipment 

necessary relegated the tests to specifre, rather than routine, testing, Inrt that they would be 

useful for investigating the cortical iirojections of vcstibirlar information. However tire above 

studies’ recordings were marred by artifacts from the VOR and VCR, along with possible 

movement of the electrodes, and mainly targeterl rotational motion. One study vv^as 

performed using a dropping tilt-Piblc to stimulate otoliths (Kast and I.arikford, 1986); 

however the irdluence of EOO and EMO was not addressed, and as mastoid references were 

used, EMO interference from sternocleidomastoid muscles was probable wbich may be 

time-locked to the stimulus arc confoirnd the response. More recently, tbc EEO res|)orise to 

bone-coridncted sound, which is an emerging method for providing vestibular stimulation, 

bas been recorded ( Fodd ct id., 2008). "Fhese studies focus on the sbort-latency evoked 

potential; they are mea.sures of sensory' processing but not neces.sarily .sensory' irrtegratiorr.
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which takes place later in time. The imaging ol i)ec)ple in natural motion, i.e. motion in 

ranges and patterns which are irsnally encountered in ever}’day lile, is a new held ol study.

2.5 Electroencephalography

Electroencephalography (EECi) is a neuroimaging 

metJiod that involves placing electrodes on the scalj) and 

recording potential dillerences to determine tJie 

underlying neural activity, dliis method gives high 

temporal precision (sampling rates > .512H/.), hut low' 

spatial precision (a common .setup employs 128 

electrodes, which has a 4 - 9 cm^ spatial re.solutiou (Eerree ^ •

et al., 2001)). 1 his is in contrast to IMRI, w'liich has a Figure 2.8. Biosemi E)EG system and 

much lower temporal precision (sampling rates < IHz), cap.

hut higher spaliid precision (2 - 3mm’ ty^iical). 44ie

adviuitage ol EEC) compared to IMRI (or other imaging methods) for the task at hand is the 

portability of EE(i systems, and their h.xed position relative to the head. MRI machines are 

very large, and rigging them lor motion would recpiire very large modilications, while the 

head needs to remain very' still w'ithin. An EEC) system is smaller, considerably less 

expensive and more portable, can he battery' pow'ered and seU-contained, and so is suitable 

lor mounting on e.g. a motion platlorm, allowang lor controlled motion while recording 

neural activity. EEC) is also more suitable lor patients v'V'ith claustroiihohia, children, or 

people vc'idi [ihysical or mental impairments due to the smaller ecpiipment si/x.

EE(j systems record die electrical activity ol the brain through skull and skin. The.se 

materials act as spatiid lilters lor the signal ;md so the underlying neural activity is highly' 

attenuated. 44iis attenuation means that a high level ol amplilication is needed to detect the 

signal, which is in the range ol 20 - 40 pV. Due to diis amplilication, other unvv'iuited 

electrical signals ol physical or biological origin get mixed in with the recorded EEC signal. 

This is a significant problem, as the signal can get swamped by these artifacts of higher 

magnitude Uiaii the EEC) signal. Such artifacts include recording ol elcctrooculogiam (EOCl) 

activity, due to eye movement (Corby juid Kopell, 1972), luid the recording of 

clectromyogram (EM(1) activity, due to subjects moving limbs or clenching muscles 

(Goncharova et al., 2003). These artifacts can he a jiarticular issue in motion-based research
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as llic vcslibuhu' system’s rellcx eireuils activate both ocular muscles via the VOR and 

postural muscles via the VSR iuul VCR.

do extract

iiiJonuatiou Irom EFXi 

data, one ol the most gjf^ .j L 

common methods is 

an Event Related

EEG
Segments

Potential (ERP) study, Sfm 2 ^

which eonsi.sts of

recording EEC data

from a subject while ^

Averaged ERP 
Waveform

200 4 00 6 00

Time (ms)
thc'y .we presented Figure 2.10. Depiction of ERP averaging process,

multiple times with a

stimulus. T he EE(i data is then sjtlit into segments (“epochs” or “tritds”) ol a lixed amount 

of time before and after each stimulus itresentation. d'he average is taken of each of these 

segments - this is called the ERP. "Phis isolates the EE(i activity which is related to the 

stimulus presentation, which is usually sw;unped by the background EE(i activity. This 

background activity is considered zero-mean iu)ise iuul so tends to zero after averaging, 

leaving only the ERP. An Evoked Potenti:d (EP) is a t^’c of event-related potential with a 

short latency that occurs in response to a stimulus and is thought to relate directly to the 

sensory ijroecssing of the object - for examj)lc, the ciwly peaks of the visual evoked potential 

(VEP) have been found to he generated in VI, the i)rimary visual cortex (Russo ct al., 2002). 

Sensory' evoked potentials e;ui he contrasted with cognitive potciitkils, which have longer 

latencies and relleet the processing and integration of information based u])on task or 

context information - identical scn.sory' stimuli may have dilfereiit cognitive potential 

responses based on the experimental context used.

T here is a long-standing (piestion about the generation ol ERPs. TWo separate 

meelumisms are proposed which would result in an ERP, and the (lucstion is to what extent 

each eontrihutes to the ERP’s generation. T he first states that a sensory' .stimulus activates a 

brain area which was not previously active, giving rise to a higher level of recorded neuronal 

activity compared to ha.seliiie. The second states that a scnsoiy stimulus resets the phase of 

an on-going oscillation in that brain aiea, giving ri.se to a recorded response which is iiha.se-
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locked alter the stimulus onset, hut with random i)hase during haseliiie which will average to 

zero. Current opinion is that each mccluuiism has v^u^ing contrihutions (David et ;il., 2()()(); 

Mm et al., 2007).

rite layers ol skull and .scalp hetween the hrain ;uk1 the electrodes aet to smear the 

KE(i response across the sealp (Freeman et al., 2003). The spatial smearing that occurs 

reduces die jirecision with which neural activity can he localised within the hrain. 

Furthermore the ellect of volume conductiou means that a signal reeorded at lui electrode 

site may lie at some distant point ol the hrain, and that each electrode records a mix ol a 

large numher ol signals. "Fo attempt to deal 

with this prohlem, source reconstruction 

methods can he used to indicate where the 

source(s) of neural aetivity lie, alheit with 

limited spatial resolution. A widely-used 

method for souree reconstruction is low- 

resolution exaet tomography (FORFd’A)

(sFORFlA). More details ol this method Figure 2.11. VEP generation by VI, the primary visual 

are in Section 3.4. cortex, which is located in the occipital region of the

brain.

2.6 Self-motion Perception

riie perception of self-motion is a phenonienon resulting from the eorticid 

comhination of vestihular, visual, proiirioceptive tuid somatosensor>’ infonuation (Jurgens 

and Becker, 2006). 44ie basic information How which is known in literature is that the 

vestihular stimulation is used to very tiuickly make the body reaet to aeeelerations of die 

head via the vestibular rellexes. This information is eomhiiied with proprioceptive 

information from the neck to detennine the orientation of the head to the body tmd thus 

integrate diis with the body conliguratioii to constnict a whole-body representation of 

acceleradon. Propriocejitive rellexes (such as the CCR) constructively or destructively 

interfere with vestihular rellexes to maintain appropriate body posture (Dutia and Price, 

1987). In the cortex, vi.sual information regarding opticid How is then integrated with the 

incoming vestihular and propriocepdve inlormaUon (Manchester et al., 1989) - the details of
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tliis i)ro( css iu'c the subject ol a number ol recent studies (Herger and Biiltboll, 2{)()9; Bntlcr 

et al., 2010; Felseb et al., 2010).

"bo combine these in the brain, tbe.se inputs are weighted ;uid eoml)ined together to 

lorm a sense ol movement. I’lie weighting of integration can be modelled using Bayesian 

statistics. Idie changes in iirsPuitiuicous changes in weighting are ha.sed on the reliability of 

each stimulus at each given point in time (Fetsch et id., 2010). Fliis implies that executive 

control based on i)ast experience is employed to decipher the likelihood ol the cues to 

control inlegitition. "Fhis process in a complex process as information from the vjuious 

sensor}’ systems takes dilferent amounts of time to reach the hniin and go through the 

ca.scade of processing. It has been shoH'u that the vestihnlai-ocnlai rellex is modulated by 

cortical feedback (Naito et al., 2003) - intuitively this makes sen.se as it can he sni)pressed by 

concentration. Studies ou the sup{)ression ol the demonstrated that this modulation is

not complete, ;uul that there is a time delay of suppression (Barnes and Faige, 200f). A 

study showing that VOR suppression iilfects cognitive tasks (Furniiui et al., 2003) implies that 

to|Mhm'n control is involved, so the time delay of suppression may thus he associated with 

the longer processing time of visual stimuli, as compared to vestibular .stimuli.

Fhe direction of motion, 

known as heading, is an olten- 

used j)arameter to investigate the 

l)ercei)tion of linear self-motion. 

It is easily manipulated and can 

he deduced from visual or 

vestibular scu.sor>’ information 

alone (Felford et al., 1995; 

Warren cl al., 1988), allowing for 

the investigation of sensory 

integration and weighting. 

Heading j)erception retiuires the 

I)rocessing of .sensor}’ 

information and cognitive 

judgement based on this (Fetsch 

cl al., 2010). Human behavioural 

weighting strategics of vi.sn;d and

2D Motion
HMdins dirvetion?

Distance?

DrJohnParront 
Unh/arsHy ot Waikato

Figure 2.12. Motion perception integrates current and previous 

information about the environment, spatial constructs, and sensory 

information about the body from the visual, proprioceptive and 

vestibular senses to create an accurate representation of the world 

around us and our position in it

experiments used heading to determine the behavioural 

vestibular infonnalion (Fel.sch et al., 2009), investigtite
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(lillcrciu'cs in passive iuul active scU-niotioii Crellord el al., 199.5), and dcterniiiic driving 

(Wallis et al., 2002) and loeoinotion (lierard ct al., 2009) strategics, among others. In 

macaques, intracellular imaging during heading e.xperiments is often used to investigiite the 

properties ol the MT/M.ST region, dliis area exhibits responses to both visual and vestibular 

motion stimuli (liremmer ct al., 1999a; Dully and Wurtz, 1991a, h; Digjie et al., 1994) in 3D 

(4';ikaliashi ct al., 2007), as well as integration cllects for concurrent stimulation (Chi ct al., 

2008). Stimulation of the area has been shown to bias heading (Britten and van Wczel, 

1998). Heading responses have also been observed in the ventral intraparietal (VIP) area 

(Brcmmcr et al., 2()()2a; Bremmcr ct al., 20021); Schlack el al., 2002). In humans, a number 

of ncuroimaging studies of heading using optic How have been perlbrmed. The human area 

denoted hM4 + (Beauchami) et al., 1997) is often considered to he the human homologuc of 

the {)rimate area M P (4'ootcll and "Paylor, 199.5), and thus both can he referred to as M4\ 

Promisingly, this area has been idcnlilied a number of times as having involvement in 

heading (Kovacs ct al., 2008; Peuskens et al., 2001; roolcll cl al., 199.5). Shigemasu ct al., 

(2007) have used BOLD responses from the M4’ area to reconstruct heading directions, 

with 90% accuracy. 4’his indicates a functioird homology between hum;ms and i)rimales in 

the percei)tion ol motion, which allows us to use conclusions from primate literature as 

guiding inlluences in humans. Further to the area MF, the intrai);uietal sulcus (IP.S) 

(Peuskeus cl al., 2001) and VIP (Zlumg et al., 2004) have afso been identified in human 

heading percejition.
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Figure 2.13. Meta-analysis of cortical regions seen to be active during vestibular stimulation in humans.

Numerous separate regions are identified in the perception and processing of vestibular information. Taken

from Lopez 2011.

In liunians, scll-niolion pcrccplion ha.s also been studied in die visu;d modality. Idie 

sensation ol sell-motion indneed using visual cues is called vcction - this is a semsation ol 

motion induced using opUe How alone. This is oltcn used as a term to rcier to illusoiy 

motion, hut it is an important component in the perception ol real sell-motion. As the 

vestibular system responds to acceleration, it is not responsive at constant velocities. The 

visual system then provides a representation ol motion using optic How. There are a number 

ol studies which show that the MT/MSd" regions lu e involved in the processing of optic How 

in monkeys (liritten and van Wezel, 1998, 2002; Dully, 1998; Dully and Wurtz, 1991a, h; 

Digae el al., 1994; Dipjie ct al., 1996; Dijjpe and (Tigo, 1999), and humans (Cardin and 

Smith, 2009; Kovacs et al., 2008). l^wls ol MT have been demonstrated to respond
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selectively to niolion direelion, which fits with its involvement in heading tasks. MST 

responds to motion patterns, and its dorsal stream is known to integrate vestihnlar signals 

along with visual signals (Dully, 1998; Fetseh et al., 2007; (In et al., 2008; (In et al., 2007; (in 

et al., 200(); Takahashi et al., 2007).

Proprioception is the sense ol relative position ol body parts. 'Phis inlormation is 

used lor body awareness constniets (Grazimio, 1999; Shenton et al., 2004) ;uul is thus very 

important in motion perception. It is generally observed that the eomhination of neck 

proprioception and vestibular stimulation lunetion to connect head movement with body 

movement iuid orientation. In monkeys si)atial co-ordinates are represented in .separate 

neural populations in both head-central (vestihiilar only) juid body-central (integrated 

proprioception ^uid vestibular) reference frames (Fetseh et al., 2007). In humans, some 1A4RI 

studies have been j)erformed targeting proprioception in a variety of tasks (Gniziano, 1999; 

MonPuit et al., 2009; Rau.sch et al., 1998). A small number of EE(f .studies have been 

peiiormed - j)ro{)rioception evoked potentiids have been described (.Seiss et al., 2002), aiul 

have been investigated in the classilication of Huntington’s disease and Parkinson’s di.scase 

(.Sei.ss et al., 2003). 44ie latter slvidy locali.sed the source of the evoked potentials to the jjre- 

motor cortex. Furthermore, a recent study using EECi on a treadmill has shown that 

numerous joint juigles involved in a widking task can he extrapolated from the EEG sigiuds 

(Presacco et al., 2011).

Other somatoscn.sory inlluences on the perception of self-motion have been less 

studied. "Fhc tnmk and legs receive stimulation during seated acceleration, and thus in thcor>' 

could he used for motion perception; however, as concurrent vestihulai and inertial 

proprioceptive stimulation occurs, it is dillicult to separate this from other .sensor}' 

information. Walsh, (1961) de.scrihcs the use of a viscous Iluid designed to dampen such 

.somatosensor}’ information. Results showed that acceleraUon perception diresholds were 

alfected, hut not by a .signilicant amount (approximately decreased by a factor of 2.5, hut 

with increased variability). Comparing diis to the results of Gu et ;d., (2007) where 

lahyrinthectomised macaciues showed a factor of .50 decrease in task accuracy with die 

removal of vestihuku' sensor}’ information, it is clear that somatoseirsor}' conUihutions are 

not weighted as strongly in motion ta.sks.
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2.7 Questions from Literature Review

riiis review ol tlie literalure points to a number of (piestions whieli liave not been 

addressed juid are pertinent to the aim of understanding the role of eentral and peripheral 

vestibular huuiion, partienlarly in lidls:

1) Can ElXi measures be used with tnie motion stimuli to target vestibular 

responses?

2) Are neural responses to natural motion simihir to those evoked using galvanie or 

ealorie vestibular stimulation in humans?

3) Does EEC souree iuialysis ol vestihnlar responses reveid brain iweas 

eorresponding to results obtained using IMRI or PEd"?

4) What is the temporal profile of vestibular inlormation proeessing?

5} Could EEC be used to investigate the relationships betw'een age-related vestibular 

deeline, eh;uiges in mnltisensor>' perception, and falls?

6) Would neuroimaging measures be inlormative lor eai ly inteiwention ori)eople at 

risk of falls?

In this thesis, (luestions 1 - 4 'ivill be investigated, and (luestions 5 and 6 will be 

discussed in the context of the answers obUuned.
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Chapter 3
General Thesis Methods

riiis chapter dcscrihes inelliods wliich arc used throughout niiuiy or all ol the 

cxpcriniciits described in the thesis.

3.1 Linear Motion Stimuli

Ill this thesis, a iiuiiihcr ol exiieriineiits recording KEG (hiring tnie linear motion are 

described. "Ko perlorin such experinients, it is necessary to he able to aeeurately present such 

motion stimuli in a repeatable lashion. "Ko this end, a Stevviu't platlorm (Stewart, IDtid) 

mannractured by Maxcue was employed (von der Hcydc, 2001). "Kliis is a motion 

stimulation platlorm with 6 degrees of freedom - tnuislation ;uid rotation in x, y and z planes 

- and has a range of Im movement in all directions. Khis platform has a motion profile 

update rate of lOOHz. It is fitted v\'ith a hu-ge screen with held of view 8()°x()3° luid a 

rexsolutioii of l lOOxlOdO with a refresh rate of 00 frames jier second which can he used to 

prexsent visual stimuli at a fixed distance from the subject, fo remove all visual motion 

information, the platlorm was securely covered with a cloth which rendered the environment 

in.sidc visually static. Subjects were asked whether they could .sec any movement to ensure 

the cloth was iiroperly secured, and any trials where visual motion stimuli were reported 

were repeated alter fixing the cloth.

flic stimuli provided were thus non-visual motion stimuli, flic modalities involved 

in the perception of the motion stimuli are thus vestibular, {iroprioeeptive luid 

.somatosensory’. .'Vs di.seussed in Chapter 2, the vestibular contrihution to motion perception 

is considerably more important than the somatosensory' input. Proprioceptive clumges 

related to acceleration were minimised, as the subject was seated in a large chair secured w'ith 

a seatbelt, duis preventing relative body movement, flic head was unable to he secured for 

salety reasons, hut was well-supported by a headrest, d’liis allowed a small amount of 

undesirable movement foi'wards, hut the seatbelt and relatively low lunplitude ol the motions 

minimised this, therefore, the stimuli provided can he eoncludcd to he iirimarily vestibular
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in llicir nature, and so llic KRPs recorded in resj)onse to tliein can be considered to 

represent vestil)nlar ERPs.

All stimuli used in ;dl experiments were linear motion; this area oi motion processing 

is p;irtienlarly dillleult to study in humans using artificial meims. fo simulate more natural 

motion than step profiles vvhieli are eommonly used in motion studies, as well as to 

minimize safety risks, a IHz 360° sinusoidal acceleration jirolile was adopted lor the main 

experiments in Chapters 6 and 7, jiroviding a ramp-nji to maximum aeecleration and ramp- 

down to zero, flic displacement ecpiation lor generating motion used was:

5(t) = 0.49
(2nt — sin(27rt))

4;j-2 Os < t < Is

where:

t IS time

s(t) is displacement

flic maximum displacement vv'as 7.8em, maximum velocity was l.').6em/s and 

nuLxinium aeeelenition was 49em/s^ 4 hese proliles are jiictured in Figure 3.1.
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Time (s)

Time (s)

Figure 3.1. The ideal displacement, velocity and acceleration profiles of the Stewart platform.

Motion .stimuli were eoirstraiiied to tlie naso-oeeii)ital (NO) and intra-anral (lA) 

direetions. Displacement lor each direction can be defined:

SNoiO = S(t)cos(0)

SiAiO = 5(t)sin(0)

"file ;mgle 6 is delined as zero lor straiglit-aliead motion.

In Chapter 5, there were lour dilferent motion stimuli: static, idle, slow and last. In 

the static condition tlie jilatform was turned oil. In the idle condition the iilatlbrm was raised 

to its neutral position then remained idle in this position. In the slow and last conditions the
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platlbrm was moved willi a sinusoidal acceleration i)rorile in a lore-alt motion at a Ireciueney 

ol O.b Hz lor 230 cycles at dillerent m;L\imum accelerations ol 0.0 Ki and Q.05G, 

respectively, dlic motions were controlled by Virtools™ '. "Hiis profile vv-as modified to the 

IHz fi.\ed amiilitudc profile detailed above to reduce the amount of time that subjects were 

in die motion jilatlorm during Chapters 6 and 7.

Time (s)

Figure 3.2. The sinusoidal acceleration profile going forward, as recorded from the Stewart platform. This 

depicts an average of 50 trials. The variability between trials is small.

A sample aeeeleration profile was recorded using a ebassis-monnted accelerometer 

on the Stewiul platlbrm; the results are shown in Figure 3.2. As can be seen, the recorded 

motion profile has a sinusoidal shape, but has a longer length than expected. T he input 

etiuation specified a one-seeond long profile, whereas the recording shows that the real 

length is approximately 1.3s. T his is a result ol the control systems in the Stewart iilatlorm; 

while it creates a dillerenec Iroin the ideal motion prolile, it does not alfect die onteome ol 

the experiments in this tlie.sis. However, one error was made during initial results collection 

in Chapter 7 - a conrerence paper with inaccurate peak times was published due to lui 

incorrect assumption about die start point of the motion profile. Initially, the start point was 

atiiiroximatcd as 2()()ms idler the parallel port trigger telling the Stewart platfonn to move 

based on initial visualisation of the acceleration prolile (Figure 3.2). However, alter more 

rigorous investigation it was seen that there is acceleration during this jieriod, and so the start 

Iioint was rcdclined as the parallel port trigger. This resulted in a 2()()ms dilfercncc between 

peak times as reported in (Nokm et. al 201 la) when compared to diose in Chapter 7.

' littir/AnTOwiitools.com
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3.2 EEG Recording

In llic inolion platlbrni, a Bioscini ActivcTwo EE(j system^ was installed. I'liis is iui 

active electrode EECi system which has 128 uiiipolai' scalp electrodes which lit into a cap, 

along with np to 8 bipolar electrodes wiiieh can he mounted on miy body part. The cap 

dclonns unilbrnily keeping the sciilp electrodes at known locations lor all suhjeets, based 

upon tlic lO-b .system (Oostenveld and Pniamstra, 2001). Eor rdl c.xperimcnts, lour bipolar 

electrodes were placed just below and on tlic outer eanthi ol each eye, to record EOO 

activity. "Ewo electrodes were [)laeed on the mastoids, one on the neck approximately placed 

on the middle of the sternocleidomastoid mirsele, and one on the nose, as {KJtential sites lor 

EEO relerenee mid EMC) sigiuds. The neck electrode was later lound to he unreliable. This 

system is used lor all exfierimcnts, cxeejit the study deserihed in Chaiiter 8, where a medical 

system was employed. Eor Chapters 6 and 7, EEG daUi were recorded at .512Hz, with -8dB 

bandwidth 0 - 102.4Hz’. Eor the validation experiment in Chapter 5, EEG data were 

recorded at 2048Hz.

A shielded system was aLso initially used in Chapter 5 - EEG data were recorded 

using the BraiiiAinp MRjilus™ * electrode system Irom 8 .scalp electrodes along the .sealji 

midline and one EOG ehminel, digitized at bOOOHz. 44ie system has a -8dB bandwidth of 

0.16Hz to 1000 Hz. 4’hc EEG data liom the Pz channel were downsampled to .'il2Hz, 

bandpass filtered between 2-4.5Hz, epoehed Irom 1000ms pre-stimulus to 2000ms post- 

stimulus, mid ha.seline corrected from bOOnis belbre stimulus iircxsentation. Data were 

manually .scanned lor obvious artifacts (e.g., niusele twitch).

3.3 EEG Pre-Processing

Once the EE(i data was recorded, the next step is to eondition the data by removing 

noise and artifacts - signals such as EOG, EMG, eleetroniagnetie interlcrcnee that arc 

recorded by the EEG system hut not of cortical origin. Initially this idcntilication was done 

mmiually, hut as tlic volume of data grew, EAS IER (Chapter 4) was developed to do this 

automatically.

44ic general procedure followed lor idl event-related potential (ERP) studies was to 

filter the data to remove irrelevmit low'- mid high-lreiiuciiey information. The continnous

’ liltp;//Hwv.bioscmi.com
’ littirZ/wwiv.biosemi.com/activctwo_iull_siJccs.him 
‘ bllj)://www.braiiipro(lucls.com
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tiinc-scrics data were then segmented into data portions, eoinmonly known as epoehs, wliieli 

are defined as a set nninber of time-points preeeding and following a stimulus. Kpoehs 

eontaining exeessive interlerenee Irom eye or musele movement, or otiier eleetrieal or 

meelianieal lutifaets, were removed from the dataset. Any single-ehannel data eontaining 

exeessive interlerenee was inteipolated Irom the remaining eleetrodes using spherieal spline 

interpolation. Independent eomponent luialysis (ICA, see helow) was used to separate the 

eluumels into statistically independent time-series; artifaetnal components were then rmoved 

to leave true EE(i data remaining (for eomprehensivc details see Chajiter 4). KRPs were 

computed by averaging across all epoehs at eaeli time [)oint; for eaeli run and condition, 

ERPs were computed for each dataset, and the average of those was taken for each subject to 

jiroduce a subject average per condition. Elie grand average ol all subjects was then 

comi)uted across all subject ERPs.

Pre-processing ol all EE(i data recorded during exjjeriments was performed using 

EECJlAli (Delorme and Makeig, 2()()4). 44iis is a free .software .suite available lor the 

MA riAH environment which provides a comjirehcn.sive framework for manipulation and 

processing of EEXl data. Initially [)rocessing vras performed miuiually; however as the 

volume of data increa.sed, llie need for an automated method for i)rocessing data became 

apparent. During the course of the thesis, such a method was developed along with 

corre.s])onding .softwiire which works in tandem witli EEXilAH; this is deUiiled in Chapter 4. 

Phis method, named EA.S4T.R, was applied to data in Chapters 6 and 7, iuid a preliminan 

version was used in Chapter 5. EASI ER emi)loys indei)endent comj)oncnt analysis (ICA) 

which is descril)ed helow. Eurther methods used in exi)eriments described in Chapters 6 

and 7 are standardised low-resolution electrical tomography (sLORE/EA), statistical 

parametric mapping (SPM) and time-freaiuency aiuilysis.

Data processing metliods specific to each experiment are detailed in the relevant 

cliajiters.

3.4 Independent Component Analysis

Independent Component Analysis (ICA) is a general name for a set of 

metliodologies which perform lilind source separation (BSS) on multivariate datasets to 

obtain statistically independent waveforms. The assumptions are that the multivariate data is 

a lineiu' comhinatioii of independent statistical sources. The general process is then to
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generate an nninixing matrix - a set of weights tliat speeilies tJie linear eombinations ol eaeh 

univariate data sonree wliieli prodnees tlie statistieally indei)endent sonrees. riiere are 

various algorithms implemented lor generating these, using dillerent assumptions ahont the 

sonrees, dillerent independenee criteria, etc. Some popular methods aie fastlCA 

(H>wiirincn, 1999), SOlil (Belonehrani ct id., 1997), and Inlbmax (Bell iuul Sejnowski, 

199.7) wliieli is used in FA.STER as deserihed in Chapter 4. 44iis is particularly nsclul lor 

EK(i as it ciui, in theory', separate multiple generating sources ol EE(7 data coming from 

dillerent hrain regions. In practise these are not always robust, piu'tieularly across subjects as 

the recording environment changes Irom one to the next. However, one piu'tieularly uselid 

application oflCA to EE(i data is in the held ol artifact removal and correction, where it can 

he used to identify and sidjtraet additive sources of interference such as E()(i (Croft and 

Barry, 2()()(); Holfmann and Ibdkcnstein, 2008).

3.5 sLORETA
sEORE'EA is a computational method, with aceomi)anying software^ used lor solving 

(he inverse problem and com])nting current density maps in the cortex (Bascual-Manjui, 

2002). It uses a staiuku'disation procedure which allows exact localization of test sources 

under no-noise conditions (Bascn;d-Manjni, 2007, 2009), and has no localisation biases in 

the i)rcsence of measurement and biological noise (Wagner ct al., 2004). Its solnlions have 

relatively low spatial resolution (compared to e.g. IMRI), which means that neighhonring 

voxels will he highly correlated. 44ie general method uiulerlying sEORE/FA necessitates 

finding the minimum-norm solution to an ill-posed inverse problem. 44ie software projects 

EE(i data into a 6239 voxel implementation of the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) 

standardised hrain space (Evans ct al., 1993). Standardisation is iierfonncd on each voxel by 

ealculating an eshmate of background noise, and current density is then comjiutcd as a ratio 

to the background noise.

4'wo independent groups, (Sekihara ct al., 200.5) and ((rrcenhlatt et al., 200,5), have 

shown that the mctliod has no localization bias in the absence of measurement noise. In the 

presence of measurement noise (hut no natural biological noise) they found that sEORETA 

has a localization bias - however, it is more realistic to consider that the hrain in general is 

always active, thus producing biological noise. Furtliermorc, sEORE FA has recently been

’ lUtp://M'\vw.uzh.cli/k.cyiiist/l()rct;i.lilm
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validated in several simultaneous ElXi/IMRI studies (Mohaselier et al., 2009; Olbrieh et al., 

2009), and in aii EE(j localization study lor epilepsy (Rulluuuiii et al., 2009). Elie jjrevionsly 

developed, related tomography LOREl'A (Pa.seual-Maniui et al., 1994) has also received 

validation Irom studies comhining LOREEA with other more established localization 

methods, such as IMRI (Mulert et al., 2004; Vitacco et al., 2002), stnictural MRI (Worrell et 

al., 2000), and RE4' (Dierks et al., 2000; Pizzagalli et al., 2003; Zumsteg et al., 2005). Eurther 

LORETA validation has been based on the localization liudings obtained Irom invasive, 

implanted depth electrodes, lor which there are several studies in epilepsy (Znmsteg et al., 

2006a; Zumsteg et al., 2006h; Zumsteg et al., 2006c) and cognitive ERPs (Volpe et Jil., 2007).

3.6 SPM
Stati.stical parametric mapping is a popular tool lor ueuroimaging analysis in IMRI, 

PE r and EE(1 modalities. It is a .software suite built ou a numher of sUitisticid methods and 

processing tools (Eriston and Bnchel, 2003). Ehe nnderljing method involves statistical tests 

;uul corrections for multiple comp;u'isous sj)ecilically designed for nenroimaging data. Eor 

the EE(i data in this thesis, the relevant methodologies apj)lied were spati;d remapping, 

statistical testing and family-wise error control (EWE) (Nichols and Elayasaka, 2003).

Data are initially projected from scidp-space into the Montreal Neurological Institute 

(MNI) staiukrrd hnun-space using a predefined mapping for the Biosemi 128-channel 

.system. Each siunple of .scalp EE(1 data is projected onto a 2D jilaiie. Elds produces a 31) 

inatrfx of jiseudo-voxels consisting of two spatial dimensions and one temporal dimension. 

Ellis is performed on the averaged data of each condition of interest for each subject. 

Statistical contrasts are then defined and tests are perfonned on each voxel. 4'he niiuii 

heiielit from the SPM software for EEC! comes at this jioint - EWE correction can he used 

to define a suitable f-thrcshold which takes into account spatiotemporal non-independence 

for a desired type-I error rate, unlike other multiple comparison methods (e.g. Bonlerroni 

correction). I'ncorrected p-value thresholds can also he used to explore the data, hut are 

generally less rigorous.

Ellis correction is achieved irsiiig aspects ol random held theory’ (Worsley et al., 

2004). 44ie Euler characteristic is a topological measure of a shape which, in the context 

used here, approximately defines the numher of ahove-threshold connected shajies in the 

voxel space. Its estimated value for a given volume is computed hased on a known
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sinoolliiiig operator ai)plic(l to the data, to estimate the luimher of sjjatially independent 

elements in tJie whole volume, and lienee ealenlate the approjiriate error rate based on this. 

It is neeessary to apply smoothing to the image prior to eompntation ol the f’WE rate to 

validate the assnmptions inherent in the method; this is implementefl in SPM using a 

(ianssian smoothing kernel. Idie kernel used here was 6 x 6 .x 8 voxels at lull v\idth, ludf 

maximum (F\VHM).

sLORE'l'A uses a non-paiametrie version of .SPM railed statistieal non-parametrie 

mapping (SnPM) to perform statisties, whieh uses a hootstraiiping method to determine the 

aiipropriate signilieance level (Niehols and Holmes, 2002).

3.7 Time-Frequency Methods

In Chapters 6 and 7, time-freciueney analysis is used to investigate the eontrihntion of 

dillerent freiineney hands to the reeorded ERPs. "Phis allowed visualisation of EM(i 

eontrihntion to the ERPs and inve.stigation of aljiha-power inerea.ses and deereases, among 

others. Eo this end, two time-frecpieney methods were employed:

EE'1-based. Eime-freejneney speetrognims were ereated for E.RPs using the short- 

time Eourier Lransfonn on eaeh elumnel jier epoeh per file per suhjeet to investigate whether 

there was luiy unusual aetivity in e.g. the gamma hand whieh might eorrespond to musrle 

movement. A window length of 128 sample points (0.2,7s) was used with a EFE size of 2.76 

iuul 120 jioiiit overlap, giving a time resolution of 1.7.Oms and a frec}ueney resolution of IHz. 

Ehe event-related speetral perturhation was ereated by averaging these speetrogiams for eaeh 

file and suhjeet and for each frequency dividing the post-stimulus time-frames by the me;ui 

viduc pre-stimulus, to obtain a pcr-freciueney ratio value of increase or decrease from 

ha.selinc. Band averages for the traditioiud fiEC frccpiency hands were obtained.

Wavelet-based. Wavelet deeomj)ositions of E.RPs were also ereated. d'hc “Mexican 

Hat” wavelet was used for its good timc-frecincney properties and widespread use in 

literature. Wavelet decompositions were created at ijscndo-frcqncncics appropriate for the 

traditional bands delta (l-3Hz), theta (4-7Hz), alpha (8-12Hz), beta (13-3.7Hz) and 

gamma (>3.7Hz). Decompositions were performed at IHz interv^ds for the alpha hand, and 

2Elz intenals for the gamma hruid. Ehc instantaneous signal power was computed by
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pointwisc scjuaiiiig the sitiiial. H;uk1 averages were then taken, and an 8Hz low-jjass 2-pole 

Bnttervvortli filter was applied to rednee the inllnenee ol the wavelet earner signal, fhe 

event-related speetnd iiotential (KRSP) jilot tos eompnted by subtracting the meiui baseline 

value, and then dividing the whole power signal by the RMS value in the baseline.

For statistical eompaiison, these time-lrecineney measures can be tJicn compared to 

zero or to other conditions at each time-lramc and ehimnel using t-tests, v\ith FDR post- 

correction lor multi[)lc comparisons lor all values within each Ircciucney hand. Further 

correction ran he apjilied using a “ninning t-test” method - keeping only p-valncs with 10 or 

more eonseeutively sigiiilieiuit time jioints.
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Chapter 4

FASTER - Fully Automated Statistical 

Thresholding for EEG Artifact Reduction

4.1 Introduction

During ihe course ol llic cxpcriiuciits detailed in Chapters 6 and 7, a large miiiiher 

of EE(i recordings were colleeted. "Ehese files were seen to contain normal EE(i data 

without unusual activity arising from the Stewart platlorm, as verified in Chapter 5. However, 

normal EE(i data is often conUuninated with artifacts which occur during recording; 

furtliermore, vestihular stimulation inherently jirodiices E()(i from tlie VOR ;uul EM(i 

from the VCR, both of whieh are near the scalp and will he mixed into the recorded signal, 

d'his ehapter outlines a fully automated method which was developed to detect and remove 

.such artifacts from recordings in order to streamline and staiuhudise the processing of data. 

Automation was desirable to speed up jirocessing, remove subjective variance in classilying 

artifacts by stanchudisation, and detect artilacts not noticeable by the human eye. lliis 

development enabled faster luialysis of data, allowing more time to focus on results ol the 

exiieriments.

file ERP is computed by averaging EE(J epoehs. .\rtifacts such as EOCi, EM(f, and 

electrode di.splacement cjui he orders of magnitude greater than the ERP, and can thus 

distort the signal, as the averaging operation is easily biased by outlying values. Throughout 

the thesis, it has been diseus.sed that tlie VOR luid VCR were induced by the motion stimuli, 

luid thus caused E()(i and EMCi artifacts to occur. (Generally EECf signals arc in the order of 

tens ofpV whereas E()(i and EMG signals arc in the order of hundreds ofpV; therefore the 

EE(j can he overpowered by artifact signals if they are not addressed. In addition to EOff 

and EM(i artifacts, poor scalj) contact for a particular electrode will jiroducc consistently had 

data for tlie duration of the recording. Other artifacts include spurious electrical activity 

picked up by the EEG amplifier (such as motor interference, whieh is discussed in Chapter 

5), and electrical drift.
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One sini|)lc iuul (•()ini)utati()iially inexpensive ap{)roach to E()(j iuid EM(j arliiacl 

(leteelion and rejeetion involves deleting j)ortions ol the data with artilaets (e.g., data with 

ain|)litiKles greater than 75 pV). "Ehis can potentially lead to a large loss of data, ;uid 

eonscainently redneing the (piality ol the ERE, partienlarly during liigh-ainplitnde visual 

stiinnlation, or long trials which may involve visual latigue. Electrodes vrith consistently i)oor 

signal (piality are tyjiically removed and dien recreated using interpolation Irom the 

remaining electrodes, which ellectively reduces tlie spatial resolution ol the EE(h Therelore, 

several methods of removing EOCj and EM(i lu tilacts while retaining EECi data have heen 

proposed (C’rolt and liarr>', 2()()(); Moretti et al., 2003; Schlogl et al., 2007).

Ehere are a numher of extant methods lor detection of artifacts in high-density EECi 

data, m;my ol Which are applicahle only to specific artifact types (e.g., E()(f artifacts). .Some 

methods for artifact detection have a hroader scope, however. Eor example, the Statistical 

Control of Artifacts in Dense Arrays Studies (SCADS) method, fully descrihed in (Iiiiighdfer 

et al., 2000), irsed thresholding methods to detect artifacts. In this approach, several editing 

matrices, containing piuiuneters such as standard deviation (SD), maximum giadient, and 

inaximiim amjilitude value, are constructed for each clnmnel within each epoch. Ehresholds 

are calculated for each jiarameter across whole epochs, whole channels, luid .single chiuinels 

in single e[)ochs using a non-parametric formula to mea.sure the spread of the distribution. 

Whole channels, whole ejiochs, or single cluuinels within single eiiochs whose pariuneters 

exceeded the thresholds are removed (epochs) or interpolated (channels).

,\nother approach to artifact detection involves the u.se of independent component 

analysis (ICA), which is made easily available through the EE(fI AH software suite (Delonne 

and Makeig, 2004). ICA is a computatioiud method that separates time-series data into 

sPitistically independent component (IC) wavefonns. ICA out[)uts a mixing matrix that 

tnuisforms EECf daUi to IC data, and its inverse unmixing matrix to transfonn IC data hack 

to EECf data. 4’hcsc mixing matrices give information about an IC’s spati;d location on the 

scalp, ;uk1 the transformed data gives inlormation about the IC’s temporal activity. Data 

recorded from scalp electrodes can he considered summations of EE(f data and rwUlact, 

which are independent of each other: ICA is therefore potentially a useful methodology to 

.separate ju-tifact from EE(f signal (Jung et id., 2000; Vorobyov and Cichocki, 2002). There 

is, however, a need to classify the residting components as either iu'tifactiud or neural (Hi;ui et 

al., 200(3). If detected, artifactual ICs can then he subtracted from the recorded data and the 

remaining data can he remixed. .Several methods for detecting and rejecting artifacts ba.sed
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on ICA have l)ccii described previously in tJie literature. Some of these approaches can he 

limited hy the recinirement lor the detection process to he trained from predelined artilaets 

(i.e. supervised), which are not always available, or may not he generalizahlc (Delorme et al., 

2007; Jung cl td., 1998; Sehlogl et al., 2007; Yandong ct al., 2005). For exiunple, EOC) 

artilaets var>' in shape, amplitude and length between subjects. J’he training jiroeedure is 

generally carried out luiuuuilly from visually identified artifacts. Conseipiently lull 

uiLsupenised processing is not possible with these methods, reducing the benefits gained 

Iroin automation.

In short, methods have been developed lor removing various t>pcs of artilaets from 

EECf. However, as many arc application dependant, or foeu.sed on a single tyiie of artifact, it 

would have been dillieult to choose which approach(es) to Uikc. Furthermore, all aiiproachcs 

involved at least some degree of supervision for classilication of artifacts. Oiven the trend 

towards ever-denser EEC) iwrays, such lutifacl rejection methods are time-consuming. 

Instead, the task was undertaken to develop a general-purpose method which could he used 

Idr the data from this thesis and also hy the EECf commnnity in general. dJiis method was 

com[)leled and called Fully Automated .Statistical "Fhresholding for EEC) artifact Rejection 

(EAS IER). Raw data are imiiorled, had channels removed, epochs extracted, artilaets 

detected luid removed using ICA, subjects’ data aggregated, and unacceplahly noise data sets 

are removed. JJiis fully automated, unsupervised approach - with raw EE(f data as the input 

and ei)oched, iwtifact-attenualed data as the output - was therefore a great asset for 

processing the data collected in Chapters 5 and 7. "flic method c;ui also he of use to the 

many researchers who collect EEO data.

With luiy new method of processing EE(f data, and in particular for a fully 

automated, unsupervised method, it is essential to quantify the improvement of signal-to- 

noisc and llic rate of artifact detection against other established methods. In addition, 

methods suitable for dense EECf arrays may not he applicable to lower density arrays, and 

this applicability needs to be tested also. Therefore, EA.SfER was tc.sted in a number ol 

scenarios, and compared vviUi the .SCAD.S method on 128-, 64-, and 32-scalp elcctrride 

arrays of simulated EEG data with simulated artifacts. "Flie advantage of testing an artilaet 

rejection method on simulated data is that the sensitivity and spccilicity of the detection 

algorithms can he quantified. While simulated data are useful, however, they often contain 

artilacls with known properties (c.g., EOG amplitude of at least 80 pV). In contrast, real 

EEG data contain a variety of lu tifacls whose properties are unknown, riiereforc, real 128-
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cliaiuicl EE(i data from 47 sul)jcc'ts was also analysed using the EASTER method, trained 

individuals, and with SCADS. EAS I ER was also eoinpared with SCADS on 64- and 32- 

sealp eleetrode array subsets ol the reid data to test the elleet of using fewer data {joints.

4.2 Methods for EEG Data collection/simulation

4.2.1 Simulated Data

Eorty seven sets of simulated data were ereated. lliese eonsisted of 200 e|)oehs of 

data sinndated from R3 di|)oles using the BESA Di|Jole Simulator {jrogranE, whieh then had 

anilaets added at random. 4 he {jroeedure for creating arUfaets was derixed from one of the 

iU'tilaet removal methods im{)lemented in EECIAB (Delorme ct al., 2007). lii order to 

create ecjntaminated channels, white noise was added to a rainlom numher of channels 

(range O-.j). 44ie white noise was of RMS iunjjlitnde randondy .selected to he 1-10 times 

(hat ol the channel itsell. A random luindjcr of the 200 epochs (range 0-1,7) had a high- 

;un{)litnde (30 - 1.7()pV) low fre(|neney (1 - 3EI/.) ware added to all elnuinels to simulate an 

eleetrode-shilt artiiaet. The {josition ol all aitifaets was recorded and the data were then 

{jroeessed. 1 he {jrc-arlilaet data and j)ost-|)roeessing data were eom{)aied at (he {josition of 

each artiiaet to assess the degree of iwtilaet removal.

4.2.2 Reid Data

Eorty-seven data.sets from hcidthy controls from a vi.sual oddball jjaradigm were 

iuialysed (inciui age = 37.6 years, 28 male) - .sec Ajjjjcndix B for details of this study iuid 

aj)|)lieation of EASTER to the clinical jxjjjulation. ERR data were recorded in a 

sound{)roofcd room using the Aetix'c Ewo Biosemi™ electrode system from 134 electrodes 

(128 seal]) electrodes) orgiinized according the 10-.7 system digitized at ,712 Hz. 4'hc vertical 

and horizontal cleetro-oeulograms were recorded bilaterally from a{)[)roximately 3 cm below 

the eye and from the outer eanthi res|)eetivcly. ,\n additional two electrodes were {jlaeed on 

the mastoids bilaterally.

Subjects observed blue circles, sc{)arated by an inter-stimulus interval of 2±0.,7s 

.seconds (uniformly distributed), {jresented for 20.7 trials in a {jseudonuidom order. Ere({ucnt

’ littijV/vnnv.bcsa.de/uixiatcs/tools/
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iioii-targct (80%) aiid iiilrcciuciit target (20%)) circles were 2 cm or 4 cm in dianieter, 

respectively. Subjects were instructed to press a button as (juiekly as i)ossible Ibllowiiig a 

Uu'get stimulus. 44iis t>7)e ol oddball ta.sk. typically evokes a positive delleetioii in the F.RP 

with a latency ol approximately 300ms. This is called the P3/P30() comj)oueut. These data 

were aetiuired with the uiiderstaudiug and written eouseut ol each subject, the approval ol St. 

Viiieciit’s University Hosjjital Ethics Committee, and in eompliauee v\ith national legislation 

and die Code ol Ethical Principles lor Medical Rcseiu'ch Involving Human Suhjeets ol the 

World Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki).

.\11 data were recorded from a liioscmi AetiveTwo 128 ehannel EEC system at 

.512Hz. 44ie liiosemi system rejilaecs the ground electrodes irsed in conventional systems 

with two separate electrodes: Common Mode Sense (CMS) active electrode and Driven 

Right Ix'g (DRE) passive electrode. "Pliese two electrodes Ibrin a feedhaek looj), which drives 

the average potential ol the subject (the Common Mode voltage) as elo.se as possible to the 

analogue-to-digital relercnee voltage in the AD-box (the analogne-to-digital relerenee can be 

considered the virtual ground ol die amiililier). 4'be relerenee signal is the DRE minus the 

CMS.

4.3 Methods for Artifact Detection and Removal

4.3.1 Cenenil Process

Eor all methods (FAS PER, SCAD.S and Manual process), the below process was 

followed, with the respective appropriate artifact detection method applied.

• Fhe datasets were converted to EEGIAB format and then relcrenccd to Fz - 

this was chosen as it was common to the 128-, 64- and 32-t'lumnel datasets.

• Fhe EE(f data were filtered olllinc using eipiiripple filters between 1 - 9.') Hz 

with a notch filter at 50 Hz (bandwidth 6 Hz) to remove mains interference. All 

filters used were finite impulse response (FIR) designed using die Parks- 

McClclkui Chebyshev design method. The //>//// MA FIAB lihrary’ was used to 

ilesign these. Filters were applied forw^irds iuid backwards to ensure zero phase 

distortion. The frequeney design specilicadons thus denote -6dB levels. The 

high-jiass liltcr cut-oil frecjuency was initially chosen for computational reasons -

’ luti):/Awwv.uiii-leipzig.de/ biocog/coiilciit/widmann/ccglab-plugiiis/
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lor FIK niters, the miniher ol filter eoellieients, and thus the time needed to 

eoinpute them, greatly inereases as the ent-oll Ireciueney decreases, "fliis also 

increases the length and amplitude ol the filter artifact whieli aiipears at the start 

and end of the recording. The IHz ent-olf thus provided an aceeptahlc 

eomjiromise ol retaining Ireiinency content, clean data and eompntation time. 

I.ater, visualisation of the data recorded in Chapters 6 and 7 after filtering with a 

0.1 Hz high-pass inlinite impulse response (HR) filter revealed liigh-amplitndc 

low'-lrecpieney eontrihntions vvliieh dominated the data and appeiu"ed to he 

artilaetuid; therefore the IHz filter was used. The 9,5Hz ent-olf provided 

protection from the lOOHz harmonie ol the dOHz mains noise, while retaining 

content in the high-gamma hand.

Cluuincls were aiudysed for artifacts, luul any contaminated ehannels were 

interpolated.

Data were then etioehed from -dOOms to hiOOins, and haseline eorreeted from 

-2()()ms to Oms.

Epochs were analysed lor artifacts, and iuiy eontiuninated epochs were removed 

from the dataset.

flic data were converted to he in average rercrenee.

InfomiLX ICA was then performed on the full data.set inelnding external ehimnels, 

to give best eluuice of detecting F.OCl lutilacts, and the resulting ICs were 

analysed for artifacts.

Contaminated ICs were subtracted from the dataset, from all ehannels, iiKiuding 

externals.

liaeh ehannel in each epoch was then analysed for artifacts, and if found to he 

contaminated, was intcqKilatcd.

Finally, the F.RP of each dataset was taken, haseline eorreeted from -2()()ms to 

Oms, and concatenated to make a grand average dataset, f^eh subjects ERF was 

luialysed for artifacts, and il lonnd to he of floor quality, removed Irom the 

average.
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4.8.2 KA.SrER

Data artilacts were deleeted and eorreeted in live aspeet.s ol the EECi data: eliannels, 

epochs, ICs, single-channel singlc-ci)ochs, and aggregated data (i.c. across snhjcets). Eor each 

aspect, statistical i)anuneters ol the data were calculated by computing. 14ic metric tliat 

dclined contaminated data was a z-score ^ ±3 lor that parameter - tliis is a definition ol lui 

outlier. 4’his is applied to all ptwameters. The z-scores are calculated hy comptiting the mean 

and standard deviation lor each panuneter across each channel, epoch, IC, single-channel 

single-ejK)ch or aggregated data, then snhtracting the mean from the ptwameter values and 

dividing them by the standard deviation. Eor example, to compute the /.-score lor the 

variance of channels, the mean ol the variance lor all channels would he computed, along 

with the standard deviation, fhe metui would be subtracted Irom idl ciwiance values, and 

they would all he divided hy the .standard deviation. Any tnuislormed values > 3 or < -3 

hu'ger would he deemed to he contaminated. Vju'ious other methods lor threshokling were 

considered (and rejectetl), and are discussed in the sui)plemcntal methods section.

Eor the mathematicxil descriptions of the proi)erties, the Ibllowing conventions apply:

n = 1, 2, ..., A" - indicates a specilic channel (iV is (he numher of channels in the

dataset)

c= 1,2, ..., E- indicates a specilic e[)och (Ais the number of epochs in the dataset) 

r = 1, 2, ..., C - indicates a specific IC (C’is the number ol components in the

data.set)

Xji - indicates the data in channel u

- indicates the data in channel /; witliin epoch c 

Xcj - indicates the temporal data in component r 

Xc^ - indicates the spatial data in component r 

~ indicates the variance of data 

(x) - indicates taking the mean of data 

{x)ni - indicates taking the mean of data across channels
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{x)g - iiulk atcs Uikiiig tlic mean of data across epochs 

E0G-^2,3A ~ KOCi electrodes

F(x) - power speetnun (calculated using MA'l'I AB’s pwcicli Inuetiou)

1. Cliauucl Artilaets.

,\u electrode or subset of electrodes in an EE(i dataset may move during an EE(i 

session, resulting in bad contact watb the scalp and tberelorc a {K)or qurdity sigiud. More 

rarely, electrodes may also have mcebanie;d laidts, lor exiunplc Iraycd wiring, wbieb can 

partiidly or wholly degrade the signal received. Such electrodes can produce erratic sigiuds. 

d o elassily channels as artilaetual, tliree panuncters of each channel along with their z-seores 

were ealeidated:

• d'hc first parameter was the me:ui ol the ehannefs correlation eoelfieients with other 

channels. Most channels, especially in a high-density system, should correlate highly with 

neighhoring channels. "Ehereldre, a channel with eonUuninated data will likely have a low 

correlation with other eluuinels.

Parameter 1: -(],p mean correlation eoellieient ol ehannel n, where 

is the Pearson correlation eoellieient between channels n and m

• Alternatively, a contaminated ehannel may correlate quite well with other channels, 

hut have a higher variance (line to additive noise) and therefore the .second jiarametcr is the 

variance ol the ehannel.

Parameter ‘2: variance of ehannel n

• I'he third iiaramctcr was the Hurst expouent. "Elie Hurst exponent is a measure ol 

long-range dependence within a signal. Human phenomena such as EEC) have values ol H = 

0.7, and signals lying outside of tliis range can be considered artilaets (lor more details see 

Appendix A).
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Parameter 3: the Hurst exponent ol eliannel ii

"Hie above [)ariuneters were eorreeled lor relerenee ollsel using the method 

deserihed in (Inngluiler et id., 2()()()). Channels identilied as eoiitiuninaled were removed and 

data at tliis eleelrode were reeonstrneted hy interpolating from neighboring eleetrodes using 

the EECilAB 7 spherieid spline interpolation lunetion.

2. Epoeh Artilaets.

An eiK)eh in an EE(j dataset may at limes he eontandnated VAith all-ehannel noise, 

lypieally eansed hy snhjeel movement, and suhsecpient physie;d movement of the eleetrodes. 

I'o deteel sneli epoehs, 3 p;wiuneters were eompnted lor eaeh eluumel within the epoeh, iuul 

z-seores ealenlated.

• riie movement ol eleetrodes on the seal[) results in a ehange in imj)edanee between 

the sealp and the eleetjcxles, whieh eonsecinently idleels the eleelrode voltage ollsets. rids 

ollset ehange eonPuninates epoehs, and ean he idendfied hy its high iunplilude. d o deteet 

this contamination, the first parameter eompnted w^s the amplitude I'ange of the ciioeh.

Parameter 4: (max(xjj^) — the mean amplitude range across ehiuinels

in epoeh c

• Sldlling electrodes may also produce less extreme movements that may not have 

sulFieient iunplitnde range to exceed the threshold ol a z-seore equal to 3, hut .still 

eonlaniinate ;ui cqioeh. This t>7)e ol arlilaet may he rcllcetcd in a high deviation ol that 

epoch’s average viduc from the average values across all channels. Idle second parameter 

eompnted was the deviation from eaeh ehiuinel’s average value.

Parameter 5: the mean deviation across channels Iroin the eluumcl

av erage in epoch c
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• Subject inovcniciit also j)rocluccs KM(1 iiUciTcrciicc. A high viiriancc will rcllccl such 

activity, aiul so the third jjarameter c;dculatcd was the variance.

Parameter 6: {s^Xn^N^ mean varuuicc across channels in epoch c

3. IC .Artifacts.

riie InlbniHx (Bell and Sejnovvski, 1995) algorithm was employed to perform tlie 

ICA decomposition. "Phe numher of data ijoinls needed to find C stable comjjonents from 

ICA is typically kC^ for each data channel, where k is a multii)lier. The k value was .set to 25, 

as recommended in (Onton et al., 2()()()). For example, our real data were of length 

512*205 = 104960 points, mid witli 128 scalp channels, 4 FX)(1 channels and 2 mastoid 

channels, the miLvimum possible numher of ICs would he 134. However, this would not 

have met the k = 25 criterion, wliich w'ould necessitate 25 * (134)“ = 448900 data jioints. 

therefore, the value of C was reduced to C,« by performing Principal Comiionent .Analysis 

(PCA) on the EF.O data and keeping only the lirst C,k» principal components (Shlcns, 2005). 

C,.. was calculated as:

^pca ~ where I. is the length of the F.E(1 dataset (in samiiles), and

lloor indicates ronnding down to the nearest integer.

Phis reduces the rank of the data and so a smaller numher of ICs are computeil. 

Interpolation of channels also reduces the rank of the data, and so was corrected to 

account for this:

^pca ~~ minifloor ,N — Ninterpolated)’ where N was the original numher of

channels and Nmwpou,rd was the nnmher of cluuinels interjiolated in the channel interpolation 

step.

IC.A often produces ICs which consist entirely of artifactiud data. These can then he 

subtracted from the dataset, leaving EEC) data without the artifact. "Po classify ICs, live 

pjmuneters were computed, and z-scores c^ilculated.
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• I’c) idciUily artilacts caused by eye blinks (vertical K()(i, VEOG) or saccades 

(borizoiital EOCi, HE()(d , die correlation coelFicieiits of each IC time series vvitb the Ibnr 

recorded EOCi (two VE()(i and two EIEOG) data cbannels were calculated, and the 

maximum absolute value was taken as the lirst jj^mimeter. ddie absolute was taken to account 

lor possible dillerences in polarity between the E()(i channel data and the IC time series.

Parameter 7: max ^ ^ J), the maximum of the absolute correlation

coellicient between comjjonent r time-course and EOCi cluumels

• Another common t>7)e ol artilact singled out by ICA is a short, higb-ami)litude, 

single-electrode ollset, olten tenned a “pop-oil”. .An IC consisting ol a pop-oil has si)atial 

data which shows activity in a single channel and none otheivvase. 'Phis is rellected in a high 

knrtosis value in the sjjatial data, as knrtosis measures the pe;ikedness of data. "Phe second 

parameter computed was the knrtosis ol the spatial data.

Pannneter 8: — 3, where u, gives the i-th central moment of the spatial data, is the
)l2^

expiation lor knrtosis of the spatial inlormation in Component c

• riiere is typically white noise in the actpiired data due to hardware properties. White 

noise has a close-to-llat Irecpiency power spectrum, as opposed to EEC» components which

have a j power spectnim distribution. Residual white noise may remain alter filtering, albeit

with a very' low contrihntion. Independent components consisting ol white noise were 

identified by calculating the slope of tlie spectrum over the low-pass filter hand as the third 

parameter.

Rarameter 9: (dPjxct)
df

fipi < / < //.P2> mean .slope ol the power spectnim ol

the component r time-course, between the hand edges of the low-pass filter hiuid

file loiirth jiiwameter estimated was the Hurst exponent (see .Appendix A). 

Parameter 10: the Hurst exponent of component r time-course
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• riic lillli j)ariuiictcr was ihc median gradient Viilne, which is above threshold il the IC 

contains eonsiderahle high-rrecincney content, was also cidenlated lor each IC time series.

Parameter 11; median median slope of the component e time-course

4. Single-Channel, Single-Epoch ,\rtiraels.

Followdiig the previous three stejjs, a high percentage ol aitilaets will have hcen 

removed. Some small transient artilacts may remain on single channels, within single epochs 

- lor cxamj)le, short hursts ol white noise due to trcUisient electrical laults, or electrodes that 

lost contact during a recording and were not suHieiently noisy to he detected as had 

channels. Such artilacts were corrected by interpolating single channels within single epochs, 

using sphcricid splines. "Eo detect the ;wtilacts, four parameters were computed lor each 

chanucl within each ei)och, and /.-.scores calcidated.

• riie first parameter was the variiuice, to detect single channels in single epochs with 

additive noise.

Pariunetcr 12: S^Xn^' variance ol channel ji in eiioch c

fhe second was the median gradient, to detect other high-lrequency activity. 

Pai ametcr 13: median median slope of the channel n in epoch c

• fhe tliird was the amplitude range ol the channel, to detect pop-oils.

Parameter 14: max(x„g) — min(x„^), the amplitude range of channel n in epoch c

• Fourdi, in order to detect electrical drilt, the deviation ol the mean lunplitude in the 

epoch lor each channel Iroin the whole-channel mean lunplitude was calcidated.

Parameter 15: — (x„), the deviation from the cluuinel average ol chiuinel n in

epoch c
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5. CoiiUuniiiiitcd datasets.

Alter each lile liad been proeessed, a grand average dataset was created (i.e.,. all 

subjects’ data were aggregjited) so that each eijocb was the ERP of a processed file. In a 

t)'])ical KE(i study there are often subjects \vhose data are contaminated by iwtilacts to the 

extent that tlieii data are not a true rellection of neural i)rocesses, and tberelore distort the 

grand average data. "Ebese subjects’ data are often removed entirely from the graiul average. 

In order to identify these subjects, the epoch artifact detection method vv'as repeated lor the 

grand average:

• Property lb: (max(x„^) — min(x„^));^f, the amplitude range in epoch c

• Property 17: '^u'uuice in epoch c

• Projjerty 18: {(Xjig) — {Xn))N, the deviation from the channel average in epoch c

• An additional parameter - the maximum absolute value of the E()(J channels in the 

EHP - was computed for eaeh epoch in order to determine whether E()(i artifacts 

remained, as alter E()(j component subtraction the iniLximum v;due in the EOCj channels 

should he small.

Property 19: max (xeoGi 2 3 4 )’ nreximum value in the EOCJ channels in ejK)eh e

riiresholds were calculated for each panuneter, and any epoch (i.e., subject) that 

suii)assed that threshold was considered conPuninated and removed from the gnuul average 

file.

4.3.3 .SCADS

4'he .SCADS method was implemented following the description in (Junghbfer et ^d., 

2000): data were converted to a single reference (Ez, as this was the reference chosen for data 

using the EASTER method). Editing matrices were composed, consisting of the maximum, 

standai'd deviation, and maximum gradient of each chamiel in each epoch. IJmits were 

com])uted using the nonparametric formula to detect contaminated channels and channels in 

epochs. Contaminated channels were interpolated using spherical splines. Data were 

converted to average reference. Editing matrices were recomposed. At this stage, Junghbfer 

recommends visual identilication of remaining ai tifacts in cluumels within ej)ochs. To make 

this a lldly automated process and thus a valid comparison \vith the EA.S4TR method, this
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visual klcntilication was sul)stitiitc(l with the 3 z-scorc threshold used hy the FASTER 

luetlKxl. Epochs with 10 or more eoiiUuuiuated ehauuels were deemed had, as suggested hy 

Juugholer. diiey were removed from the dataset. Reiuiuuiug eoutamiiiated ehauuels iu 

epochs were interpolated using spherical si)liues.

4.3.4 Supervised, expert artilact ideutilieatioii

Contaminated ej)ochs, contaminated ehauuels and iwtilactual ICs were identified hy 

seven trained iudividuids, idl of whom had extensive EE(i processing experience and who 

were currently engaged in high-density EE(i researeh. 44ie raw data were filtered luid 

epoched, and the ixwticipants were then iiistnicted to list the epochs and channels they 

believed were artifact-contaminated. This was done hy vi.snal identification, using EFXilAH 

soltwiu'e, which allows users to scroll tlirough EE(i data. "Fhey w'ere also instructed to list any 

datasets they believed to he contaminated to the extent that artilact removal would not 

im[)rove the (inality ol the data. Such datasets were not used to calculate the average. In the 

remaining datasets, the listed artifacts were removed, and ICA was perlormed on the data. 

Participants were then instructed to list any ICs which they believe were artifact- 

contaminated, which were subtracted Irom the data. F.iich participant analyzed between 4-9 

datasets each.

4.3.3 Artilact removal (inantilication

In order to (jnantify the perfonniuice of the artilact removal method on real data, a 

metric lor measuring lU'tilact contrihntion to EE(i was defined as the varuuicc in the dOOms 

ha.seline prior to the stimulus iiresciitaLion (Handy et al., 2003). "Fliis variance should he zero 

iu a “perfect” dataset (for a task inducing no pre-stimulus ellect, such as the P3). Tliis metric 

has the advantage of milking no assumptions about the sigiud content, other tliiui a lack of 

pre-stimulus activity. "Flie disadvantage is that a signal witli zero amplitude has zero variance, 

and so any method that removed all data would have perfect perfonnaiice. Therefore, there 

is a need to ensure the EE(i signal is not being attenuated, and couseijuently P3 amiilitude 

and latency were also taken as measures of signal (piality. 44ie peak ol the P3 was found hy 

litting a parametric function to die ERP from 20()ms - 1 OOOms using a Caussiau profile and 

determining the delay at the peak amplitude (Cfersou et id., 2003). The percentage of epochs
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removed was also reeonled, as a measure ol data releiitioii. dliese measures were comiwed 

Ibr eaeli proeessiiig metliod.

In order to eompare tlie two methods, FAS TER vs. SCADS, a laetorial ANOVA was 

eoiiducted witli method and iiumher ol ehmmcls as factors. A (Ireenhouse-Geisser 

eorreetion was u.sed to correct for noii-si)hericity. Fype 1 enor {)rol)ahility was set at .05, 

I),„n.„c,i WAS set using BoiifeiToui correction for multiple comparisons adjusted for correlation 

among dejiendent vaiiahles (see Appendix A), Including all channels when comparing the 

elfect of numher of clumnels may result in dilfering variances because the higher-density 

arrays will have more channels further away from the reference. Therefore, the baseline 

variance at channel Pz (P3 amplitude is tyjjieally m;Lxim;d over Pz) was chosen as this 

channel w~as common to all datasets. I'he simulated data results were e^deulated from 47 

files. Sensitivity and specificity for artifact detection was calculated using the following 

formulae: .sen.sitivity = detected lutifacts / total eontamiiiated data; specilieity = 1 - (detected 

false artifacts/ total uiicoiitaminated data).

4.4 Results

4.4.1 Simulated data

Method

Percentage of Artifacts Removed

Chans
Channels

Scnsiti\ily/

Specificity (%)

Eixxhs t:oc EMC:

ScnsiU\ily/ (%) (%)

Specilieity (%)

Discontinuities

(%)

Linear IVcnds (%) W'liitc Noise

(%)

FASTER 128 94.47/ 60.24/ 98.99 99.91 82.97 93.04 92.93

98.96 97.53

64 97.02/ 61.83/ 99.07 99.19 94.68 97.02 95.30

98.48 97.54

32 ,5.88/ 58.64/ 97.64 94.17 93.61 95.59 91.29

96.81 97.49

SCADS 128 100/ 0.15/ 11.69 99.73 79.43 91,19 98.13

96.42 99.99

64 100/ 0.15/ 14.03 98.27 87.43 93.00 96.59

94.10 99.99

32 5.88/ 0.15/ 18.31 95.36 83.33 93.22 96.53

84.50 99.99

Table 4.1. Results from the simulated data.
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Due to tlic non-normal (listril)ution ol the deteetion rates, Wileoxon Signed Ranks 

tests were eondueted.

Clmniicl HiUlacls. Wileoxon signed rank tests showed that there vras a signiheant 

higher ehannel deteetion sensitivity lor the SCADS method eompared to FASTER using 

128 ehannels (Z = 2.701, p < 0.01). Tliis was not signilieant using 64 or 32 ehannels. Analysis 

ol the ehannel deteetion s{)eeilieity ol eaeh method, shows that FASd’ER had a signilieantly 

higher speeilieity than SCADS using 128-, 64- and 32- ehannel datasets (Z = 5.37,5, Z = 

5.517, Z = 5.907 respeetively, p < 0.001).

Epoch aitUkcls. Wileoxon signed rank tests showed that there was a signiheant 

improvement in the perlormanee ol the FAS FER method over SCADS lor epoeh deteetion 

sensitivity using 128-, 64- and 32- ehannels (Z = 5.381, Z = 5.408, Z = 5.315 res[)eetively, p < 

0.001. FAS FER had a signilieantly lower speeilieity than SCADS using 128-, 64- and 32- 

ehannel datasets (Z = 5.304, Z = 5.304, Z = 5.304 respeetively, p < 0.001).

E()(j :utd EME aiiUkcts. A Wileoxon signed rank test showed signiheant 

imj)rovement in EOC removal pereentage using the FAS FER method eompared with the 

SCADS methods lor datasets ol 128, 64 and 32 eluuinels (Z = 5.905, Z = 5.841, Z = 5.754 

respeetively, p<0.001). Bonlerroni eorreetion lor 3 eomiwisons was used. A Wileoxon 

signed rank test showed no signiheant dillerenee in removiil pereentage between FAS FER 

and SCADS methods for simulated EMC ju-tilaets.

Singlc-chiuinc], single-epoch ;ulilkcls. For linear trends, a Wileoxon signed rank test 

showed a signiheant im{)rovement in removjil pereentage using the FASTER methofl 

eompju'ed witli the SCADS methods lor the 64-ehannel array only (Z = 3.330, p < 0.005). 

For white noise, a Wileoxon signed rank test showed a signiheantly lower removal 

pereentage using tlie FAS4TR method eompared with the SCADS method lor datasets ol 

128 iuid 32 ehannels (Z=2.691, p<0.05, Z=3.02, p<0.01 resi)eetively). For diseontinuities, a 

Wileoxon signed rank test showed no signiheant dillerenee in removal pereentage between 

FAS FER and SCADS methods.
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Figure 4.2. Comparing EOG removal percentages between FASTER and SCADS.

4.4.2 Real Data

Method No. Chans Baseline

Variance (pV)

P3 Amplitude

W

P3 Latency

(ms)

Peak

Width (ms)

Epochs Removed

(%)

FASTER 128 0.2222 7.417 372.42 49.29 3.2

64 0.2279 7.746 378.19 49.22 3.1

32 0.2204 8.387 377.59 49.95 3.3

SCADS 128 0.2672 6.990 361.05 48.34 2.6

64 0.2525 6.931 362.38 47.98 2.4

32 0.2334 7.732 359.83 47.30 2.4

Supervised 128 0.4120 6.885 400.09 46.38 3.3

Raw 128 0.7580 14.943 449.48 45.33 -

64 0.7536 26.481 449.54 45.03 -

32 0.9230 12.263 449.48 45.33 -

Table 4.2. ResiJts from the real data.
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Hascliiic variance: riic one-way ANOVA eoinpiiring baseline variances ol KASl’ER, 

SCADS and supervised was signifKiuit (F( 1.074,41.88.5) = .5.036). Follow-up t-lests (rel'er to 

.\ppeudix A lor inulliide coini)arisou correction procedure) showed significantly lower 

l)a.seline variance for FA.STER compared to manuid and SCADS methods (t(39) = 2..531, 

t(42) = 2.708 respectively, p.o,T„w<0.0264). There was no significant dilference hetween 

manual and SCADS methods. Raw data FRPs were marred hy artifacts. Figure 4.3 displays a 

graphical representaUon of Uiese results.

Baseline Variance 128 Channels

FASTER 128 SCADS 128 Manual 128 
Method, number channels

Figure 4.3. Comparing the baseline variance of 128<hannel datasets across methods. Bars are mean±standard

deviation.
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In order to compare FASd'ER to SCADS lor dillerent EE(i ;irray densities (128, 64, 

and 32 elianncls) series of paired t tests were eondneted lor each array size. Alpha was set at 

0.05, with p<o„c„rf = .04.5 (see Appendix A). FAS FER had a signilieantly lower haselinc 

variance than the SCADS inetliod when using 128 elianncls (t(42) = 2.708, p™,Tcc,rf< .04.5) and 

approached signifieanee using 64 channels (t(42) = 2.039, p.™T..,rf = 0.048). dliere was no 

signilleant diHercnee hetween methods when using 32 eluumels.

Baseline Variance

0.35

>
D

o 0.25c
CD

CD>

FASTER SCADS 
128 128

FASTER SCADS 
64 64

Method, number channels

FASTER SCADS 
32 32

Figure 4.4. Comparing the baseline variance of different array sizes between FASTER and SCADS. Bars are

mean±standard deviation.

In order to eomptirc the elleet of array size within methods, we eompaied baseline 

vaiianecs ol the common channels lor each array size. Aljilia w'as set at p.oTrcH = .0418. T he 

EA.ST'ER method showed no signiheant dillercnees in haselinc variances depending on the 

nnmher ol elianncls [)roecs.scd. The .SC.4D.S method had a lower haselinc variance using 32 

ehannels vs. 128 ehannels (t{46)=3.212, p<.0418), using 64 ehannels vs. 128 elianncls 

(t(46)=2.267, p<.0418) and using 32 cluuinels vs. 64 ehannels (t(46)=3.3.59, p<.0418).

P3 latency and luiiiilitudc: 44ie one-way ANOVA comparing P3 latency alter 

EA.S4 ER, .SCADS and supervised processing methods on datasets with 128 ehannels was 

signilicant (F’l 1.281,48.689)=.5.032, p<0.0,5). Follow-np t-tests, with idpha set at pc„„r.,„i=0.0284, 

showed that .SCADS processing resulted in signilieantly shorter latency tluui EA.S FER and 

manual processing (t(42)=2.803, t(40)=2.7.59 respectively, p..„„,r.i<0.0284). There was no 

signilicant dillcrence in latency lietween supervised and FA.ST'ER processing. FA.STT5R
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produced a P8 \vitli a sigiiilicaiitly liiglicr aiuplitudc conipaicd to supenised processing, uitli 

alpha set at p„„„,„,=0.0446 (t(88)=2.201, p,<0.0446)

Paired t-tests (alpha set at p,o„er,ort = 0.0411) showed a sigiiilicantly higher P3 amplitude 

lor FASTER vs. SCADS using 64 electrodes (t(42)=2.773, i)co„,>„d<0.0411), and sigiiilicautly 

higher P3 latencies (alpha set at p™,^ = 0.0371) for FASTER for 128, 64 and 32 electrodes 

(t(42)=2.8()3, t(42)=2.642, t(43)=3.684 respectively, p,„,»d<.()371).
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Figure 4.5. Comparison of the latency of the P3 component after processing with different methods.
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Figure 4.6. Butterfly plot of grand average ERP.S after various processing methods. A - supervised processing. 

B - FASTER processing. C - SCADS processing. D - Filter only. The late frontal compwnent present in C is 

due to uncorrected EOG artifacts. A 30Hz low-pass filter was applied for display purposes only.

Pz ERP trace

Figure 4.7. ERP at Pz. Solid line is after FASTER processing, dashed line is after SCADS processing. The 

SCADS method has a narrower peak, which leads to a shorter latency using Gaussian peak picking. A 15Hz

low-pass filter was applied for display only.
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Figure 4.8. Number of subjects removed as a fimction of number of subjects present

ContHniinatcd subject removal: From a total of 47 subjects, FA.S'IT.R iilcutilicd 4 

subjects as eoutamiuated in tbe 128-< hauuel dataset, 4 iii tbe 64-t bauuel dataset, and 2 in tbe 

32 ebaiiiiel dataset. In order to test tbe elleet of identilying contaminated subjects in .smaller 

.sample sizes, sub-sets ol the data (rangiiij? from 10-47 subjects, vritb random iiielusion of 

subjects) were generated. "Flic eompositiou ol each .sub-set was sbullled 100 times luid tbe 

number of eoutamiuated subjects was recorded lor eaeb siunple size. Figure 4.8 displays 

these data.
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BS FASTER EEG Proccssingl.2.3b 1^1 ..ikiairi

' More Options

Options
Function

Filter

Channels

Epoching

ICA
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Grand Average

Channels for ICA 
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Keep existing ICA weiphts 
Save component topographies as images 
CA component rejection 
Rejection options

Setup
Ravp Job directory:

0 Output directory:

□ Channel locations:

m File type;

□ File filter;

m Output file prefix;

IrxJividual folders:

Resume

C:\TCD\EEG Data\128+8loc 

BDF file (Biosemi)

□

Figure 4.9. The software written to run the FASTER process on a file or group of files. This software was made 

freely available, and is integrated work with FEGLAB. It has been downloaded over 2000 limes as of October

2013.

Figure 4.9 shows the main inlcrlaec of (lie FAS'FF.R soltwarc, vvTitteii to allow users 

williout a haekgiouiul in sigiuil proeessing to prodnee liigh-tiualily F,FXi data vvalh iwlilaets 

removed. Delanlt settings are those detailed in Seetion 4.3; however, as this validation is only 

based on F3 data, some settings cjui he varied il irsers wish to experiment lor better 

jterlonnanee lor their partienlar data. For example, if the epoehing Ihiietions are disabled, 

FAS TER can then he applied to eontinnons EEG data.

4.5 Discussion

Fhis chapter dcfiiils the EAS IER itroeessing method imd the (jmdity of its output. In 

order to cinantily the perlormaiiec ol EAS EER simulated data were analyzed using EASI ER 

and a variant ol SCADS. Furthermore, real data were analyzed using FAST ER, SCADS, ;uid 

by supervised detection. FAST ER was also tc.sted across dillcrent nnmhers ol scalp 

electrodes (128, 64 and 32). T4ie results of the juialysis of the simulated data showed that 

EASTTiR had generally high sensitivity and speeifu ity lor detection ol artifacts. EAST ER had
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> 90% scnsith ity and specificity in simnlatcfl datasets lor detection of eontaniinated channels, 

E()(i luul EMCi artifacts, linear trends and white noise. SCADS had a significantly higher 

sensitivity to ehannel aitilaets than EASI ER rising 128 ehannels. However, speeilieity was 

signilieantly higher for EASI ER vs. SCADS across all array sizes. EAS I ER generally had > 

60% sensitivity luid speeilieity lor detection of eontaniinated epochs, versus ().\5% for 

SCADS. This is a large dilferenee in perforinanec, and may indicate SCADS was designed 

for use on larger-amplitudc epoch artifacts than those simulated here. The variance in the 

ERR ha.scline was signilieantly lower for EASTER, than either the sii[)eivised or SCADS 

methods. ERP amiilitudc was signilieanUy high for EASTER versus the supervised approach. 

EASTER was clfcetivc in attenuating artifacts in 128-, 64-, and 32-scalp electrode arrays.

One assumption of EASTER is that uneontaminated EECf parameter distrihutions 

should he distributed normally, or approximately normally. 1 his assumption may he 

violated if low numhers of data points are employed, or in elderly or clinical pojinlations 

where datasets are often noisier or more variable. 44ie results from the real and simulated 

datasets show that EAS I ER worked elfeetively ou datasets with 128, 64 and 32 seal]) 

electrodes. However, the sensitivity for contaminated ehannels decreased dramatically, from 

94.47% for 128 scalp electrodes ;uid 97.02% for 64 .scalp electrodes to .5.88%) for 32 scalp 

electrodes. 44iis may he a result of using simulated data (where the artifact distrihution is 

normal), as the number of contaminated channels was lower in the 32-elcctrode datasets, 

and a result of using statistical thresholding, as the threshold calculation was ha.sed on a 

smaller sami)le size and con.seqnently v^uiance among ehannels was increased. Ifse ol 

dilferent statistical methods, such as nonpanunetric mca.sures or hootsUapping, may i)rove 

useful. This issue also occurred with the .SCADS method. I he performance on the 

detection of other iu-tifacts, such as EOCl juid EM(i artifacts, was largely uiialfcctcd by the 

number of ehannels. 44ic SCADS method had 100%) sensitivity to channel artifacts for 128- 

and 6Telcctrode data.sets, hut its specificity dropped as the numher of channels decreased, 

from 96.42% for 128 scalp electrodes to 84.91%) for 32 .scidj) electrodes. 44iis re.sulted in an 

average of 4 uneontaminated cluuinels being interi)olated for 32-clectrode sets.

EA.STER was not tested on datasets with few'cr dian 32 channels. 44ic numher ol 

components returned from au ICA decomposition is ecjual to or less than the numher of 

cluuinels used: hcuce, component independence may decrease as the numher of electrodes 

decreases. It is possible that EAS I ER may he cllective at removing aitilaets at lower
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clccirodc densities, l)nt il so used, eoiisideratioii must be tiikeii that eomponeiits may also 

eontiiin both iu tilaet and true EE(i data, and so some EECi data may be lost.

A novel leatnre ol EAS I ER is that subjects vvitb consistently j)oor data are rejected 

Irom the grand average on objective criteria, riiis method may be optimal lor studies vvitb 

large numbers ol subjects (as outliers are more easily identilied). Elovvever, EAS I ER can 

detect contaminated .subjects in samples with 12 or more subjects.

EASTER generally outperformed SCADS on the test data, both real and simulated. 

SCADS was used in order to provide a compju ison between statistical thresholding methods. 

It should be noted, however, that SC.ADS was not designed with unsupenised hill 

automation as a goal. It is likely that SCADS would have performed better had some 

element of supervision been involved. However, its lack of sensitivity to epoch lulifacts ;uk1 

the lact that its aiiproach is to remiwe all data at temjioral locations containing artilacts, 

rather than use methods such as ICA to subtract the artifact only, means that the resultant 

hies have more remaining lu'tilact as well as less valid data for averaging, resulting in low 

(piality ERPs. A key feature of EAS PER was the aiijilication of a statisticid thresholding 

method to ICA data, and the use olTCA to subtract the E()(J contribution to the EE(i data. 

I he combination of statistical tliresholding and ICA results appears to be lui elfective 

method for artifact iletection. 'Hiis may coiilcr a disadvantage to .SCADS in the results, 

however no other readily available automated methods for ICA comiionent removal were 

found for comparison.

riie present set of benclimarking tests was conducted with data from healthy subjects 

on an oddball task (designed to evoke a R3 ERP), from which manually processed data was 

available for comparison. Initial data also suggested that EAS IER can elfcetively analyze 

mismatch negativity data from patients with Parkinson’s Disease. 'Elie aiiplication to the 

experimental data reeorded in Chajiter 6 and 7 was a true test of its ellicacy; the results in 

these chapters can be seen to be sensible in .scalp, time, spectral and source analysis. 

Eurthermore, its successful and continuing use by researchers in peer-reviewed studies shows 

that its applicability is gcncralizable.

"Phe comiiutational rccpiircments of the P"A.STPLR method are generally low, with the 

exception of the ICA decomposition, which can take some time. In Uiis study, die Iiilomax 

ICA algorithm was used, processed under 64-bit MA PIAB, and tbe entire jvrocessing 

jvrotocol took up to aii hour per 6 minute 128-clumnel dataset at .512Hz on a 64-bit dual-
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core iiiachiiic niiiiiing linux Ubuiitu, ol which ai)i)r()xinialcly 40 minutes was the ICA 

cieeomj)osition time. Using a dillerent ICA algoritlim, lor example the FastICA jilgoritlim, 

and/or a eomi)iled hinajy implementation of the method would increase the speed.

A key henelit of FASTER is that its irse floes not reciiiire the user tf) have ;uiy 

knowleflge ol signal j)roeessing. The user ciui simply select the lokler containing the raw data 

and FASTER will output a grand-averaged dataset. Alternatively, researehers who {frcler to 

process EEC/ flata using their lavored approach may choose to use FAS FER to conduct a 

first pass of their data. Furtliermore, given the diversity til signal-processing methods applied 

to EEC/ data (e.g., dillerent criteria Ifir artilact rejeetion), the use of FAS4T.R may help 

standai'dize the approac h to EEC/ luialysis. It is worth noting that the haseline variance of 

manually processed data was itsell finite variable (nearly twice as high as FASTER), 

indieatiiig tliat even researchers experieneed in EEC/ analysis can vary in their degree ol 

artilact rejection. FA.Sd’ER has been integrated into EEC/IAli as a plugin, and as a 

standalone C/UI (Delorme and Makeig, 2004), as depicted in Figure 4.9. Since its release in 

late 2010, it has been downloaded over 2000 times with 84 c itations (as of Oc tober 2018).

1 he aim of this study was to demonstrate a fully automated, nnsupervi.secl method 

lor EEC/ artilact detection and rejection. 4'he results show that FAS'FER can reliably detect 

artilacts commonly found in EEC/ data and may even he superior to .supenised detection lor 

some metrics. Fhe development of this method to automatically process EEC/ data 

facilitated the iuialysis of the EEC/ data recorded during the vestihidar EEC/ experiments 

described in Chapters (i and 7. Ap[)lying the FAS TER method to the data recorded recpiired 

approximately 2 clays of processing per experiment, without iuiy manital intervention. To 

process the data by hand would have taken eonsiderahly longer, and moreover would have 

reciuired human attention for this dunition. Thus lliis automated method allowed for faster 

turu;u'ouufl of the data juid so gives more time for analysis and interpretation of results, and 

also enables untrained users to gather and [)repare data.

Further applications and extensions of the FAS TER methodology’ are hrielly detailed 

in Appendices B, C and D.
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4.6 Appendix A - Additional Methods

• llic Hurst exponent is a measure ol long-range depenclenee within a signal, v\ith a 

range of 0 - 1. It ean he thought of as the teiuleney ol a signal to |)romote trends or 

not. Disenssions of its estimation ean he Ibiind in (Bardet et al., 2003) and 

(Mielnieznk and Wojdy, 2007). Hiinnui phenomena such as KE(i have values ol H ~ 

0.7, and so it e^ui he used as a measure lor detecting non-hiologic;d EE(i data (Bian 

et al., 2006; Vorohyov and Cichoeki, 2002). Eo delect channels with a large amount 

ol non-hiological noise, Hurst exponents were estimated using MAddAB’s whnbcsti 

Innction (the discrete second order derivative estimate v\'as used).

Ehe e(ination used lor Bonlerroni correction with correlated dependent variahles 

was:

1 —^new ^old "k yy )

wl lere

®new elleclivc signilicance value

Uoid "'"AS the original signilicance value (e.g. 0.0.7)

r was the mean Pearson correlation coellicient among all dependent variahles

N was the nnmher of comparisons made

4.7 Appendix B - Multiple Sclerosis Studies

Ehe most usclnl test lor any automated method is to run it over a large portion of 

data. A 4-ycar longitndiiud ERP study on multiple sclerosis (MS) iirovidcd lui oijportnnily to 

test the algorithm over large pools of data winch would otherwise be ver>' time-consuming to 

jiroccss hy hand. As part of the iiutial development and vetting jirocess, EA.S EER’s 

performance al jiicking artifact features was comiiaied with that of a nnmher of researchers 

experienced in EE(1 processing, diiis was performed using a suh.scl ol this longitndiiud 

dataset. Ehe EAS EliR method is currently being used to greatly reduce the amoniit of time 

taken to prepare the ElXl data in the study. With over 100 subjects involved including
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patients and controls, and 4 datasets per subject, tlie amount ol data is vast. I Ising FAS TER, 

the amount ol manual time spent processing the data is kejtt to a minimum - manual 

oveniewing ol the output is perlormed as the method is never perfeet, hut this takes a 

fraction of the time otherwise necessary.

"Fliis study determines and tracks cluuiges in F3 ERFs recorded during auditory’ and 

vrsual oddhiill paradigms in controls and patients vritli MS, over a 4-year period. Patients with 

MS exhibit changes in amplitude, latency and topograithie distribution in the P3a ;uid P3h. 

Fhc disnijition of neural transmission that occurs during MS cmi produce cognitive 

impairment; one gold standaicl for this is the paced auditory' serkd addition test (PA.SAT). 

44iis test unfortunately has a high practise clfect, and low repeatability rate. However, during 

analysis of the P3 data, it was seen that the latency of the auditory P3h correlates highly with 

the PASAT scores taken during die session (Kiiski ct al., 2009; Kiiski et al., 201 Ih; Kiiski ct 

al., 2010; Whelan et ;d., 2010a; Whelan et al., 2010c); thus the P3, which does not exhibit 

such jiractise clfect, may he a good candidate to rejilace the PASAF as a measure of 

cognitive imiiiurment.

4.8 Appendix C - EEG-fMRI
Phis study was an extension of the statistical artifact detection methods applied in 

EA.S FER, luid if fully validated could he integrated as an option into the EASTER software. 

44ic integration of IMRI and EEC) data is an endeavour which hopes to merge the high 

spatial resolution iiossihle using IMRI with the high temporal resolution possible using EEC) 

to provide enhanced nenroimaging results. The technology involved in such integrated 

systems is improving continuously, and state of the art systems may include uji to 256 

channels', lliis approach seems, in theory’, to he an ideal combination of modalities; 

however as the EEfi electrodes record small electromagnetic signals, there is a large artifact 

introduced by the MRI scanning procedure (Bcnar et al., 2003). This icrtifact is commonly 

known as the gradient artifact, referring to the magnetic gradient induced by the MRI 

scanner. A number of methods arc available for removing this ^u■tifact, with considcrahlc 

success (.Mien et al., 2000; Negishi ct al., 2004; Nuizy ct al., 200.5).

‘ littp://\TO'w.cgi.coin/rcscarcli-(livi.sioii-rcsearch-products/ccg-systcms/l91 -gesSOOmr
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A lurlhcr artilkct, the ballistocanliograiii (BC(J) artilarl, is also present in lMRI-EK(i 

(lata. It ari.ses due to the eardiae-indueed movement of the body, vvhieh is more variable than 

the gradient artilaet and thus more diirieull to remove. A number ol methods have been 

proposed (lionmas.sar et al., 2002; Ellingson et al., 2004; Kosma et al., 2009), ineliiding 

some based upon ICA vvhieh have shown good results (Huiskamp, 200.'); .Srivastava et al., 

200.')). FA.S rER uses ICA as a method lor detecting and removing artifacts who.se i)roperties 

aie nnnsnal, and thus the BCO artifact was a candidate to examine the versatility ol the 

algorithm.

.\n opportunity to apply the algorithm to EEO-IMRI data arose in collaboration with 

the rrinity College Institute of Neuro.scicncc. A study using joint EEO-IMRI had been 

perfonned, and a large :unonnt of data had been collected. 44ie study was investigating age- 

related changes in resting connectivity. 44ie gradient artifact was removed from the EE(i 

recordings using the Optinud Basis .Set aj)proach (Niazy et al., 200,5). "Elie EEO data was 

then j)rocessed using EA.S'CER to remove BC(i and any remaining additive iirtilacts. riie 

residts were improved based on visual inspection, but not excellent. In response to this, a 

further wavelet-hased rescaling method was developed which implemented statistical 

adai)tive liltering to remove artilacts on a per-.sc;de basis and retain nreximal information.

Both the scali)-space and IC-space time-series data were decomposed with an 8-level 

di.screte uwelct transform, using the di.screte approximation of the Meyer wavelet family. 4'o 

reduce BCCf ;uid other large artifacts, adaptive' liltering was achieved by dividing the IC 

wavelet cocHicicnts wk (x) by a re.scjding function:

W/cW W/cW
i + mxm(nx))

E(x) was the mean of the upper and lower envelopes (a.k.a. loc^d mean, as used in 

empirical mode decomposition (Huang et al., 1998)) of the IC wavelet coellicicnts. | E(x) | 

indicates the absolute value of L(x).

k was a constant used to increase the rexscaling of die large ami)litnde iu-tifacLs. This 

was selected empiricall>' as 4.

44x) was a hinar}’ function = | Z(s.(wrH(x))) | >2, which evaluates to one when the 

absolute Z-score transformed v)dne of the (fFP of the channel wavelet decomposition w^as >
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2, aiul zero otherwise. "I’liis ensured that only points at wliieli large whole-ellannel amplitude 

shifts (i.e. liCCf, E()(i or EM(f artilaets) oeenrred were resealed.

d'his reseeding was performed at eaeh decomposition level, dien the IC time-course 

was recomposed from the rescaled wavelet coellicients, ;uid the scalp-space data recomputed 

using the IC inverse mixing matrix. This can be ap{)lied in conjunction with IC-removal 

methods such as those used in EASdTR.

riie dillicnlly of applying jnire IC removal without resorting to further signal 

processing lies in the varied results of a])plying ICA. Civen inlinite data and ijrocessing time, 

the ICA approach will give perfect decompositions of additive signals. In real application, 

sigiud scj)aration is not optimal, and it can he seen that in the output from ICA, neural 

signals iire often mixed with artifact signals, or knovrii siginds not separated from each other, 

riie Infomax ICA algorithm (Bell and Sejnowski, lOOd) used seems well-suited for genend 

I)nrpo.se use with EEff; however, its ability to decom|)ose using low electrode densities is 

limited. In this study, 81 electrodes were available. As seen in this chajjter, the EAS I ER 

;dgorithm shows good results using ()4 and 128 electrode sets, d'he tests i)erformed using 32 

electrodes showed considerably wor.se {)erformance, as decomi)ositions were incomplete - 

the ICA algorithm needs more data input to perform well. Here, the use of 31 ehannels was 

in.suilicient to decompose artifacts smoothly, and so the BCC and other artifacts were not 

easily removable. The classification schemes such as EASI ER need to take into account this 

imperfect separation, and a trade-olf between mirximal ai tifacts removed luid maximal neural 

data kept is sought for. Eor EEC-IMRI solutions, systems are now available with up to 256 

electrodes, "fliese would ;dlow for better ICA decomjiositions and thus better recovered 

sigiiid. Alternatively, use of dilferent algorithms such as EastICA (Hywarinen, 1999) or the 

newly developed AMICA (Palmer et al., 2008) may yield inijiroved results.

"file experimental method used in this study shows ver>' good promise based on the 

results and in tests performed on various dilferent datasets. It has not yet undergone 

extensive numericid evaluation luid perfonnance testing such as those (luantilying the 

FASTER method, hut this initial result displays its potential luid invites further 

experimentation. Numerous modifications to the algorithm are possible to adapt, enhance 

and expand its utility, for example adaptively changing the Z-threshold in 'f(x) based upon 

the data distribution, using nonpaiametrie transfonns instead of Z-transforms, or statistically 

determining values of k.
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4.9 Appendix D - Electrophysiological Comparison of Vasovagal Syncope in 

Young and Old Adults

riic underlying patliopliysiology’ of Vasovagiil Syncope (WS) - eominonly known as 

kiinling - has never been completely niulerstood. dlie role of a cortical locus or trigger has 

been suggested as a potential contributor to the pathophysiology' of VVS. An opportunity to 

a|)ply the FASdT.R methodology to data recorded to investigate this hypothesis arose in 

collaboration with St. J;unes’ Mosj)ital.

Fifty six subjects participated in the study (mean age= 17+20 yeius, range 17-8.7), 23 

male and 33 lenude. A head up tilt table (Hl’T) test was performed, tilting sidijects to 70° for 

np the 3.7 miiintes, with jui XlfFFK FE(1 system recording EEO data. "Fhe internatioiud 10- 

20 system was used for electrode i)lacement. EE(1 data were llltered between IH/. and 

lOHz, with a hand-pass lilter at .7011/, to remove any remaining mains interference. "Fhe ICA 

methods from FASd'ER were adapted and used to remove gioss ocular artelacts. Data was 

analysed in the longitudinal bipolar reference montage, which is a staiulanl clinical 

relerencing system, as well as average reference for comparison.

number of time-frames were identified for investigative analysis. Fhese were live 

minutes, one minute and 30 seconds prior to symptom on.set .dong with 30 seconds jjost 

•symiitom on.set. Fhe minimum vjdne was chosen as the EEO data was marked mjuinally, 

introducing some unknown variability between the m;wked value and the syncope onset; thus 

30s was chosen to ensure the syncope period was included. It was initially hoped that some 

mai'kers of vestibular proeessing such as the onset potentkds discussed in Chapter 7 could 

also he studied during the tilt-np or tilt-down; however, due to the manual marking, exact 

onset times were not determinable.

For analysis of EEC defined time-frames, the power spectrum was computed using 

Welch’s method as implemented in MA FfoAIi (Welch, 1967) and the mean power in die 

delta (1-3 Hz), theta (4-7 Hz), alpha (8-12 Hz), beta (13-2.7 Hz) ;uid g-amma (26-40 Hz) 

hands was calculated. "Fo normalise these on a per-suhject basis, these v;dues were divided by 

the respective hjuid values of the power spectrum calculated during the lO-minute rest 

period. 4'hus the v;dues were interjircted as the change in hand power from rest in each of 

the time intenals ol interest. These values were compared between subjects < 60 years ol age 

and .subjects > 60 years (d age using 2-sample t-tests - which were performed in each
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Ircciuciicy band, at each elec trode, lor each time interval, on the loglO-translonned power 

v;diies. Post-hoe correction lor mnltii)le eompjuisons was perlormcd using the False 

Discover}' Kate (FDR) method across channels (Benjamini and Hoehherg, 1995). "Die 

topographic distrihntion ol the p-valucs were also taken into account when interpreting 

signilieanec, such that spatially clustered siguilicant electrodes were considered more likely to 

present tnic ellcets than single electrodes.

\ Change in delta band 
from baseline 30 

seconds pre-symptom 
< 60 yrs (left) and > 60 

yrs (right)

Difference in delta band 
30 seconds pre-symptom 

onset (< 60 yrs versus > 60 
JfTSL

30 secs pre-symptom vs rest <60 years >60 years P value
A >i.SBP (mmHg) 30.64 ± 19.37 49.56 ± 25.66 0.09
A4.DBP (mmHg) 10.00 ± 11.75 16.25 ± 15.04 0.332
A HR (BPM) 15.00 ± 18.27 17.38 ± 14.75 0.743
Nadir symptom SBP (mmHg) 94.14 ± 18.03 93.88 ± 32.23 0.98

Figure 4.12. Delta band activity change (red significant increase) and corresponding haemodynamic change 30 

seconds pre symptom onset (mmHg - millimetres of mercury; bpm - beats per minute).

.Some evidence lor a lateralised increase in della hand activity in elderly as compared 

to younger suhjeets was louiid, hut the results were highly dependent on the numher ol 

datasets included and so cannot he considered robust. These are interesting as they occur 

helorc the onset of any VVS symptoms, so il liirtlier validated, could he uselul as a predictor 

olVVS.

"Fhis study demonstrates the use ol a.spects ol FASTER lor added hcnclit ol 

(}uantitative EE(i to supplement (lualitativc EE(i measures which are commonly irsed when 

inteqtreting cortical changes during VVS. Its use in future research could locus on better 

characterising individuals, particularly older adults who may he vulnerable and at risk ol falls
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and injur} sccoiulaiy to VVS. Tliis provides iurlhcr cvidciiec lor the rol)iistiicss of FASd KR 

across nuillij)lc recording systems and data t}'i)cs.

Interestingly, tliis study lead to eonvergenec with otlicr studies juid aspects ol this 

thesis, riicre is a growing body ol knowledge on the vestihulos} inpadietie rellex (VSyR) - a 

rellex eireuit hy which vestibular inlbrmation, specilieall} otolith inlbrmation, alleets 

cardiovascular activity via the syniijathctie nervous system (Ray, 2()()(); Ray and Monahan, 

20021)). This rellex helps in mediating blood pressure in response to movement, c.g. to 

increase blood pressure during standing to counter gravity’s ellcet (Ray and Monidian, 

20021)). As vestihulai' deterioration haj)pens in ageing, along with dillerenees in the 

manilcstation ol syneoi)e, there is a i)os.sil)ility that modulation ol this rellex due to .sensor}' 

deterioration and/or changes in vestihnkw processing contributes to falls in ageing (Ray and 

Monahan, 2()()2a). Certainly it is .seen that the V.SyR is active during orthostatic ehallcnge in 

ageing (Monahan and Ray, 2002), which is as.soeiated with ortho.statie s}'neope (Sarasin ct al., 

2002). riiis demonstrates that divisions between multiple causes of dizziness and falls are not 

ele;ir-eut.
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Chapter 5
Acquisition of EEG Data on a Stewart Platibrm

5.1 Introduction

Neuroiinaging sttidies of vestibular motion perccittion and processing in humans 

Iiavc thus far Iteen limited to motion approximation using calorie or gtdvtmie vestibular 

stimulation, or use of rotational motion, linear motion stimuli tire largely unstudied due to 

methodological eonstraints. However, as EECi teehnolog}' has improved anti become 

portable, the use of EE(i recording on a Stewart motion platform (Stewart, 196(3) provides 

;ui appropriate method of recording neuroimaging data during true self-motion stimuli in a 

laboratory' environment. There are, however, a nnmber of potential drawbacks using a 

Stewart motion platform in conjunction with EEC3 recording etiuijrment. Eor example, nttise 

could be introdticetl into the EEC signal from the inotitm ol the actuators, the electrical 

noise of the platform power source, or Iroin mti.scuku' activity of the .subject as they 

compensate for the acceleration at the start tuid linisb ol the motion. "Ewo studies - (Chen ct 

al., 2009) mid (Ein et al., 2007) - have been conducted using EE(3 on Stewart platlorms; 

however, these high-level studies attempted to recortl novel lindings and did not demonstrate 

any {rreliminaiy’ validation ol the (piality of the EE(3 data. "Eliis chapter describes an 

expeiimcnt designed to investigate the \ididity of using a Stewart platfonn during EE(3 

recording mid its elfect on the rcsultmit ERP waveforms during diHering amplitudes of 

motion.

"Hiis was asses.sed by running a stiuidai'd EEC task - a visu;il oildhall paradigm - with 

four dillerent motion conditions to address each of these potential issues. Hie four dillerent 

levels of motion were tenned sIhUc, idle, slow and fast. Ehc static condition sciwed as a 

control as there was no interference from the experimental setup and participmit motion. In 

the idle condition the motors raised the platform to its neutral position - this is a centralized 

position that allows a full rmige of movement in all directions. "Ehc motors rcrpiire power to 

maintain this position, and .so tliis condition allows investigation into the inlluence of 

electr ical noise of the motors on the EE(3 signal. In die slow and fast conditions, participmits 

experienced sinu.soidal acceleration forwards and hackwjirds at a frerjuency of ()..5Hz. These 

conditions are of most interest as there may he interference horn the setup and use ol the 

electrical motors, hrrt also horn Ure rnotiorr of the participarrt.
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5.2 Methods

5M.\ I’artk'ijjaiits

Six male participants vvitli normal or corrcctcd-to-normal vision completed the 

cxj)erimcnt lor payment, riie average age was 25 years (range 18-31). Participants gave their 

inlbrmed consent helore taking {)art in the experiment, which was perlormed in aeeordanec 

with the ethical standards laid downi in the 1964 Declaration ot Helsinki.

5.2.2 Apparatus

KK(j data were recorded using the BrainAmp MKplns™ ’ electrode system Irom 8 

scalp electrodes along the sealj) midline ajid one E()(i eluuinel, digiti/.ed at 5()()()Hz. Phis 

experiment was later replicated using a Biosemi AetivedWo™ 128 channel EK(i system lor 

one subject. 44iis was imi)ortant heeanse the Biosemi, unlike the MRplns, is an unshielded 

system. It w'as possible, therefore, that electrical noi.se from the Stewart {)latlbrm would 

interlere with the data liom the unshielded system. Furthermore, the Biosemi has 128 

elcetHKles, which iillows for mneh better spatial resolution and F.RP topographical 

representation. For this experiment only, the data aeciuired with the Biosemi were digitized 

at 2048Hz, with a -3dB bandwidth of OHz to iOOHz. Fhey were downsampled to 256Hz. 

4'he data from the Pz channel was epoehed from 5()()ms pre-stimnlns to 20()()ms post- 

stimulus, haseline-eorrcetcd from -5()0ms to stimulus on.sct, and then liltcred between 2 and 

45Hz. F or both FFCf sy.stems, poor (juality epochs w'cre identified and rejected, using a 

I)reliminar>’ implementation of the FAS'FFR algorithm, which is described in Chapter 4. 

Fhe full FAS FFR process had not been developed, tuid would not have been suitable 

applicable to the 8-clruincl data based on results in Chapter 4.

Following this step, specifically for the Biosemi data, a {ireliminary version of the 

ICA analysis from FASTER was perfonned, removing noisy and artifactnal comiioncnts 

irsing statistical methods based on a component’s tempond staiukird deviation, correlation 

with the EOCi channels, spectral power and spectral slope. IC,\ was not feasible for the 

BrainAmp data due to the low nnmher of channels, which would not allow for a good 

aiiproximation of sUitistical indciiendence.

' lUt])://vTO'vv.braiiiprocluct.s.c()m
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Figure 5.1. Setup and stimuli, (a) Graphical representation of the Stewart motion platform, (b) Experimental

setup.

,5.2.3 Visual oddball paradit^ui

d’lic visual oddball paradigm consisted of dillcrcut sized circles [treseuted lor 60ms 

on the screen, separated by an iiiter-stimulns intervtd of 200()ms±2.5()ms (nnilorm 

distribution), for 20.5 tritils in a pseudorandom order. Fretjneiit standard (80%) and 

inlretinent target (20%) circles dillered in size and subtended 2 degrees and 6 degrees, 

respectively. .Snbjeets were instmctetl to press a button as tinickly as jtossible lollowing a 

tiirget (large) circle, ddie visuals were displayed using Presentation™ .soltware by 

Nenrobebavionral Systems'”.

,5.2.4 Motion Stimuli

"Pliere were lour diHerent motion stimuli: statie, idle, slow and last. In the .static 

condition the i)latlorm was turned oil. In the idle condition the platform was raised to its 

neutral position then remained idle in this position. In the slow and last conditions the 

platlonn was moved with a sinusoidal acceleration profile in a fore-aft motion at a freijueney 

of ()..5 Hz for 230 cycles at dilferent maximum accelerations of 0.1 m(J and ()..5mG, 

respectively. 44ie motions were controlled by Virtools™ ".

hup;/A\’v\'w.ncurob.s.com 
" hltp://www.\'irtools.com
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.5.2.5 Experiment proeedure

Earlicipants perlormed the visual oddball task during all lour motion eonditious 

(statie, idle, slow and last). In the idle, slow and last eonditious the motion idatlorm was 

raised to the neutral |)osition ;uid motion vwas started before die beginning of the oddball 

paradigm. Ehe timing of the onset of the visutd stimulus was pseudorandom to ensure it was 

not loeked to motion stimulus.

5.3 Results

Tim# (ms)

Idle

Tim# (ms)

Figure 5.2. Grand average EiRP data (n-5) recorded under all motion conditions from Pz acquired using 

BrainAmp MRplus. Both target (black) and standard (grey) averages are shown.

Idle Slow Fast
Static
Idle
Slow

0.9766 0.9394 0.9682
0.9326 0.9687

0.9488

Table 5.1. P3 correlation coefficients between motion conditions

Figure 5.2 shows the average ERE data (u=5) lor each motion condition. A robust 

and eluuaeteristie peak around 3()()ms can he seen in all the target (grey) ERPs. "Fable 5.1
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sliovvs tlie correlation cociricicnts during llic intci'val -lOOnis to fiOOins ol the KRPs’ time 

courses, which can all he seen to he above 0.93. For display pnr{)oses only, the F>RF daUi in 

all figures have been subjected to a 13Hz low-pass lilter.

M
X

■o

Hz

Figure 5.3. Spectra of each motion condition for Subject 2.

Figure 3.3 shows the spectra ol ongoing EfXi lor each of the motion conditions for a 

representative subject (Subject 2). The spectra were subject to a 2()-point moving average 

smoothing lilter for disiilay purijoses only. "Fhe.se spectra jiroduce a covariance matri.\ 

between spectra with mean+SD of 3.98+0.32 pV.
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Figure 5.4. ERP data (n-1) recorded using the Biosemi ActiveTwo system during the Idle condition. The target

(black) and standard (grey) are shown.

Figure 5.4 sliows a P3 recorded vvilh the Hiosemi system.

On inspeeting epochs, we Ibiind tlicrc was no rejection retiuired lor tlie BrainAmp 

data. Fhc automated rejection tool selected 5 out of 5536 epochs from the static, slow and 

last dataset lor the Biosemi data.

5.4 Discussion

It vwis Ibimd that there was minimal deteetahlc interlerenec to the EEC) signal during 

motion ol the itartieipants on the platlorm, using either the shielded MRitlns system or the 

unshielded Bio.scmi system. A njhnst mid reliahlc B3 ERB was evoked in all conditions 

(Katayama mid Polieh, 1996), as demonstrated hy the ])eak around 3()()nis in the target ERP 

(hlaek), which was not present in the standard ERP (giey). Eurtherniore, as 4'ahle 5.1 shows, 

the eorrelation hetween the static (motors-oll) eondition and the other 3 eonditions is similar 

to the eorrelation hetween the motors-on eonditions, indicating that the recorded data are 

imalleeted hy the platlorm’s state. 4'his is also relleeted on examination of the rejected 

epochs, which show no electromagnetic artilacts caused hy the .SteYwirt platlorm, and 

negligihlc dillerence in rejection rates across diircrent motion conditions.

More evidence emi he seen upon ins|)eetion of Figure 5.3, which shows the spectra ol 

each ol Suhjeet 2’s sessions, overlaid. Flicrc are no large deviations Iroin the overall trend, as 

emi he .seen hy visual inspection, and shown in the smidl standard deviation in Uie eovarimicc 

matrix hetween the spectra - there is little variation hetween spectra regardless of eonditions. 

4'his is coinmon in all subjects’ recordings.

Fhese results validate the experimental paradigm ol using mi EECi .system in 

eonjunetion uith a .Stewm't platlbrni, as they show there is no appreciable distortion ol the 

EE(i data recorded as a result ol the .Stewart platlorm motion or other interlerenec sources 

such as e.g. muscle movement. Fliis result was somewhat .surprising, as it was expected that 

there would he some interrerenee to deal with in the unshielded Biosemi system. However, 

as the Biosemi mnplilier has a high eoinmon mode rejeetion ratio (CMRR), and the 

electrodes are close together relative to their distance from the platlorm motors, the system 

is able to remove any interrerenee dirough dillcrcntkd miiplilieation. Fhcir active electrode
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system iilso contributes to tliis, as discussed ou tlie wel)site‘^ This result tlius provided a basis 

lor the design ol experiments to investigate the perception of linear sell-motion.

Since this experiment was perlomiccl, EE(i methods have been lurtlier demonstrated 

to have application in scH-motion perception studies using dillcrcnt paradigms. Most 

notably, a number of studies have begun to invc.stigate the possibility ol ambulator}’ EECi on 

treadmill systems. These studies have shown that standard ERP responses such as visual 

evoked potcntkds can be computed, aided by the use ol some signal {)roeessing methods 

such as ICA and elnstcring ((iramann ct al., 2()1(); (bvin et al., 2010). Enrtbermore, the first 

stej) towards investigation of active motion pcrce[)tion and generation was performed in a 

study by Presaeeo (Prcsaeeo et al., 2011) which used EEC) recordings on a treadmill to infer 

joint angles luid kinematics with a high degree of accuracy. These studies demonstrate the 

promise for future work iu the field of eleetrophysiology' and motion pereejition.

' liltl)://wv\v.hioscmi.com/laq/sliieldiiig%20vs%20active%20clectrodes.htm
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Chapter 6

Vestibular P3

6.1 Introduction

In Cliaptcr 5, it was shown that KE(i recordings made during translation on a Stewart 

platlorm produced KRPs wathont noticeable intcrlerence. The stimuli driving these KRPs 

were designed so that their time-course was not related to that of the tnmslatoiy movement, 

riiesc results provided a positive stej) towards recording the neural correlates ol translator^’ 

movement. In this chapter, the P3 KRP component is n.scd to record a true response to a 

motion stimnlns, confirm that the response is cortical in origin, juid investigate the cortical 

processing of vestibular stimuli.

file P3 is an KRP eom[)onenl that occurs in response to an nnu.sual or novel 

stimulus presentation. Phis manife.sts as a topographically eentro-parietal peak in the KRP 

approximately 300 - 100ms alter stimnlns presentation, depending on stimulus modality 

(Polieh, 1993). d'here ;ire two snh-divisions, the P3a luid P3h, which rellect processing of 

target stimnli which reipiire a rcspon.se (P3h), ;uul distractor stimuli which do not (P3a) 

(Katayama luid Polieh, 1990). "fhe P3a is associated with stimulus-driven attentional 

orienting and the P3h has been associated widi memory’ processing (e.g. Polieh, 2007). ddie 

common experimental paradigm to elicit the P3h is the oddball paradigm - two simiku 

stimuli are .selected, and presented in a random fashion ualh uneven probability so that one 

stimulus is freciuent and the other infrcaiucnt. A common ratio is 80%-20%. "flic inlreciuent 

stimulus is the tiirget to he responded to or noted. KRPs from the fretiucnt mid infrecpient 

stimuli can then he compared to reveal the additiomd P3 component in the target wave, "fhe 

P3a is targeted by extending this p;u"adigm and pre.senting more rare stimuli (e.g. 10% 

[irohahility) tliat must he ignored. In this chapter, the P3h is irscd to probe KRP responses to 

true motion.

"flic P3h is seen to he generated via a range of stimuli from dilfercnt modalities, and 

even multimodal paradigms (Comerchcro and Polieh, 1999; Giard and Peronnet, 1999; Ito 

et al., 199,5; Morg-an et al., 1999). "Phis lead to the hypothesis that the P3h is a cognitive 

potential, which is generated during updating of the internal reiiresentation of the 

environment (Polieh, 2007). It has a similar spatial prollle across idl modalities, and so is a
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usclul tool to probe the eoguitive proeessiiig ol novel modalities. In partienlar, this ehapter 

investigates whetlier the vestibular inlormation provided by true motion stimuli are 

proeesserl in a similar m;umer to other seirsor^’ stimuli. As vestibular eortieal representation 

is .seen to he highly multisensory, juid is often eonsidered not to he ex[)lieitly pereeived, the 

manner in wliieh the sensor}' information is proeessed eognitively is not neeessarily 

straighdorward.

As di.srussed in the Chapter 2, the u.se of heading as a window into motion

I)ereeption is a useful investigative {ttwadigm. Here the heading angle is varied to ereate two

heading stimuli, wliieh are presented in an oddhidl paradigm. In Chapter 5, it was .seen that 

the use of EE(i on a -Stewart platlorm is a viable means of reeording neuroimaging data 

during true self-motion without notieeahle eleetromagnetie, EOCi or EM(i interferenee. 

However, the resjionses reeorded are not in respon.se to the motion it.sell. In this ehapter, 

the E8h in response to motion stimuli is reeorded. llie two main purpo.ses of this aie to 

validate the eortieal nature of ERPs reeorded in response to motion stimuli, and to 

investigate the eoguitive proeessiiig of vestibular stimuli. A seeonthuy eonsideration was

eviduating this paradigm as an easily deployable measure of vestibular integrity luid the

[lereeption of self-motion w'ith suiiport from P3 literature. .Sueh cognitive aspects of 

vestibular processing have not previously been investigtited with neuroimaging, but are highly 

relevant in motion peree[)tion, self-orientation and even in the creation of body schema 

(Ixipez et ;d., 2008; .Sicgler et id., 2()()(); Yen Pik Siuig et al., 2()()h).

6.2 Methods

6.2.1 Participants

.Si.xtccn ncurologically typical participants with normal or correeted-to-normal vision, 

per self-report, partieijiated in this experiment. The age range w'as 22 - 35 (mean 28.1 ± 

standard deviation 3.9). Participants gave their written consent helore taking part in the 

experiment, which was performed in accordance with the ethical standards laid dowai in the 

1964 Declaration of Helsinki. One participant was suhscciucntly removed from the study 

due to excessively noisy data.
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().2.2 AiJparatus

"I'lic Stewart platlbrni aiul EECi system used are deseribed in Chapter 3.

Figure 6.1. (A) The outside of the Stewart platform. (B) During this study, a cloth sheet covered the platform to 

mask visual motion cues, and a Biosemi ActiveTwo EEG system was installed to record EEG data. (C) Top 

down view of the experiment Example of the Vestibular heading oddball task, using a motion platform, 

participants were translated forward along two possible linear heading directions 0-±45°, left and right, which 

were alternatively the standard (p-0.8) and target (p-0.2) stimuli.

b.2.3 Vcstibuhir Oddltidl I leading Pimuligm

riic classical oddball ptiradigm, consisting of two stimuli in which an inlrctincnt 

target is identified in a sctincncc of rrccincnt standard stimuli (Katayama and Policb, 1999), 

was adapted lor beading stimuli, 'fhe stimuli used were the standard Is motion profile s(t) 

described in Chapter 3, watb angle 0 = ±45°. Participants eomiileled a total ol 8 blocks. Each 

block lasted 5 minutes and consisted of 50 beading trials, 40 standard (p=0.8) tmd 10 target 

(p=0.2) sUmuli. For each block, 0 = +45° ;uid 0 = -45° were assigned as standard and Uirgct so 

that each subject received 4 blocks of +45° target and 4 blocks of -45° target. Phis yielded a 

total of 320 standards tuid 80 targets per jiarticipant. 44ie shirt of each ti kil was indicated by 

tut auditory’ 10ms beep, followed by the onset of motion alter 1.5s-2s (uniform distribution). 

Following each motion the platform returned to the sttirt position via a sub-lbrcsbold motion 

lasting apiiroximately 5 seconds, thus ensuring that the participant had no indirect feedback 

about the previous motion. 44ie standard and target were presented in a j).seudo-random 

fashion, ensuring that at least three sttuidard .stimuli were presented between target stimuli. 

.\11 participimts were given two breaks lasting 5-10 minutes after the second and fifth block.
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l’;irticipiuits were seated upon llie motion platlorm vvliilc EE(i data was acquired. 

l’articii)aiits were instructed to fixate on a cross displayed on the platform’s screen during 

stimulus delivery'. Verbal instnictions were given before eaeb block as to wbicb directions 

were the target and standard direction. Participants only responded to targets and the 

re.sponse-band was connterbidanced across blocks, "fbe standard and target stimulus were 

linear forward motions with a leftward or rigbtwiu'd beading of ±4.5° (Eigure 6.1C), wbicb 

were counterbidiuiced, sucb Uiat each parUcipant completed four leftwiml and four rigbhrard 

target blocks, consisting of two blocks in wbicb they responded with tbeir left-band and two 

blocks with tbeir rigbt-lumd. The standard and target were chosen sucb that they were 

perpendicular from each other and were well above the tbresbold ol detection ol non-visual 

beading reported in the literature (Butler et al., 2010; de Winkel el id., 2010; Eetscb et al., 

2009; d chord et al., 199.5).

6.2.4 Data Processing

EE(1 data were processed as described in Chapter 3. During recording for one subject, 

the button-response system malfnnctioned. Eor this snbject all target epochs were included 

rather tbiui only those with a correct response, as the overall false rcspon.se rates were very' 

low. Data from this subject were also not inclnded in the calcnlalion of the respon.se rates in 

fable 6.1.

6.2..5 EEC! .\nalysis

Epoebed data were sci)araled into two groui)S, standard stimulus imd target stimulus, to 

delect the P3 waveform, ddiese groups were further separated into left- luid right-going 

motions, in order to test for die clfccl of directionality. Event-related polcntiids (ERPs) were 

computed for each group, fo test for the presence of the P3, meiui amplitude 

measurements were obtained in a lOOms window centred at the group-mean peak latency for 

the largest comjKJiicnl. Erom die literature, frontal (Ez), ccutrid (Cz) and paiietal (Pz) 

midline electrodes were identified as regions of interest for initial invcstigjition.

Alter die inilkd investigation, die full 128-cbannel bigb-density recording was used to 

idendfy with good sjiatial accuracy the spalio-tempond extent ol the P3 distribution on the 

scidp, to perform source localization using sEORETA on the P3 waveform, investigate tinie-
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lrc(}uciu y properties, iuul to deinonstrate the P3 feature’s validity on tlie single-partieipant 

level.

'ho aehieve this, statistie parainetrie niai)s as deserihed in Chapter 3 were first ereated 

aeross the entire sealp and aeross time in order to test lor topographieal dillerenees in ERP 

amplitude hetween the staiuUu'd ;md target eonditions (as seen in (iarrido et al., 2008), and 

also hetween left- and right-ward target eonditions, and left- and right-hand hutton-press 

eonditions. Based on visual assessment of the ERP, a temporal epoeh of interest of 300- 

O.'iOms was applied for the SPM analysis of tlie P3.

sLORE EA was used to map the eortieal sourees of the P3 ERP eompoiient using the 

dilferenee wave, "fhe dilferenee wave was eomputed hy snhtraeting the standard ERP from 

the tiU'get ERP. sLORE’EA maps of the 100ms mean lu-ound the P3 peak were ereated, and 

.SnPM statisties were performed on this peak vs. baseline.

As the stimulus profile is novel, time-frequeney speetrograms were ereated for the 

standard and target eonditions using the short-time Eourier transform as deserilied in 

Chajiler 3, with EDR and “running t-test” eorreetion applied.

Statistieal iuialysis was also perlormed on ERPs at a single partieijiant level. A 

hootslraiqK'd t-test (Nb™ = 2000 t-tests) hetween standard luid target epoehs was applied to 

the lOOrns, .i-eleetrode average value eeutered on the parietal eentral site (Pz) around the 

individual average peak values. This was seleeted as llie maximum value in the individnal 

partieipant’s average target ERP from 300 - IfiOms. Eor one suhjeet (S11 in Eigure 6.6) the 

deteeted fieak was not the P3 peak - the later P3 jieak was visually identilied - and this was 

eorreeted miuiually. Eor eaeh t-test, a subset of Puget and staiuhu'd epoehs were randomly 

seleeted from all ol the partieipant’s available target and standard epoehs, resjieetively. fhe 

number ol standard target epoehs seleeted in the hootstrapiiing proeess was inereased in 

steps ol' 10 targets and 40 standards to eorrespond with the 20%-80% target-standard 

probabilities (Rosenhlad, 2009). The number of epoehs for signilieance was ehosen as the 

nnmher at wliieli > 95% of bootstrapped t-tests hetween the standard and target epoehs were 

signifieant (i)<0.03). 4’his ensured statisUeal signilieanee on an individual level, and also 

enabled the computation of the minimum iiumhcr of epoehs iicecssaiy’ for die detcetion of a 

dilferenee hetween the target and standiu'd ejioehs.
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6.3 Results

6.3.1 Behavioural Rcsulls

Mean and standard deviations of reaetion times and hit rates in response to targets were 

eomputed lor eaeh motion direction, see Table 6.1.

Measure Value (mean ± SD) Intra-participant SD

Reaction time, overall 876± 214 57 ± 24

(ms)

Reaction time, ri^t 872 ± 223 67 ± 34

(ms)

Reaction time, left (ms) 886 ± 221 61 +51

Hit rate, right (%) 95.14 ±.5.60 -

Hit rate, left (%) 93.91 ± 9.36 -

False positive, rij^t (96) ().14± 1.12 -

False positive, left (%) 0.70 ± 1.90 -

Table 6.1. The group average and standard deviation of the reaction times and hit rate for the target

citsure diat there was no dillerenee between target direetions, the left and right target 

reaetion times, true positives and false positives were submitted to {taired t-tests. llie tests 

revealed no signiliemit dillerenee, ti3=-1.836, p=().()893, t.3=-().3340, p=().744, and ti3=-0.582, 

I)=()..'j72, respectively. These tests were performed on 14 of 15 subjects, as the response 

button malfunetioncd for one subject. There may he a trend towiirds a small dillerenee in 

left and right reaetion times.
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().3.2 KK(i Results
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Figure 6.2. Left Group average standard (black) and target (grey) ERPs calculated from Fz (A), Cz (B) and Pz 

(C), after epoching relative to the motion onset The highlighted section indicates the temporal region of 

interest for peak analysis. Right Group average target from Fz (A), Cz (B) and Pz (C), after epoching relative to

the motion onset

Figure 6.2 depicts tlie ERPs for staudiird (black) and target (grey) eoiiditioiis along the 

niidline electrodes. Tlie wavefonus are seen to be mtixiinally diilercnt at bOOnis, with bigliest 

target amplitude at Pz - this is the P3 pe;ik. A lOOms window (±5()ms) around this peak was 

ebosen for prelimiuar> analysis on these electrodes, and is denoted by the higbligbtcd 

section on the left in Figure 6.2. On the right, in blue, is the target ERP alter averaging 

relative to the response button jtress lor each target. "Fbis rcspoitse-timc corrected averaging 

method is intended to correct for dilfcrenccs in cognitive performance - the beliavionnil 

results in T'al)lc 6.1 imijlies a wide spread of rcs{)onse-times - and so the resulting main peak 

is not as wide as in the left-hand ERP ((nbbons and Stahl, 2007).
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Figure 6.3. Topographic representations of (A) the standard ERP and (B) the target grand average ERP.

Figure 6.3 displays lojtograpliiral plots of the ^ouj) average standard (A) and hu'get (li). 

From these topographies we can see the target ERP’s divergence at lOOms from the sUuulard 

FRF, and the paricto-eentral peak, which starts at .5()()ms, is maximum at 600ms tmd wanes 

at 700ms.

Figure 6.4. Mean amplitudes 

of the P3 peak at midline 

electrodes; error bars 

represent standard error of 

the mean.
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rrcliniinarv' statistical analysis was pcrlonncd on this peak (lOOins average from 5,5()nis 

to (idOnis) along the inidline electrodes Fz, Cz and Pz. A two-way ANOVA showed main 

ellects ol both Standard vs. I’arget (F[.8«=7.2, {)=().()()87) juul electrode (F2,«6=39.67, p<().()()()l). 

Figure 6.4 depicts the means, with standard error bars, of the 60()ms pe^ik at these midline 

electrodes.
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Figure 6.5. Butterfly plots of (A) the standard, (B) the target and (C) the resf)onse-time corrected target ERPs.
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Figure 6.5 (lis[)lays buttcrily plots ol the lull 128 chaiiiiels, with the i)eak at hOOms 

topograi)liy displaying spatial similarity to the P3 iieaks of literature. "Fhe response-time 

eorreeted Pwget has a higher ami)litude and smaller peak widtJi.

Target vs Standard
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Figure 6.6. SPM output showing temporal and topographical differences between the standard and target 

conditions. The red arrow indicates the maximum T-value. E^ch plot is an isometric view of a 3D space x

space X time volume.

Fo gain a deeper understanding ol the spatiolemporal properties of the F3 wavelonu we 

eondueted lurther analysis using a paired t-test design in SPM. Figure 6.6 shows the results of 

the spatio-tempond SPM analysis. This [)lot displays the areas ol significant dilferenec in the 

FRP, on the se^dp and across time. The non-white areas shown in Figure 6.6 are those with 

signifieiuit dilfcrenees hetween target and standard conditions (target > standard) after F\VE 

correction at p < 0.0.5. Significant entolf after ITVE correeUon was ti4 > 6.68.

Further SPM imalyscs showed no significant difference hetween left- and right-going 

target ERPs (p > 0.0.5), or hetween left- and right-handed button press target ERPs (p > 0.0.5).
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Figure 6.7. Individual participants’ average standard (black) and target (grey) ERPs at the 5-chaimel average 

around the parietal central site (Pz). 14 of the 15 subjects exhibit significant difference between standard and 

target at their individual target peaks, with the non-significant subject marked “n/s”. A 20Hz low-pass filter was

applied for display only.

riic (lillcrciK cs ill the P3 jicak can he seen to he jiresent at tlie sinjjle ptuticipant level, as 

ilhistrated in Figure 6.7 for all partieiptuits. Individual iitirtieipant hootstraj) analysis revealed 

that 14 of l.'i parlicijituits e.xhihited signihcantly dillerent vtilues between st;uid;ird ;uk1 target 

KRPs at the individual P3 peak. Furthermore, the critical number of target epochs necessar>' 

to detect lliis diHerence was lound to he within the 95% coiilideucc interval ol 43.78-70.07 

epochs. A consenative estimate ol 80 targets, wliich was used here, would he suitable. T hus 

the vestibular P3 is seen to be a measure which can he applied on a single-participant basis, 

and the ajipro.ximate minimum utimher of trials neces.siiry’ lor implementation on a single

participant level has been determined.
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Figure 6.8. 

frequency

Spectral povrci analysis of the Target versus Standard ERPs. Depicted are running t-tests of each 

band, depicting temporal regions where the power in the bands signihcandy differ. Note that all

scales are log scales.

Figure 6.8 depicts die results of a liine-rretiueiiey analysis ul the diHerenees between 

the standard and target KRPs. "Fhis analysis reveals statistically signilieant activity in the alpha 

and beta hand across >.50% of electrodes Iroin lOOins to HOOnis, vvliieh is consistent with the 

time period shown in the analysis of the broad hiuid ERP. Patchy activity in the delta hand is 

more dillieult to interpret, d he lack ol a large amount of dillerenee in the gamma h;uid is 

encouraging as it implies a lack of EM(i eontrihution to the P3.
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Figure 6.9. sLORETA output from grand average data showing cortical regions where the P3 compxrnent was 

active. Units are standardised current source density.
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Figure 6.10. sLORETA statistical output showing cortical regions where the P3 component was active. This 

shows the areas where the averaged baseline values are statistically smaller than the 100ms average value 

around the P3 peak. Units are T-values. Bootstrapped significant p threshold is noted on the scale axis. These 

pvalueswere: p<0.01, | T( >5.285, p<0.05, |T|>4.253, p<0.1, |T|>3.876.

Figures 6.9 and 6.10 present .standardised current source density (sCSD) maps ol tlic 

P3 petik (average ol 5.')()-6.5()ms), calculated using standardized low resolution tomography 

(sI.ORirFA). Wdiile the .spatial rc.solnlion is low, the areas of activation can he viewed in 

light of previous studies which have identilied P3 generators using IMRI ;uul invasive 

recordings. Activity can he seen to he high in the temporal lohe, spanning areas such as the 

lusilorm g^nis and the medial temporal g^rus, and c.xtending through the paralnppocampjil 

gyms to the parietal lohulc and Irontal g>'ms (Brazdil ct ah, 200.5; Chuk et ah, 2000; Halgren 

et ah, 199.5; Knight ct al., 1989; .Stevens ct Jil., 2000; Yoshiura ct al., 1999). Furtlicr activity is 

seen iwonncl die insula, Sylvian fissure and superior temporal g>’ms (Florn et al., 2003; 

linden et al., 1999). For further reading, Brazdil et al., (200.5) extensively review the 

anatomical correlates of P3 tasks. "Phis anatomical concordance of our results with the 

literature emphasizes the normal nature of the P3 waveform. In Figure 6.9, tlic large extent
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ol tlic cortical activation rcllccts tlic low sj)athil resolution ol EE(1 source imaging methods, 

along uith the arhitraiy scaling of the sLORETA software - this scale was chosen as the areas 

depicted iire all known to he involved in P3 generation.

In Eignre 6.10, statistieal com{wi.son ol the |)eak to baseline isolates areas which arc 

statistically dillercnt from baseline. "Ehis includes a number of the areas mentioned above, 

along v\ith extreme frontal and occiijitiil areas.

6.4 Discussion

In this study the elcctrophysiologieal correlates of the detection of a vestibular heading 

oddl);ill stimnlns were investig-ated. d'he re.sults reveal a waveform with a parieto-central 

distribution and latency of (iOOms - see Eignres 6.,5 and 6.6. "Ehis has a tyiiieal P3 toiiography 

(.see Polich and Eleine, 1996), which indicates that vestihnlai' oddball stimuli are processed in 

a similar fashion as other .sensory modalities. "Phis lends weight to the aigument that 

vestibular signals are treated and jirocessed in the brain in a similar fashion to other sensoi^ 

signals, as the P3 is known to he representative ol cognitive jirocesses (Polieh, 1993) and 

hence rellects the cognitive |)roeessing of senson information. "Ehe 2-stimnlns oddball 

paradigm used here evokes a P31) resiionse, which is as.sociated with updating of the intern;il 

reprevsentation of the environmental context (Polich, 2007). liie P31) is known to have a 

parietoK cntral topographic distribution, consistent with the results seen here.

1 he temporal features ol the P3 arc nnnsual in com[)arison with wiiat is generally seen in 

the literature. The main dilferenee in this study is that the sinusoidal acceleration motion 

stimulus used here is quite dilferent from the discrete stimuli used in auditory’ and visual 

experiments, which tend to have stimulus lengths less than dOms. A 1.2.5s stimulus results in 

a res{)onsc more like continuous EE(5 than a staiuhwd ERP. Enrthcrmorc due to tlie ramj)- 

up period, some of the initi^ll i)ortion of the stimnlns is underneaUi tlie detection tlireshold, 

and therefore die discrimination between the target and standard is not instantaneous, 

leading to delay. This delay can he (luantilicd as the time to the initial ERP rcspon.se, which 

is approximately IdOms (Eigure 6..5 tuid 6.6). Taking this as a start-jioint, the P3 component 

tirises aiiproximately 4.5()ms alter the stimulus is initially detected, which is closer to normtil 

values. "Ehc peak is also wide, with statistieal analysis showing diHercnees between standard 

and target for over 30()ms. As the resiionsc times are highly variable, this may he due to 

inter-individual dilferenees. Ehe viu'iahility of response times between subjects is
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considerably liiglicr than the varial)ility within subjects, llic P3 i)cak is also v\adc, but 

(lcerca.scs in width when the data is aligned based on the response (Figure 6.1); thus the P3 

idso has a variable onset and dietates the response time. "Phis variable onset then most likely 

relates to a variable motion detection threshold, as the sinusoidal stimulus ramps sulliciently 

slowly to see the inter-snbject dillerenees. Alter initial detection of motion, the stimulus may 

not be strong enough to deteet heading direction, which may ;ilso add to the longer latency. 

A decrease in ali)ha power also corresponds to the P3 peak; this is known to correlate with 

attention and excitation (Klimescli et al., 2007; Wolfgang, 1999), so this may he a further 

factor to investigate individual vestibular perce{)tion. "Phis may idso imply jui activation of the 

vi.snal cortex, due to an exi)ectation of vestibular-visual interaction during motion.

"Phis latency of the P3 can he contrasted with the rellexive respoirses initiated by the 

vestibular system. "Phe VOR and VCR, for exami)le, have latencies in the order of 

ndlliseconds to tens of milliseconds (Severac Caiupul et al., 2003). As die P3 latency is at 

ajiproximately 600ms, and the button response latency is 876ms, it aiipears that cognitive 

processing of motion stimuli is slow, especially comjiared to the autonomic resjionses that 

are resultant of motion. "Phis has been noted jirevionsly (Ihexter and "Pravis, 1938), and it has 

also been seen hehaviourally that responses to rotational and tnuislational (Rarnett-Cowan 

and Harris, 2009; Barnett-Cowan et al., 2010) vestibular motion stimidi are slower than 

responses to visual and auditory stimidi. Future exiieriments are required to inve.stigate the 

nature of this delay as it could give insight into the time cour.se of the perception of vestihnku' 

cues.

"Phe is.sne of interference from EM(i imd E()(f signals was important to consider. EM(i 

contamination is seen to he a broadband phenomenon, with lunplitude at high Ireciuencies 

eompared to EE(k It can also peak in the beta hand, as .seen in the contamination study by 

((ioncharova et al., 2003), hut this is still associated wath gamma hand increase; as EECi 

power in the gamma hand is low, this makes it easy to isolate EMCP Time-frequency analysis 

of the ERP data revealed that there were significant dilfercnces in the beta hand, hut ver>’ 

little signilicant low or high gamma (30-100Hz) activity. PnrtJiennorc, the parieto-centrid 

tojiograjihic peak of the ERPs does not exhibit the strong activity at the edges of the scidp 

that are typical of EMG activity. Prom this analysis we eonclude that there is miniimd 

contribution from EM(i to die recorded response. With regard to E()(i activity, die parieto- 

cenlral topographic distribution again is not in concordance with the unipolar Irontal 

to{)ogra{)hies obtained from EOfi activity. "Phe use of sEORETA to maj) ERPs acipiired to 

brain sLinctures shows considerable overlap with literature in P3 and vestibular regions; this
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is dealt mill thoroughly in Chapter 7, hut the sensible results shown here are promising. 

Here, one notable observation is that there is eonsiderahle overlap in the areas seen during 

vestibular proeessing, and those seen during P3 generation. As the spatial resolution is not 

sullieienl to dillerentiate between the.se areas, tJiis limits the utility of .sonree analysis in this 

ea.se. One potential solution to this would he to iierlbrm a P3 task in a separate modality and 

use a eoujuiietioii analysis to find the eommoii areas. "Phis would identify the areas eonunon 

to the P3 generator only. This may also identify whether inereased aetivity in vestibular areas 

oeeurs to a new stimulus - habituation to eonslanl vestibular stimulation is known to hajipeu 

over time (Cohen el al., 1992).

While the result of a P3 might seem like an intuitive result, it is not entirely obvious, 

riiere is still an on-going debate within the self-motion behavioural literature about the utility 

of vestibular signals in hum;m self-motion pereeption. A number of studies have shown that 

the iiitrodueliou of non-vi.siud self-motion eues signals does not ;dways henelil sell-motion 

ivereeption (de Winkel et ah, 2010; Ohmi, 1996; d'elford et al., 199.')), and hence the 

vestihuku' eues nught not he processed in a similar fashion to other scn.sory modalities. On 

the other hand, recent studies have shown an optimal benefit to the inlroduetion of 

ve.stihular signals in the diseriminalion of heading (Puller el al., 2010; fet.seh et al., 2010; 

Fetseh el al., 2009), which is more iu line with the nature of the vestibular P3 presented here.

fhe visual, audiloiy and olfaelor^' P3 have been used to .shed light on funelionid 

dilferenecs between controls and patients with a variety of diseases, including Multijile 

.Sclerosis (MS) and .Mzheimer’s disea.se (luckel et ;d., 2008; Morgan and Murphy, 2002; 

Polich, 1998; Whelan et al., 20101)). features of the visiud P3 component have been shomi 

to he a reliable hiomarker; for example, Whelan el al., (2010) show that P3 j)eak amj)litude 

and latency abnormalities have a high correlation with cogiutivc impaimient in i)aticnts with 

MS. Thus the vestibular P3 may have {)otcntial use for investigating changes in veshhulai' 

perception with age.

It has been seen rccendy (Seth et al., 2011) that audio-vi.sual multiscusor>' integration is 

less cllicienl in older subjects who fall compared to older nou-fallcrs. The perception of 

tcmi)orally di.stinct stimuli as coiicurreiit was .seen to happen lor considerably longer 

temporal intervals, manifesting as the inappropriate multisen.sory integrahon of stimuli 

separated by 27()ms. At this extended time .scale, this could indicate a top-down j)rol)lem in 

modulating the cognitive processing of scnsoiy information, rather iIkui a problem ol 

sensor}' decline, and so the phenomenon may not he specific to audio-visual sensory 

modalities. As discussed in Chaj)ler 2.6, central and cortical components also need to he
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considered when investigating falls in the elderly. As the P3 is also a ineasnreinent of tlie 

central processing of periphenil sensor>' inlbrination, it lias the potentiid to he to he nsefnl as 

an investigative hionuu'ker.

this end it was shown, nsing a bootstrapping jirocedure, that 93.33% of piu ticipants 

exhibit a P3 coinjionent; fnrthennore we identified a eonservative inininuiin number of 

Uu'get trials recpiired for individual statisticid analysis of the P3. "Phis enables the iiossihility of 

using the motion-based P3 for testing of vestibular stimulus processing in individual 

partieijiants. It should he noted that a IHz high-jiass filter u-as used; this has been sliowai to 

reduee P3 amplitude (Kappenmiui and Lnek, 2010), liowever initial visnalisation of the 

KRPs with a high-pass filter at 0.1 Hz revealed a low-frequency component which dominated 

a nnmher of .suhjeets’ ERPs and appeared to he an artifact due to its very' ku'ge anqilitude. 

Fuilhermore, it has been shown that nsing hntton-responses al.so rednees the amjilitude of 

the P3 (.Salisbury' et al., 2001); for the puiqioses of this study, button-response was practical 

and allowed jisyehophysieal mea.surements of reaetion times luid correct identification, imd 

the P3 response was robust enough to he detecteil even at the single subject-level regiu-dless 

of these attenuations. It may, liowever, he possible to reduce trial number reiiuirements by 

addressing .some of these laetors using e.g. silent connting instead of button pressing.

file use ol a .Stewart platform and a high density electrode grid were important to 

estahlisli the vestibular P3 using jireeise and eontrolled .stimuli, and to confirm that the 

topographieal distribution was similar to that of other nuxkdities. Phis validation enables the 

nse ol an inexpensive iwrangement with, for example, three electrodes and a unidirectional 

motion track. Such practical arrangements have greater clinical apiilication. Future 

experiments could also extend the .seope of this eognitive motion processing paradigm by 

investigating whether a 3-stimnlns paradigm evokes a to[)ographically distingnishahle P3a 

uwefonn, as is seen in literature (Polieh, 2007).

In summary, this study has demonstrated that a motion oddlxdl stimulus evokes a 

vestihular-ha.sed P3 FRP, wliich is simiku' in its morpliology to the P3 in other modalities, 

d'lie validation ol this metliodology' jirovides a strong gronnding on which to investigate the 

processing of vestihnku' cues and could he a nseful tool in understimding vestibular 

disorders. However, the P3 is a very particular type of proces.sing, the processing of novel 

stimuli. While tliis experiment shows the vestibular stimuli can elicit such a cortical response, 

these re.sponses recorded do not speeilieally target areas of the brain responsible for 

processing vestibular stimuli or perceiving motion, "fo further our understanding of what is 

involved in these proeesses, and thus enable fnrther investig-ation into ehanges in vestibular
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processing associated with age, it would be liiglily beiielicial to investigate brain iu-eas and 

responses associated witli percej)tion ol motion, riierelbre in Cliajjter 7, sncli an 

ex|)erinient is i)eribrmed.
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Chapter 7

True Motion Vestibular Evoked Potentials

7.1 Introduction

In Chapter 6 it was seen that the P3 task succcsshilly elicited a P3 ERP wliich is a 

cognitive resixaise to a elauige in vestibular stimulus, using true motion stimuli in an oddball 

paradigm. "Phis chapter details an experiment in which the evoked potential responses to 

motion are recorded - no task was performed, and the KRPs recorded depict only the 

neural activity related to true motion perception itself. Motion is a fniKkunental part of 

cvcr}'day life, d he i)ereci)tion and accurate representation of motion, in particular the sell- 

motion, is a key factor in maintaining mobility. Compromi.sed or degraded perception of 

motion can he debilitating or dangerous, as discus.sed in Chapter 2.

d'he .sense of self-motion is a multi.sensor>’ phenomenon, with conlrihntions Irom the 

visual and vestibular systems (Berger and Biilthoff, 2009; Butler et al., 2010; tiarris et ak, 

2000), as well as the somatosensory' and irrojrrioccptive systems (Frissen et al., 2011; 

Mergner and Ro.semeier, 1998). Numerous studies have investigated the neural correlates of 

self-motion from visual cues alone, ddiese studies have used the idienomenon of vcction, 

which is the scn.sation of motion induced using optic How; these studies have primarily used 

constant velocity profiles to maintain a .sense of self-movement (Kovacs et al., 2008). 

However as vestihnku' information is a key factor in motion jrerception, vestibular 

contrihutions to motion irerception must be investigated.

"fhe literature of humiui vestibular ncuroimaging has thus far been conducted using 

IMRI and PET. While, these imaging methodologies provide good spatial resolution, their 

temporal resolution is in the order of .seconds. Furthermore, due to their fixed nature they 

are limited in tlie type of vestibular cues that can he jirovidcd - gidvanic or caloric 

stimulation arc the only options (Dicterich and Brandt, 2008; Fasold et al., 2002; Eohel et 

al., 1998), which have the disadvantage of only non-.selcctivcly .stimulating both .SCCs and 

otoliths, and both are generally experienced as rotational acceleration. This experiment dins 

builds on die \alidity of the responses .seen in Chapters 5 and 6 to introduce tnic motion
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KK(j as a viable iiicIIkkI lor iicuroiniaffing vcslibuhir rimetion, wilb the benefits ol ecological 

true motion stinuili.

riiere have been a small number of EE(i studies ol vestibular Innction outside of 

this thesis. Vestibular evoked potentials have been recorded to rotational stimuli with step 

proliles, luid their temporal profile shows a response which spans a small number of 

milliseconds (Holfcrberth, 199.5; Molinari and Mingiino, 1974; Rodionov et al., 1996; 

Selineidcr et al., 1996). "fhesc studies used a small number of electrodes, without attempting 

to remove ;uiy ocular aitilaet, and did not plot topographic maps or attempt to localise the 

sources ol the recorded response. Resiionscs to lineai' motion have raiely been studied. 

Eurtlicnnore, the step stimuli irsed iwc not representative ol eommon situations - people do 

not olteii experience higli-amplitude accelerations without ramp-up or rainji-dowii.

file current knowledge of the neural processing ol vestibuku' sell-motion cues in 

humans remains prinuuily in the deseription of rellex eirenits and central processing as 

di.seussed in Chapter 2, rather than cortical eomiionents such as those examined in Chajiter 

6. "file pereeiition of self-motion luid the integration of this information into the cognitive 

state happens at a cortical level, luid studies into this aspect ol ve.stihulai' processing in 

humans are sparse (for review' see Eojicz and Blanke, 2011).

In this exjicriment, liigli-dcnsity EEC was recorded while participants were tnuislated 

fonvards and hackw'aid with a sinusoidal acceleration profile on a .Stewart platform in the 

manner de.scrihed in Chapter 3. "flic data were analysed using time-series, frequency-domain 

iuid sourcc-sjiace analyses, to extract the maximum amount of information from the results, 

and to best separate true cortical responses from motion-related artifacts, "flic results could 

then he related to self-motion studies which employed IMRI luid REE, such that the 

vestihuku' evoked potential to true linear motion in humans could he investigated. "1 his 

experiment reiircsents a novel v'cnture into vestibular electrophysiology; the recorded 

responses arc (piitc dilferent to other EEC experiments discussed in Chapter 2, and 

represent electrical actmty as opposed to haemodynamic changes of IMRI or PEE. "fhc 

results obtained are exploratory’ imd allow investigation into how EEC data may miuiifest in 

response to a true motion stimulus.
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7.2 Methods

7.2.1 Motion Stimulus Presentation

IVo motion stimuli using the motion profile cleseribed in Chapter 3 were used, one 

lonvards (F, 0=0°) and one haekwards (B, 9=180°). These were presented seiiuentially, with a 

randomized gap of 1.3s - 2s between them. Snbjeets rejieated 30 F and 30 B trials in a row, 

and were given a small rest. "Fwo larger breaks out of the simulator with drinks ol water were 

also provided, to alleviate tiredness. In total, 6 sets of 30 translations were iierformed, 

yielding 300 F and 300 B trials per .subjeet.

7.2.2 FTXl Data Ariiuisition

EEC data was reeorded using a Biosemi 128-ehannel Aetive'Fwo amplifier as 

deseribed in Chapter 3.

7.2.3 EEO Data Proeessing

"File EE(j data from eaeh niii was proeessed using the FASfER method as 

deseribed in Chapter 4 and separated into 2s epoehs (ineluding a 300ms baseline, with the 

average suhtraeted lor eaeh trial) for B ;md F stimuli.

Event-related potentials (ERPs) were then ealeulated for the E luid B eonditions. 

Femporal ROIs were ehosen visually as a 100ms vviiidow around the peaks at 700ms and 

1200ms, whieh were close to tlic peaks of the acceleration profile (Figures 7.1 luid 7.2, and 

compared to Figures 3.1 luid 3.2). "Fo compare the peaks of the F and B eonditions, t-lests 

were performed at eaeh electrode over the temporal ROIs, and false discover}’ rate (FDR) 

IKist-corrcetion (Bcnjamini and Hoehberg, 1993) for multiple eomiiarisons was applied, 

"flicse were plotted topogra[)hically on .scalp maps (Figure 7.3). To investigate dillcrcnces 

across time, {lointwise t-tests were iierformed eomparing the F and B ERPs, with FDR 

correction applied across electrodes and time, and a “ninning t-test” eorreetion was applied 

for each time-point - any points whieh were not significant for at least 10 consecutive time- 

poiuls were marked iiisignilicant. Olobid field power (OFP) - deliiicd as the sPuulard 

dcv'iation across electrodes of the time-domain signal, which shows a referenrc-lree measure
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c)l overall spread ol eortieid aelivily (Ix'lunaiin and Skraiidies, 1980) - was ealeiilated lor the 

KKPs lo show ovendl measures of spread and correspondenee with the aeeeleration ijrofde.

fwo composite wavelorms were also created, the sum and dillerenee waveforms, 

created by jjoinhvise adding K + li and subtracting F - B respectively, ddicsc waveforms were 

derived from observation of the F and B waveforms which lead to the Ippothcsis that the Is 

stimulus was eliciting both transient onset rcspon.scs and steady-state responses to the 

aeeeleration stinudus; eommonly, ERP studies looking at only transient responses use short 

profdes of tens of milliseconds, e.g. C\min(df and (foodin, 1994; Chiappa, 1997). As the F 

and B acceleration profdes aie 180° out of i)hase they sum to zero, therefore by summing 

the F and B wavelorms, steady-.state KE(j responses proi)ortional to acceleration would sum 

to zero, and ^uiy common eomi)onents ol the F and B ERPs would be doubled. Conversely, 

by subtracting B from F, any steady state res])onses will he doubled, and common 

components .subtract to zero. Flic signal to noise ratio of these ERPs is also higher than 

either F or B alone, by a factor of V2.

Fo test lor latent eontamination by EOCl lutifaets, the cross-correlation between the 

dillerenee wave ERP and the mean of the E()(» channel averages was eomputeil for each 

subject. Fhe lag at which the maximum absolute correlation W'as fouiul, luid t-te.sts w'cre 

performed for this lag value at each ehauuel to determine whether it was a non-zero value. 

FDR eorreetioii was applied to the p-v;dues, and the re.sulls were plotted topographically on 

a scalp map (Figure 7.5). SPM w'as also iierformed helweeu F and B waveforms, hut no 

signilieant results iwose.

7.2.4 .Source Modelling

Source modelling was performed using sEORFfFA (Paseual-Maniui, 2002) on each 

subject’s ERP to loeali.se the cortical generators at the pciik ROIs. 44iis was perlormed on 

the F, B, dillerenee and sum ERPs. Statistical analysis in sEORE'FA was i)erfonned on 

temj)oral ROIs vensns 300ms l)a.selinc average. Statistical output from the analysis dei)icts T- 

values in voxels projected onto a standardized cortex and MRI scan, alter SnPM correction 

for multiijle comparisons (Nichols and Holmes, 2002). "Fhis mediod uses booLstrapping 

(N=5()()()) to compute robust critical thresholds (Figures 7.(), 7.7, 7.8).
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7.2.,5 Timc-lrc(iuciicy Analysis

"1 iinc-ircfiucncy i)lots were ereatecl using l)olli FFl" s[)eetrograins and wavelet 

methods, as dcttiiled in Chapter 3. A lull-hand ERSP (1-256H/. at IHz inteiwtds) was also 

ereated using the wavelet method lor F ruid B eonditions lor the neek eleetrode elnumel, to 

liirther understand EMG interlerenee (Figure 7.11).

7.2.6 Time-series Integrals

d'he EOG ehannel ERPs were investigated using simple eumnlative trapezoidal 

numerical integration across time, as their temporal profile vi.sually resembled that of the 

temporal derivative of the acceleration profile, a.k.a. the jerk profile (Figure 7.13). "Fhis was 

then perlormed on the EEG ehannels, lor comparison (Figure 7.14). "Fliis was for visual 

eomparison only, tuid no statistics were perlornieil.

7.3 Results

4'o best investigate the cortical eleetrophysiolog^’ of the vestibular system, the 

recorded data were analy,sed in a miinher of ways. Initially, traditional ERR mea.sures were 

explored.
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7.3.1 rimc-doniaiii KRPs
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Figure 7.1. Butterfly plots of all electrodes aud topographic plot at acceleration peaks in F, B, F+B and F-B 

conditions. These images depict the ERPs generated at each electrode overlaid, with corresponding 

topographic plots at temporal regions of interest to show the scalp distribution of the EEG activity.

Figure 7.1 depicts ItuUerlly plots of the lorvvtirds, backwards, sum aud diUcreuce 

F.Rl’s. riiese show the F^RPs Irom each chaiiuel overhiid, with topogra[)hic maps at temporal 

points of interest shown. Note the scale dincrcuce between the com[)ound (sum and 

dillereiice) Fd^Ps tuid the stimulus-only KRPs.
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Figure 7.2. Global field power plots depicting the overall spread of activity across all E!EG electrodes in the 

grand average ERPs. Depicted are the ERPs in response to F and B and the FiRSP of the gamma band in 

response to F and B. The averages from the EOG channek are also displayed, along with the F-B and F+B 

waves. A 20Hz low-pass display filter applied. The dashed line denotes the peaks of the acceleration profile.

Figure 7.2 displays flic GFP of the KRPs ol the F, B, sum iuid diircrciicc conditions, 

along with that of the gamma band FRSPs. 'Flic E()(i averages are also displayed lor 

relerenee, and the peaks ol the acceleration profile are shown to indicate how the.se relate 

temporally to the motion {irofile. These plots allow visual comparison of the time-eonrse and 

peak times ol the ERPs with tho.se ofEOfi profile and EM(j profile, as represented by the 

gamma hand.
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7.3.2 Peak .stalistie.s
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Figui-e 7.3. Topographic maps of t-tests of a 100ms average of the 700ms and 1200ms peak ROIs against 

baseline for each electrode, after FDR correction for multiple comparisons. Color maps represent log- 

transformed p values, with any non-significant values set to 0.

Fijjurc 7.3 shows a topographic map ol t-tcsl results comparing ERP ijcak activity to 

ha.seliiie. A lOOms window was taken around die group average jieak value, to idlow lor 

individual variability. Nou-signilieant-valucs were set to 0, leaving luiy areas of signilicant 

change Iroin baseline. Phe 7()0ms peak has a higher level ol signilicant activity, 

corresponding with the group average ERP topographies Irom Figure 7.1, idthough v\ith less 

activity at edge electrodes.
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Running t-test, F vs. B log(lO) p-value 
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Figure 7.4. Running t-test showing time-points of significant difference between the F and B EiRPs. False 

discovery rate was used to correct for multiple comparisons, and then any points which were not significant for 

at least 10 consecutive time-points were marked insignificant Values are log-transformed p values, with any 

non-significant values set to 0. Electrodes range from occipital to frontal, increasing in number.

Figure 7.4 deiricts areas of sigiiilieanl dilfereiiees between the F ;uid B FRPs. This 

identifies the time windows within each ehaiuiel where the FRPs differ. Tfiis etui f)e 

eontrasteef witfi sonree anafysis aiuf Sf^M, wfiiefi tfo not sfiow any (fiOerenees ftetween tfie 

FRf’s - tfie sources appear simifar (fespite (fifferenees in tinie-tfomain activity. Tfiis may afso 

fie (fne to iiiereasetf variahifity (fnc to tfie sonree reconstrnetion mctfiods, iiftfiongfi tfie 

metfiod uses fiiiear reeomfiination of tfie efiamief (fata so variahifity is niifikefy to he 

iiiereasetf overaff.
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Cross-correlation lags of 
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Figure 7.5. Tojxjgraphic map of t-tests depicting where the peaks of the EOG are significantly lading the peaks 

of tlie EiEG in the difference wave. Values shown are log-transformed p-values.

Fifjiirc 7..5 displays a stalislical topognipliic st;ilp plot where llic time |)oiiit ol 

maximum cross eorrelalioii value ol the time-tloniiiin KUP at each electrode and the K()(i 

average is sif^iiiiieautly less than Oms, indicating that the ERP peiiks at these electrodes show 

a sigiulieimt lead of the EOCi activity. "Phis indicates that the ERP peaks may come before 

the E()(i activity and thus are not eontemporaneous to them, and can he considered to he 

sepjirately generated or even generative of the E()(J activity. "Phe values shown iire logio(p). 

Alter PDR eorreetion, the appropriate p-value for a=().0.') was p<().{)137. All uon-signirie;mt 

electrodes had their log ji-valuc set to 0. All signirieant values correspond to EE(f electrodes 

leading the E()(i signal. No EE(1 electrode was seen to lag the E()(l electrode.

7.3.3 Source Modelling

d'hc peak source dislrihution compared to baseline was calculated lor the Sum and 

Dillercnce ERPs in Pigures 7.6 and 7.7. The dillcrence in source activity hetwceii P and B 

stimuli was investig;ited at the largexst [leak’s latency, and this is illustrated iu Figure 7.8. "Phe 

SnPM correction metluxl for multi[)le comparisons gives a specific critical value lor each 

com[)arison made; therefore each figure has a dilfereut critical t-value for a=().().'), 0.01. 

Scales were chosen to show any statistically signiliciuit re.snlts while kce[)ing the scale liiw
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intelligible. All uiiil.s in sLORETA plots are 1-values, bhe overlaid nuinhers relate tJie 

souree aetivity to areas identified in previous vestibular imaging studies, wbieb aie eoinpiled 

in d'able 7.1.

Difference

Figure 7.6. sLORETA statistical differences in the F-B condition. The top set of images is a comparison of the 

peak at 700ms vs. baseline, and the bottom set of images is a comparison of the peak at 1200ms vs. baseline.

Negative T values imply peak activation was significandy higher than baseline in the given areas. Statistical 

thresholds following SnPM correction are: 700ms peak, (p<0.01, |T|>5.385), (p<0.05, |T|>4.238), (p<0.1, 

|T|>3.698). 1200ms peak, (p<0.01, |T|>5.942), (p<0.05, |T|>4.593), (p<0.1, |T|>4.030). Areas of 

difference depicted are all highly significant
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Figure 7.7. sLORETA statistical differences in the F+B condition. The top set of images is a comparison of the 

peak at 500ms vs. baseline, and the bottom set of images is a comparison of the peak at 9.50ms vs. baseline. 

Negative T values imply peak activation was significantly higher than baseline in the given areas. Statistical 

thresholds following SnPM correction are: 500ms peak, (p<0.01, |T|>5.685), (p<0.05, |T|>4.772), (p<0.1, 

|T|>4.392). 950ms peak, (p<0.01, jT] >6.356), (p<0.05, |T|>5.311), (p<0.1, [Tj >4.891). Areas of difference 

depicted at the 500ms and 950ms jjcaks are marginally significant.

Forward vs. Backward

Figure 7.8. sLORETA statistical analysis comparing F > B at the 700tns peak. No voxels met the SnPM

corrected p<0.05 T-value of 5.7.
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sLORETA Marked Regions

Area
Number

Name Literature Reference lor 
Vestibular Involvement

1 Sujterior/inlerior parietal cortex 
(S/IPL), vential-iiitra parietal (\1P), 

jtre- and post-central g\'rus

(Beuse et al., 2001; Blanke et al., 
2000; Bottini et al., 1994; Brandt 
and Dieterich, 1999; Dieterich el 

al., 2003; Fasold el al., 2002; Naito 
el al., 2003; Sclilindwein et al., 

2008; Stephan et al., 2005; Suzuki 
et al., 2001)

2 Parieto-temi)oral insular junction (Bense et al., 2001; Bottini et al., 
1994; Brandi et al., 1998; Cardin 

and Smidi, 2009; Chen et al., 
2010; Dieterich et al., 2005; 

Dieterich et al., 2003; Eicklioll et 
;d., 2006; Fasold et al., 2002; 

Lohel et al., 1998; Lopez, et al., 
2012; Sclilindwein et al., 2008; 

Stephan et al., 2005; Suzuki el al., 
2001)

3 Parieto-occipital cortex, cuneus (Bense et al., 2001; Brandt et al., 
1998; Cardin and Smith, 2009; 

Dieterich cl al., 2003; Fasold et al., 
2002; Kovacs et al., 2007; Naito et 
al., 2003; Sclilindwein et al., 2008)

1 Hippociunpal gyrus and midciugulate
gXTUS

(Bense el al., 2001; Bottini et al., 
1991; Naito et al., 2003; Smith cl 
al., 2011; Stephan et al., 2005; 
Suzuki et al., 2001; Vittc cl al., 

1996)
.5 Frontal cortex (Beuse et al., 2001; Dieterich et 

al., 2003; Fasold et al., 2002; Israel 
et al., 1995; Kluge et al., 2000; 
Lohel et al., 1998; Njiito ct al., 

2003)
6 Extieme occi[)ital cortex Activation in this area is 

confounded with LMG aihlact
7 FNtieme frontal cortex Activation in this area is 

confounded with FX)G artifact
Table 7.1. List of areas identified in the sLORETA plots, with literature references implicating their

involvement in vestibular processing.
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7.3.4 4'iinc-lrc(iuciicy Aiiiilysis
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Figure 7.9. Time-frequency decomposition of the responses to forwards and backwards conditions in the alpha 

(8-12 Hz) and high gamma (>50Hz) bands. Event-related spectral perturbations (ERSPs) depict signal power 

as a ratio of baseline power, to show increases and decreases from baseline. Topographic maps depict the scalp 

distribution of these EiRSP waves at various temporal regions of interest.

T'inic-irctiiicncy analysis here enables the separation and vi.snalisation of diHerenl 

eoin|)onents of the KRPs recorded. Wavelet decomposition was used to reduce |)roeessing 

time; KFl spectrogram analysis wtis initially perlornietl and computation time was 

eonsiderahly higher lor a lower clleetivc temporal resolution. In Figure 7.9, the temporal 

modulation in the time-series ol the aljiha and gamma Iretinency hands arc depicted. Tliese 

are the two most relevant bjuuls to this .study - the g-amma htuid is well-known to he 

associated with EMC! activity (Freeman et al., 2003; (Goncharova et al., 2003), and so from 

the gamma hand time jirofilc it is possible to determine the spatiotemporjd dynamics ol 

KM(j occurring in response to the motion prolile. This relates well to the timc-lrccjuency 

profiles ol the neck electrode in Figure 7.11. The alpha hand, in contrast, is known to he 

associated with attention and various cognitive functions (Klimesch et al., 2007; Wolfgang, 

1999), and thus can he used to investigate cortical genesis ol the ERPs. Of considerable note 

is the time of the [leaks of the EMO activity - 0.5s and Is, with gamma hmd activity 

aj)[)roaching zero at ().7s luid 1.2s, the times at which the overall ERP amplitude is highest. 

Phis is jiromising and points to a dissociation between overall EEO and EMO res[)onses.
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Figure 7.10. Pointwisc t-test detecting differences between backward and forward conditions at each electrode 

and time-point, in each frequency band. Values are log-transformed p-values. Critical 5% cutoff after FDR 

correction was (p<0.0015). Channel order is occipital (1) to frontal (128).

Figure 7.10 displays poiiiUvise t-te.sts showing diUcrciiecs Itclwecn the F and li tiinc- 

scrics at each ehtuincl lor the live stiuidard EE(1 rrctpiciKy btuids (Delta: l-3Hz, d'heta 4- 

7Hz, Alpha: 8-12Hz, Beta: 18-35Hz, (Itunina: >35Hz). It can he seen that only the giuiuna 

hand shows considerable significant dillercnees, with a lew eluuincls showing diUcrcnccs in 

the heUi hand and a lew randomly distributed patches of significance in the delta, theta and 

alpha hiuids. This demonstrates that the F and B ERPs diller at high frequenries. 1 he 

temporal regions ol dillcrcnce at high Irequcncics tire seen to correspond with the peaks 

seen in Figure 7.9 and Figure 7.11, which arc temporally distinct Irom the peaks ol the 

hroadhtmd ERP. d'he lack ol dillerenee at lower rrcqucncy hands may indicate similarity 

within these hands, hut may al.so represent higher variability williin each htuid.
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Figure 7.11. Full-band tune-frcqueucy plot of EMG channel, with color bars depicting ratio vs. RMS of 

baseline. The high-frequency activity bands peak at times 0.4s and 0.9s in the F condition, and 0.45s and 1.3s 

in the B condition. The low-ficquency activity peaks at 0.8s, and 1.3s in both.

Figure 7.11 shows tlic jtower increases aiitl decreases in (he EMCl electrode across all 

lre<|neneies Iroin l-2.')()Hz. Inrge increases in liigh-lretineney activity are visible at ().9s in the 

F resjtonse and at ().4s in the B response. Fliis response spans the Iretineney speetnun, as 

would be expected lor tut EM(j response. Fhcrc is also a smaller decrease in {tower at ().4s 

in the F condition, tuid a smaller increase in power at 1.3s in the B eondition. Iztw-lretjneney 

activity is also [tresent, {tcaking at ().2.5s, ().6s and 1.1s in both conditions.

Figure 7.12. sLORETA map of the gamma activity at 500ms in the backwards waveform. Map is not statistical, 

arbitrary scaling is not shown. The regions showing activity is that previously noted as confounded with artifact

Figure 7.12 is a sEORE'FA map of the dOOms {teak in the ganuna wavelorm, going 

backwards. "Fhis exhibits a single regional source, on the extreme occijtital cortex, jtrohahly
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due l() reflexive aetivalioii of die trapezius niuseles to stabifise (lie liead. As tlie gamma liaiuf 

is higlily related to EM Cl eoiitamiiiatioii, sEOREbA aetivity in this region in the hroadhaiid 

ERR are likely mixed with EMCl aetivity.

7.3..') .Signal Integration with Cumulative Trapezoidal Integnd

Figure 7.13. Cumulative trapezoidal numerical integral performed on the EiRPs of the EOG channels, for B 

stimulus. LVEOG, left vertical EOG. LHEOG, left horizontal EOG. RVEOG, right vertival EOG. RHEOG 

right horizontal EOG. Units are arbitrary on the y axes.
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Figure 7.13 sliows the cuinuFuivc trai)czoi(lal iiuincrie;il iiilcgr;il of (lie FX)(i 

rliaiiiicls lor the B stimulus. The results show that the liori/.oiital E()(j response is a very 

good match lor llie jerk response to the motion prohle - the first integral elosely 

approximates tlie aeeeleration prolile, tlie seeond the veloeity tuul tlie third the position. As 

it is very' easy lor these responses to heeome divergent due to the eumulative nature of their 

stimmation, it is promising that the result is so elear. The vertical F>()(i profiles demonstrate 

some divergence towards the latter hall of the second integral, which allects the third 

integral’s sliajie.

Integral 0 of ERP Integral 2 of ERP

0.5 1

Integral 1 of ERP

0.5 1

Integral 3 of ERP

Time (ms)

Figure 7.14. Cumulative sum performed on the scalp channel EUPs, shown in butterfly plot format. Calculated

for B stimulus. Units are arbitrary on the y axes.

Figure 7.14 represents the cumulative trapezoidal numerical integral of the FTXi 

channels of the B ERP. The sliape is tjuite different from that ol the E()(i channels. A large 

numher of the EEC channels appear to match an accelenition response - the first integral 

appears similar to the velocity jirolile, and tlie second integral appears similar to the 

disjilaeement jirolile - which is distinct from the E()(i channels’ jerk-like appearance.
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7.4 Discussion

I'lie ;um of this sUidy was lo iiivcstigalc the neural eorrelates ol liunian niolion 

pereeplion during true, iiou-visual sell-inotioii. Higli-deiisity EE(i recordings were used to 

study die si)atio-tem[K)ral neural dynaniies ol motion jiroecssing, while emjiloying a Stewai t 

inotion-platlbrni to present scH-niotion stimuli to subjects. This approach to investigating 

motion perception was the enlmination ol the experiments deserihed in Chapters 5 ;uid 6, 

and was supported by the method deserihed in Chajiter 4. Siieli an atijiroaeli is a novel and 

modern method ol investigating vestibular luiietion and sell-motion perception, with a wide 

range of inrormation coming Irom die results, and a iinmhcr ol lollow-on studies {lossiblc. 

riie experiment is cxplorator>’, as there is no precedent lor the type of EE(i responses that 

result Irom a prolonged natural motion stiniiilns; inncli ol the discussion Ibcuses on 

potential interpretations ordillercnt asiiects ol the ERPs recorded.

Vi.snal analysis of the traditional ERP plots shows that the hroadhand wavelbrms can 

he seen to he visually similar to the aceeleration prolile in their tinie-i'onrse. As the ERPs are 

representative ol vestibular inlormation (as di.sciissed in Chapter 8 ;uid dironghout the 

thesis), this seems sensible. Eurther to this, the topographic maps are inverted at the 7()()ms 

and 12()()ms pe;iks ol the E and R conditions (Eigure 7.1), where the acceleration proliles are 

mjLximally inverse iuid the wavelbrms ju'c statistically dillerent Irom baseline and each other. 

Helorc inteqjreting the recorded responses, it was important to determine whether the 

inlormadon could he classilied correctly as cortical in origin, rather than EOO or EMO from 

the VOR and VCR. As was seen in Chapter 6, it is possible to record tine cortically 

generated EEC data without notable intcrrercncc; however, the P8 is a dillcrcntial measure. 

Any common components ol standard and target were subtracted; therelore it is possible 

that artilact contamination remained in the ERPs, hut was .subtracted awny. Nonetheless this 

showed that cortical ERPs recorded were not too small to detect over artilact. In the present 

study, a three step approach was used to determine what ERP data can he classified as 

cortically generated: 1) investigating the hroadhiuid topographies, 2) using freciuency analy.sis 

to isolate the Ircqncncy responses and 3) localising the cortical sources of peak activity.

4'he topographic distributions of the ERP peaks at the 7()()ms and 12()()ms, those 

closest to the jicaks ol the acceleration, are bipolar, with a rronlo-ccntral peak that begins to 

wane at tlic frontal electrodes (Eigure 7.1). In contrast, E()(f has a monopolar frontal 

di.stribution with sharp fall-olf (Croft and Barr}', 2()()()). Eigure 7.8 shows topographic regions 

of statistical dilfercnce from ba.seline - there is no .statistical dilfcrencc at the frontal
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electrodes, which Jire the most aireeted hy oeuhu' artilkets. Fif^iire 11^ provides lurther 

evidence, showing that a nnmher ol scalp electrodes lead the EOG electrodes; no scalp 

electrodes lag the E()(i resi)onse. Figures 7.13 and 7.14 also show that the horizontal E()(i 

resi)onses almost i)erreetly match a jerk response, as their First, second :uid third integrals 

match the shape ol the acceleration, velocity and position profiles. 44ie vertical responses are 

less exact, hut still apiiroach the acceleration profile at the first integral. 44ic ERP resiionses, 

in contrast, approach the velocity profile in their first integial, which imiilies proportionality 

to acceleration, with some additioiud lower imiplitnde activity; thus from this perspective, the 

E()(i and EE(i ERFs have (jnite dilfercnt properties. 44iis jerk-like property of the 

horizontal E()(i is interesting in its own right; it has heen suggested hefore that jerk is a 

contrihnting factor to the linear VOR (,\ngclaki, 1992; ,\ngelaki ct al., 1993; Angelaki luid 

Hess, 1999; Mergner imd (llasaucr, 1999; Niven et al., 1996), although this was met with 

disagreement hy (Rajiliaii et al., 1999). 4'hcsc facts come together to suggest that die 

responses recorded on the scalj) are not niiuTcd hy excessive EOCi interlerence. Flie use ol 

independent component iuiidysis (ICA) and the EASIER method w'as certiuidy 

advantageous in this regal'd, as EOG activity is easily .sejiarated from EEG data using ICA, 

which can then he detected and removed using FAS'FER. 44ie EOG signal was retiuned for 

analysis for Figure 7.13.

"fhe VCR generates .strong contractions in the trapezius nurscles, with lesser 

contrihutions from the .sternocleidomastoids (Ferher-Viail et al., 1997). As the trapezius 

derives part of its origin from the occipital protuherance, EM(j recorded on the scidp would 

he expected to manifest mieximally at the occipital electrodes. In Figure 7.2, we can indeed 

see diis to he the case in the hroadhand ERP at die peaks of interest at 7()()ms and 12()()ms. 

However, we can also look at the time-freciuency distrihution of the ERP in Figure 7.9. EM(f 

has a hroadhand distrihution, with peaks in EEG beta and gamma hands (Goncharova et al., 

2003). A full-hiuid freciuency analysis of the neck electrode in Figure 7.11 conlirms that this 

is indeed the case - there are strong peaks at high freciuencies. "Flius we can look to tlie 

g-runma hand ERSP to inform us of the distrihution of the EM(f interference jiresent in the 

ERPs. Figrire 7.9 jiortrays the g^unma hand activity as a tri-phasic waveform, mjrximal 

occipitally, hut peaking at 430ms, O.'iOms and 1330ms, and with zero-crossings at the 700ms 

mid 1200ms ERP peaks - therefore the EEff peaks do not ajipear to he driven hy the EMCi 

activity. The sEORE FA analysis in Figure 7.12 shows that the cortical map most strongly 

driving g-ainma is in the extreme occipitid cortex, and so this ;irea should he discounted as
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artilacliial. As the KRP maps in Figures 7.6 iuid 7.7 roiilaiii only a small activation ol this 

area eomj)arecl to other regions, this allows us to liirther see that the inlluenec ol EMCi is 

minimid in eomi)arison to activity at other cortical sites.

riiere is also low Irequeney activity seen in the neck electrode; EM(i is known to 

span the whole Iretincncy spectrum, iuid due to the eontinuons sinusoidal stimulation, this 

may he eontinuons low-Ireciueney EM(i activity ojjposing head movement. "Ehis peaks at 

(iOO and 13()()ms in hoth E and B. These peaks do not eoineide with any ERE peaks, which 

is promising, hut the 800ms peak may he wide enough - inu tieularly in the E condition - to 

overlap with the 700ms hroadhand ERE petiks seen in Figure 7.1. The shape does not 

correspond to these EREs so it is mo.st likely not the only factor driving the EREs, hut it may 

be a eontrihuting factor to why the E waveform has a wider {)eiik around 700ms. EM(1 

activity is dillieult to remove using ICA, as it has multiple sources, and so there may remain 

some low-lfecjueney EM(1 contamination in the EREs. Ehe topographic maps do at some 

I)oints extend to the edges of the scalp, and the total inversion seen is not a typical feature of 

eortically-hased EREs. A de<lieated EMC! system for proper recording of neck EM(1 with 

appropriate electrode choice would enable a much better ability to identify iuul septirate 

EM(1 from EE(1 activity, and would he a recommended outcome of this study. "Ehus, some 

of the results and potential interpretations diseus.sed below may he confounded by the 

persisting presence of low-fretiueney EM(1 artifact. Elowever, w hile the sEORE'EA mappings 

do exhibit .some eontrihntions from the twea identified as a source of EM(J, these iire small 

in comparison to the other areas identilied. Compiling these ohsenations, there is evidenee 

that ERE e;ui he considered to he dominantly true EE(1 activity, with the possibility of a 

relatively small amount of low Irequeney EM(i contamination.

"Ellis ERE distrihiition is nnnsual v\ith respect to literature, as it is a eontinuons 

respon.se to a 1.2.'5s stimulus; most eommon ERE tasks are elicited using short (suh-lOOms) 

stimuli by eonvention. One consideration for the stimnlns and the EREs is that continuous 

stimulation such as this may disallow the phase-reset meehanism of ERE generation. "Ehis 

may he a eontrihuting factor to the relatively low amplitude of all EREs. From visual 

ajipraisal of the ERE, it appeared tliat there was two comjionents to the ERE - jui onset 

response related to tlie detection of motion, comhined with a continuous rcspon.se related to 

on-going processing of the acceleration. The onset response has some correspondence in 

literature, as diseu.s.sed above witli relation to the EM(1 sigiril (Keshner, 2003). As the E tuid 

B conditions are responses to inverse acceleration profiles, the dillcrencc ERE created by
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sublrac'tiiig these two would double auy response responding only to aeeeleration. 

Knrtberniore, any eonimon eoniponents ol these KRPs will be ejuieelled. Conversely, adding 

the two responses would double the eonimon eoinjionents iuid eaneel the aeeeleration 

response, d'be dillerenee and sum KRPs portrayed in Figures 7.1 and 7.2 show that this is 

approximately tnie. While the time-series data appejir to he inverse versions ol eaeh other, 

neither the time-lrequeney nor the sonree-spaee analyses show any signiheant dillerenees 

between Uie F and B KRPs in the temporal regions of interest, therefore the re.sults ol the 

dillerenee and sum waves are eonsidered as rcjiresentative of both F and B aetivity. Fhe low 

spatial resolution ol EF(1 and the SnPM eorreetion in sL()RF7FA over 6000 voxels may also 

play a role in redneing statistieal signilieanee in this mochdity. Sneh an inversion is often due 

to a sonree dipole whose direetion ehanges; thus there is no dillerenee in the sonree kx ation 

ol the aetivation. d'hese inversion elleets are seen in visual spatial attention tasks, e.g. (Di 

Russo et al., 2008), hut it must he noted that this total inversion is nnnsnal; it is not entirely 

eleiw what meehanisms are involved in this or whether this is residual arlifaet.

Fhe dillerenee FRP has a temjioral distribution similar to the aeeeleration i)rorde, as 

seen in Chapter 8. "Phis is seen in Figure 7.1 iuid the peak times in Figure 7.2. Phis suggests 

that the dillerenee FRl’ may rei)re.sent a neural eomi)onent involved in the on-going 

proeessing of aeeeleration information. It was diseussed by (Dieterieh et al., 2008) that the 

human PIVC has direet eonneetions to and from the vestibular nuelei; therefore it would he 

reasonable to expert a neural rejjre.sentation oi aeeeleration in the eortex. One notieeahle 

feature of the dillerenee wave, evident in Figure 7.2, is the amplitude attenuation between 

the first and seeond jieak. "Phis may he related to the information relayed in Figure 7..7, 

whieh demonstrates that eleetrodes at the peak of the KRPs aie leading the F()(f aetivity, i.c. 

leading the VOR. d'his would imply that the neural data reeorded is involving the mediahon 

ol the VOR. While the VOR is a short-Iateney rellex whieh does not need eortieal input to 

oeeur, the experimental paradigm reciuired suhjeets to fix their gaze on a static point during 

motion, thus requiring supiiression of the VOR. Thus we cjui hypothesize that we may have 

reeorded iui PEG manilcstation of VOR suppression, whieh is a top-dowai task involving a 

number of cortical structures and the intcgiation of visual-vestihular inlbrmation. This 

suppression mechanism may explain the attenuahon of the ERP across time, as it is seen in 

Barnes iuid Paige, (2004) diat suiiiircssion of angular VOR using ohser\'er-static targets leads 

to EOG aetivity whieh is progressively attenuated over the course of the acceleration, as we 

see here. The experiment had been designed to he tasklcss, with fixation included to reduce
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llic VOR; however, as lliis was tlie only reciiiireinent, i( may be that the KRP is related to the 

task ol fixation.

Another explanation lor the amplitude attenuation is that adajitation oeeurs over the 

eourse of the KRP, imd so the response is attenuated. Such adaptation is seen in St (ieorge 

and Fitzpatrick, (2011), in response to rotational tnie motion stimuli. However, the model 

developed in their study exhibits an adaptation time-constant of 7,5.9s, and only during 

eonsUmt acceleration; ha.sed on such a model, a Is sinusoidal stimulus would not exhibit 

such a level of attenuation. The possibility remains that such a model based on linear 

acceleration or the higher-amplitude sinusoidal acceleration used in this thesis would exhibit 

dilferent properties, hut overall tliis explanation seems less convincing.

'file sum ERP, in comparison, has c;wlicr on.set peaks, situated at .5()()ms and 97.5ms. 

d'hese peaks coincide with the F.MCi peak amplitudes, which may indicate that the sum FRP 

is related to FMCi. However, as can he seen Iroin the timc-lrecjnency analyses of the gamma 

hand ;uid neck electrodes in Figures 7.9 ;uid 7.11, the KM(i profiles are roughly inverse 

versions of each other. As the sum FRP keeps what is common to both li ^uid F, it is likely 

not a proportional response to muscle activity. Confounding this interpretation, however, is 

the fact that the F mid B waves do show statistical dilferences at the .5()()ms jieak - see Figure 

7.4. However, the sum FRP peak occurs before the gamma hand FRP does, which would 

indicate miother generator of the sum FRP, at least coinciding. On balance, there is evidence 

to posit that tlie sum FRP may, at least pmtially, represent the response to a change in 

acceleration - the peak times coincide with the start of the acceleration mul deceleration 

Iiortions of the motion prolile. .Simikir onset FRPs have been reported in literature, e.g. 

(P>ykkd et al., 199.5), in response to high-amplitude vestibular stimulation, and as discus.sed 

by Keshner, (2003). "Fo fully understand this response further investigation is reciuired, e.g. 

the use of a variety of motion profiles.

Figures 7.6 and 7.7 illustrate the sources localised at the major peaks of the 

dilfereiice and sum waves. The F and li conditions showed no statistical dilferences in 

source space (.See Figure 7.8 for example), so only the dilfereiice and sum FRP are 

presented, to increase the signal-to-noise ratio for tlie respective peiiks. There are a nnmher 

ol regions of statistical signilicance from baseline demarcated. It must he noted that the 

extreme frontal (region 7) and occipital regions (region 6) are likely active due to residual 

F()(5 and FMC5 activity respectively, as cmi be seen for FMCI in die sFORFTA aiudysis in
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the j^amma l)aiul in Figure 7.12. While lliese regions may eoneeivably also eonUiin Inie brain 

aelivity - region 7, lor example, may conlain aetivily in the anterior eingnlale cortex, known 

to be aelive in sell-motion pereeption (Bottini el al., 1994) - tlieir proximity to possible 

arlilaelual projection sites is eonlbniuling.

A number of brain areas have been observed to be active during the movement. Fbe 

I)arielo-tcmporal insular junetion (area 2 in Figure 7.6) lias been idenlilied as a key area in 

vexstibular pereeption (Lopez et al., 2012; zu Eulenburg et al., 2012), and is olten tbougbt to 

be ibe bnman bomologue ol lbc monkey pariclo-insuku' vestibular cortex; topologically it is 

in a similar location and ajipears to perlorm simikir lunelion receiving a bigb proportion ol 

vestibuku- cortical projections. Ollier areas idenulied from the analysis ol ibe liRPs are the 

VIP, IP1„ iuiterior, middle and posterior cingulate cortex, :uid ibe parts ol tlic iiontal cortex, 

wbieb have all been idenlilied niimeroiis times as being aelive during vestibular stimulation 

(Bensc et al., 2001; Bottini et al., 1994; Lobcl et al., 1998; I,opez and Bkuike, 2011; Seblaek 

el al., 2002; zii Eulenburg et al., 2012). The eoneordanee ol our results willi literature 

presents a strong ease lor the vestibular nature of the res[)onse. 44ie bigbly distribnled nature 

ol the results is not surprising as the concept ol ibe “inner vestibular circle” is .sometimes 

used in :uumal literature to de.seribe ibe ninge ol sites activated during vestibuku' stimulation, 

and is being u.sed in a number ol lmman studies also.

It lias been concluded a number ok times (Ibunat cl al., 200.5; Roy and Cullen, 1998) 

that the VOR arc needs to receive context-tlriven input Irom cortical areas to runclion 

properly. This pbenomeiion lias been studied using PE7F imaging of sniipression ol caloric- 

induced VOR. The cuneus (bere, area 3 in Figure 7.6) is seen to be active during 

siipiircssion; this area is tbougbt to be involved in a vi.sual-vestibular inbibitory process with 

the PIVC (Brandt et al., 1998), wbieb could be a potential interaction lor suppression of a 

vestibular-based rellcx. "Flic IPE (in area 1 in Figure 7.6) and frontal gyms (area 5 in Figure 

7.6) are also seen to be acbvated during lixaUon (Naito et al., 2003).

4 ranslational VOR involves more visual integration tJian ibe rotational VOR 

(.\ngekiki, 2004), luid as caloric stimulation targets the semicircular canals (Fetter et al.,

1998) , the fixation mcebanisms and cortical processes will dilfer vvatb sliniulus tyiie. While 

there have been studies on the VOR using bead-lixed targets during rotational motion 

(Barnes and Paige, 2004), and static targets during translational motion (Ikiige ;uid .Seidnuui,

1999) , the present study is, to the best of the author’s knowledge, ibe first to monitor VOR
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(hiring Iraiishition inolioii using a licad-fixcd target. As tliis inlorination was initially 

considered supiilenientary to the main aims ol the exiieriment, hirthcr studies involving an 

in-depth eharaetcrization spceilieally targeting the VOR would he very inlormative.

Freejneney luialysis was also perlormcd on the F and li ERPs. "Flic gamma band has 

already been discussed - wbile there may be tnie EE(i inlormatioii mixed vvitb EM(i 

contribution, we cannot separate them, juid it is more likely to be the op[)osite ease. A 

reasonable assumiition is that there is less contribution Iroin EM(i to Irecineney bands other 

than the ganuna and beta bands ((Toneharova ct al., 2003) and this ajipears to be the ease at 

the time points ol interest; in particular activity in the alpha band at times when the gamma 

biuid aiiproaehes zero amplitude. Flic alpha band has been seen to be associated with 

cognition in general (Wolfgang, 1999), and is hypotliesi.sed to relleet the modulation of 

inhibition (Klimeseb ct id., 2007). Here we can see in Figure 7.9 that, after an initial peak at 

dOOins which is eonfonnded with EM(i interferenee, the idpha band has a decrease in jiower 

at 700ms. "lids is eontinned across the length of the eyioeh, with some slower trending 

towards zero, "lids adds further weight to the lugnment that the ERR is nenrally based, as the 

alpha band progres.sion is similar in both F and B eonditions - in Figure 7.10, tbere is no 

dilferenee detected in the alpha band - luid is (pdte unlike tbe aeecieralion profile. One 

eompelling interpretation of alpha deerea.se is that it is associated with the cognitive 

suppression ol the vestibular rellcx - as its progression lits tbe amplitude trend seen in the 

dilferenee wave, this would lit the responses observed. Disinbibition of cortical iweas related 

to VOR modulation sneb as the ennens (Naito et al., 2003), would imply modulatory’ 

feedback from the cortex based on the state of the VOR. "Fids alpha decrease could idso be 

the rellcxive activation of the visual system, attemjiting to [irovide a visual motion cue to 

supplement the vestibular information incoming. Another potential explanation is that tlic 

alpha profile is related to the conscious irerception of motion, and that the slow' trend to zero 

is related to stimulus habituation.

Figure 7.8 disjrlays the sEOREFA statistical aiudysis comjraring the 7()()ms freak 

between the F ;uid B conditions. While these results are not statistically significant alter 

Siil’M correction, they point to a potential avenue for rexsearch wldcli ndght jrrovc interesting 

wiUi more focused further work. "Flic results show that the jrarieto-occipital cortex shows 

higher activity in die F conditions, while areas near the somatosen.sory' cortex show higher 

activity in the B condition. As the jrarieto-occipital ccrctex is kiurwii ter be invcrlved in visual- 

vestibular jrrcrccsses (Brandt et al., 1998), this ndght jrcrint to a dilferenee between backwards
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and Ibnvards sensor}' processing during scll-inolion - visual cues are relevanl to collision 

avoidance when going lorward, but soinatosensor}’ cues would he more inrorinatixe of 

collision when going haekvrards. As collision and looming stimuli arc known to alter 

subjective perception ol time (Regan and Vincent, 199,'); van Wassenhove ct ak, 2008), this 

is an interesting phenomenon which w^irrants lurthcr investigiition. It may also exj)lain some 

ol the dillerences in temporal i)roliles of the F and B F,RPs, particularly the early peak seen 

in Figure 7.4.

1 he dyiiiunics ol the high-freciuency KM(f prolile iwe interesting in their own right. 

.Since the VCR is usually seen to he a proportional response to acceleration vbth up to 

100ms lag, it is not immediately obvious how this EM(i prolile is generated. Such i)roliles 

iwe ;dso seen in a study characterising ncck-tnmk dynamics during linear acceleration 

(Keshner, 2003). In this study, it was hypothesised that the early peak is caused by low- 

latency disynajjtic connections from the vestibular nerve to neck mn.scles, caused either by 

the initial acceleration, or .sound-induced respon.ses. 1 he secoiul ;uid third peaks would then 

he proi)ortional respon.ses to acceleration; this would give aii unusually long latency response 

however, .so is not entirely plausible. (Hlouin et ak, 2003) also sheds some light on possible 

mechanisms - in this .study, the FM(j adaptation to 10 jieriodic accelerations was measured 

as a shortening ol the response latency. In this experiment, a total of 300 accelerations were 

irsed per subject. This allows for a much greater magnitude of adaptation, and therefore 

another proiiosal is that as the inter-trial intenal (FFI) has only a small lunount of 

randomization (.'iOOms dilference between minimum and maximum 11 Is), .subjects learn to 

brace in expectation of motion in order to better stabilise the head. 1 he tri-phasic nature is 

common of FM(i activation (Cooke :uid Brown, 1990), and the occijiital manifestation is in 

line with a trapezoidal origin; therefore this explanation may better lit the observations seen. 

Yet another explanation is that the FMG prolile, like the E()(i [irolile, is related to jerk; 

while there is jirecedence in literature for the VOR to he related to jerk, no literature exists 

on the VCR luid its nonlinear relationship to acceleration.

Future directions of this rexsearch include further cluiracterisation of tlie dyiuunics of 

motion processing using dilfering motion profiles and speeds, and neuroimaging using visual 

and ve.stihukir motion stimuli. The comhiiiing motion perception with neuroimaging of 

active motions is now apjiroaching the realm of exjierimental jiossihility. Recording EEff 

during active motion has been demonstrated in such studies as ((iramann et al., 2010; (iwiii 

et ak, 2010), which develop methodologies for isolating true brain activity. The investigation
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of tlic cortical [jroccsscs uiulcrlying co-onlinatioii of motion perception and response co

ordination is a promising direction lor liiture research in aging iuid rehahilitation. A liill and 

detailed investigation into the amount ol EMCi contamination would also provide a more 

solid hacking lor these results, iuid allow investigation into the unusual VCR aetivations seen.

In summary, EEC was successfully used to record huiuiui cortical resi)onses during 

full body translation, ddie use of time-series, time-fre(}uency mid source-siiace mialysis allows 

the ERR to he segregated into artifactual and true brain activity with relatively little overlap. 

The results show that the ERR follows the acceleration profile, with an early component 

which may he an oirset detection potential. Source anidysis shows that regions involved are in 

concordance with literature. The ERR ciui be seen to lead the E()(i activity at its peaks, and 

its morphology’ is (juite similar; this morphology' is representative of VOR suiipression, 

which would indicate that eortic;d processing of vestihuku' information involves contextiud 

mediation of the VOR. Concurrent power decrea.se in the alpha h;uid, which is associated 

with attention and excitation generally, also supports this conclusion, dlie VOR, in jiarticular 

in the horizontal direction, rellects a proportional respon.se to jerk. Ehe gamma hiuid 

Iiortrays information about the VCR, which appears to adapt to lead the acceleration profile 

ill the ca.se of die highly repeated sliniulus u.sed.

riiis is the first time that die neuroiniaging of human linear vestibular processing has 

been documented using true motion; EECf was shown to he a suitable to<d for the task. This 

methodology' idlows the study of motion-proeessing using more naturalistic stimuli mid 

eiiviroiimcnts thmi previous IMRI mid RET studies. Anatomical similarity to thc.se 

mclhodologies is prexserved, while eiihmicing temporal resolution mid enahling simultmicous 

imaging of vestibular rellcxes during recording. The.se results bring us closer to the u.se ol 

iieuroimagiiig for self-motion perception in cvery-day situations.
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Chapter 8

Discussion

8.1 Thesis Aims

riic aims ol this tlicsis were lo laeilitate rurllier investigation in tlie use ol vestibular 

neuroimaging. Current practises ol IMRl and PKd" sciuining use non-targeted galvanic or 

ciilorie vestibular stimulation, ddierelore, imaging methods using true motion stimuli were 

developed to provide more ecologically valid vestibuhir cues, ^ilso allowing .selective otolith 

stimulation using linear acceleration. I'o enable this, EEC was used to record the neural 

responses; this also provides an increase in temporal resolution over PE E or IMRI. These 

goiils were achieved over the course ol three imaging experiments and one methodological 

development. First, the use ol EE(i as a method ol neuroimaging during tine motion was 

\alidated by recording the resiionse to visual stimuli while subjects were in motion on a 

.Stewart [ilatlorm. ddie results ol this experiment are deserihed luid reported in Chapter 5. 

Next, the validity of ERPs recorded in response to true motion was ascertained using an 

oddball motion paradigm to elicit a P3, which is an l.RP comjionent with known 

spatiotemporal projierties, thus demonstrating that ERPs recorded are cortical, rather th;m 

artilactual, in origin. Finally, the ERPs in response to lorward and backward linear motions 

were recorded and chai'acterised, showing a nnmhcr ol interesting properties such as variable 

timing ol onset potentials, acceleration-lollowing ERP time-course, and an out ol pha.se 

EMCi respon.se. d'he data processing involved in tliese studies w'as supported by the 

development of a fully automated toolbox lor processing EEXf data and removing artifacts, 

which was made aviiilahle to the scientific community. This method was also applied in a 

clinical study of EE(i during syncope, which is another determining factor for falls (Kenny, 

2003), iuid may he alfected by vestibular decline.

8.2 Validity of Vestibular Electrophysiology using EEG

Fhc use ol EE(j as ojiposed to IMRI or PEI to record neural responses to 

vestibular stimulation provides a much greater llcxihility for experimental de.sign, along with 

a much higher temiioral re.solution and the capacity to analy.se time-series data on the
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niilliscroiKl scjilc, as conipjirccl to tlic sccoiul scale involved in e.g. IMRl. riiis comes with 

the Irade-oir ol lower spatial resolution - as is seen in the sLORE hA output in Chapters 6 

and 7, the ability to localise the sources of EECi aetivity is limited to wide patches ol cortex, 

with no deei)-hrain aetivity reeording. Nonetheless, the aitplication ol EE(i source 

loealisation within the context ol literature which itsed more spatially accurate measures 

provides a wealth ol inrormation. lliroughout the thesis, it is seen that the use ol EECi allows 

neuroimaging during true motion with comparahle source aetivity to that seen in non-motion 

based vestibular stimulation, greatly extending the range of experimental designs jtossihle in 

the hitiire.

d'he validity ol these results is a lundamental reiiuirement lor their use to investigate 

vestibular changes within ageing. The case lor the validity ol vestibular ERPs reeorded on a 

Stewart i)latrorm is incremenUdly built throughout Chapters 5, 6 iuul 7. Ehis issue is an 

important one, as there are many potential laetors which could conlound the interpretation 

of these ERPs. d'he first issue which was dealt v\ith was the issue ol platlonn interlerenee - 

the possibility that the EE(i amplifiers would record the large electromagnetic fields emitting 

Irom the platform motors as current was drawn during motion. As is .seen in Chapter .'i, this 

was not an issue - (here w'as no interlerenee detectable visually or by Ireipiency analysis in 

either the raw recordings or the ERPs. I'his was remarkable, as it was assumed that there 

would he a need lor correetion lor some luiiount ol artifaet, hut there was no dilferenee 

between the ERPs recorded at rest eonijiared to (ho.se reeorded during slow or last 

movements. Ehe dillerentiid lunplilication employed by the Biosenii system has a common

mode rejection ratio (CMRR) ol >l()()dB, and as the channels are relatively close together 

with respeet to their distanee from the motors, it is likely that most motor noise was 

subtracted as common mode noise. "Ehe magnitude of (he motor noise was evident when 

using an unshielded USB cable to tnuisport trigger information - spurious triggers arose 

during platform movement until the cable, situated approximately eight meters Irom the 

motors, was replaced with a shielded eahle. "Elms the u.se of proper shielding and ampldier 

systems with a good CMRR is important in such a noise-prone environment. Alternatively, as 

seen in Chapter 5, a shielded amplifier also provides useable data, although since any EE(i 

system must itrovide dilferential amplification, tlie CMRR may still play a part.

After it had been ascertained that the data was not impacted by the motor noise, tlie 

I)ossihility of recording responses to motion itself became possible. Phis was jterformed in 

two stages, comprising two dilferent exi)eriments, as detailed in Chapters 6 and 7. The
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vestibular P3 experiment was jjeiTormed first, as it liad a knovrai oiiteome wliieli eould be 

eompared to literature. With respeet to valiilatioii of the EKCi data lortlieoming, tbe 

vestibular P3 provided a framework for the evaluation of the neural nature ol responses 

recorded directly in response to motion. While tbe study in Chajiter 5 validated the data 

with respect to non-biological noise, Chapter 6 investigated whether any recorded responses 

to motion come Irom the hrain or are overpowered by any responses coming Iroin ocular or 

myogenic vestibular responses which are also generated by motion.

I'he P3 waveform can be easily extracted by subtraeting tbe standard wavelbrm from 

the target waveform. While in the P3 paradigm, the standard luid target had dilferent 

heading angles, these were halanced across mns and suhjects so that the averaged standard 

and target waveforms should sum to a heading angle of zero, therefore, assuming linearly 

summed responses, luiy biological signals such as the ve.stibular rellexes which are 

proportioiiid to the acceleration and not related to the oddball paradigm should be bakuiced 

and sum to zero. If it were the ease that there was no signal coming from the cortex, the P3 

waveform should therefore be zero, or only noise. However, as was seen in the results ol 

Chapter b, a parieto-ientral peak was seen to he highly sigiiilieant in the dilference 

waveform, and can be considered a P3 response to vestibular motion stimuli (Comercbero 

and Policb, 1999). This shows that eortical respoii.ses can be recorded from motion .stimuli, 

in a dillerential manner, sucb that non-iortical biological responses related to the 

acceleration are eancelled.

Finally, the cortical respon.se to aeeeleration is recorded in a non-dillerential manner 

in Chajiter 7. 'Phis meant that any biological non-cortical signals were mixed with the true 

hrain signals, d’he FA.S'PER processing method uses ICA to attempt to separate these signals 

and classify those non-cortical signals. "Phis is (juite elfective in the case of eye movement, 

and so it is uselul for removing the VOR. However, as the separation is not perfect, ;uiy 

remaining signal is averaged and will alfect the grand average PRP. "Hiis can he seen 

particularly in the sLORETA outputs in Figures 7.6, where a signiliciuit activation projecting 

from the eyes into the eortex is present, ddiis is seen in the topographies in Figure 7.1 as the 

scalp topography extends to the froiiud electrodes. However, as EOCf topograjihies are 

unipolar with high amplitudes at the extreme frontal eleetrodes but a shaip gradient (Crolt 

and Biu-r^-, 2()()()), tbe frontal scalp activation in tlie ERP extending past Fz towards Cz and 

inverting alter is not likely to be driven by E()(f. Further evidence of this comes Irom the 

peak correlation topography - at numerous electrodes near Cz, the ERP is significantly
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leading the E()(j average - therefore the KRP is portraying dillerent inlbrination tluui FX)(j 

at least at these eleetrodes, and given that the eorrection lor multiple eompiirisons was (piite 

stringent, it is reasonable to deem only the frontal part of the F,RP to[)ography as 

representing FOCf residue. This is also represented in sonree iuialysis as aetivity in the 

fronPd extremity of the hrain - this ran he seen to he jjresent, hut stronger aetivity is seen 

elsewhere in areas related to vestihnlar juid motion proeessing. Still Inrther evidence comes 

when looking at the wjiveforms; there arc similarities, hut when viewing the eumnlativc sum 

in Figure 7.13 (aj)i)roximating nnmerie integration) it can he seen that the FOCI integral 

api)roaehes a sinusoid, while the FFO integral has a dillerent morphology', indicating at least 

that there is more recorded than FOO, and of rompimihle or higher amplitude.

ilius, FA,S"FFR was clfeetive at redueing Uie amplitude of artifacts related to the 

VOR, hut not perfect - Infomax ICA (Bell and Sejnowski, 199.')) is very successful for 

removing artifacts if they are not stimulus-related, hut artifact residues due to imperfect 

decompositions can add up if the artifacts are related to the .stimulus. Fhe u.se of other 

algorithms such as FastICA (Hy-xarinen, 1999) or AMICA (Adaptive Mixture ICA) - a newly 

developed algorithm which is proposed to supensede Infomax - may prove heller choices, 

but the (luidity and amount of input data will always determine the (jtiality of the ICA, as well 

as computational power and time aviulahle.

Furdicr to interlerenee from FOCI from the VOR, there is idso the possibility of 

FMO interference caused by die VCR to counteract acceleration. "Fhe use of ICA to 

.separate FMO artilacls is generally less successful in pracli.se tluui for FOO - interfering 

FOO activity comes from the vcrtieid and horizontal cxtraocular muscles (Croft and Barry, 

2000), and comprises low-frequency activations due to blinking or saccadcs. More gcnendly, 

FMO is a complex signal, being a mix of a greater numher of muscle units with activation in 

a broad hand ol frequencies (Konrad, 2005), in FFO parlance sometimes ranging from delta 

up to high gamma or beyond. This is often seen to he dillicidt to remove from ICA; the 

FMO simulation tests perfonned in the FA.STFR methods .section proved too simplistic to 

represent real-life situations, therefore, even alter FA.STFR correction, the possibility of 

contamination by FMO remained, .'\gain the use of dillerent ICA algorithms may he 

henelicial.

Using lime-lreciucncics measures, the time periods ol high FMO eontrihution were 

identified using the power increase in the gamma hand (Ooncharova et ak, 2003).
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Interestingly, these periods were not tJie same as the i)eaks ol tlie aeeeleration jirolile - tlie 

KM(i prolile inanilested as a Iri-pliasie profile, with peaks hoth leading and lagging the KRP 

peaks. As diseussed, two possible reasons lor this prolile ap[)earing are an onset hurst 

lollow'ed hy a lagging VCR (Keshner, 2003), or a tri-phasie VCR driven hy expeetation 

(Blonin et ah, 2003; Cooke and Brown, 1990) and/or related to the jerk signal. Further 

investigation in this area would he necessary to definitively dcterinine the cause ol this 

nnexpeeted clfeet. What can he seen is that the peaks of high-rreijucncy F>M(i activity do not 

corresjiond to the main F.RP peaks - this is fortuitous for the jiiirposes ol validation ol the 

nature ol the l/RPs recorded, as the ERP peaks ciui then he considered to he mainly 

produced hy neural sources. Source luialyses were ahlc to again hack uj) this assertion, with 

sLORF/FA output Irom the hroadhand FiRP showing some significant activation at the 

occipiUil extreme, hut mainly activation in areas which have conconkuice \^^th literature on 

their involvement in vestibular or motion proccs.sing. Fhere remains a possibility that some 

low-rre(inency FiMCi activity overlapped with the F/RPs, hnt the amplitude aiipeared to he 

small, and its shaiie dilferent from that seen in the l/RPs, thus any inlluence it has apjieai s to 

he relatively sm;dl. Fhus the argument lor the validity of the FRPs as cortically haseil 

recordings was systematically constructed over the course of Chapters 4 - 7.

8.3 Vestibular Electrophysiology using EEG

fhere are various methods lor dealing with EE(i data - a uiimher ol the most 

common imd informative iwe time-series analysis, timc-freciuency analysis, and source 

analysis. 4’he ajiplication of these analyses to the EF.C recordings made during vestihuhu: 

true motion stimulation is di.scussed throughout Chapters 6 and 7. Vestibular processing of 

true motion stimuli was seen to elicit a P3 F.RP component in Chapter 6, w4iich is an ERP 

eomj)oncnt studied in other stimulus modalities. In one respect, this result is unsurprising - 

the P3 is generally considered to he generated indei)endent of modality, and has been 

elicited hy stimuli ranging from visual, auditor}’, somatosensory', ollactory and even cross- 

modal stimulation. However, the use ol vestibular stimulation to evoke cognitive responses 

such as the P3 has little precedence. Furthermore, the late resi)ouse peak at GOOms with 

button responses iwound 87,')ms is unusual; this is interesting as it points to the slow cortical 

processing of vestibular stimuli, something which has been .seen in behavioural studies 

(Barnett-Cowan jukI Hairis, 2009; Baxter and Travis, 1938).
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"I'lic {)roccssing of vestibular iiilbrniation in the cognitive representation ol tlie 

cxperiincntal environment was investig-ated using tlie P3 KRP component in tlie study 

described in Cbapter 6. Tbe results from this study show that the P3 is easily identifiable, 

and is statistie^dly detectable in >90% of individual cases, "flic number of epochs necessary 

for single-subject signilicjuiec was determined. The P3 nweform also appears to coincide 

with a decrease in power the idpba band. Response times and latencies appear to be linked, 

and have a higher intra-snbjeet viu'iability than intcr-snbjeet vai iability, indicating dilfcrcnecs 

in detection threshold between people.

flic neural responses to forwards and backwards linear acceleration stimuli were 

investigated and classified in Cbajiter 7. A wide range of results, hypotheses and eonelnsions 

ciui be made, based upon elassilieation of the KRP eomponents. An initial onset peak shows 

a wide spread in the grand average, but is snudlcr in individiuds; this implies that the grand 

average is comprised of temporally distinct peaks. 'Phis peak may therefore represent an 

objective method ol indexing the individual’s vestibular detection threshold. This is a 

weakness of the grand averaging method, dliere is a cortical representation ol the 

aeeelcration stimnlns. "Phis rejiresentation is modulated across time, and leads the FX)(f 

waveform while slru'ing a simiku', hut not identiciil, temporal profile. "Phus, the neural 

respon.se recorded may he jiartiidly re[)re.scntative of the mainteiruiec ol lixation and 

sujipression of the VOR. Integrating the horizontal E()(l ehannels yields ver}’ close 

approximations to the input aeeelcration profile; this would imply that the linciU' VOR in the 

horizontal plane is dependent on jerk, the derivative of aeecleration. "Phis has heen propo.sed 

heforc (Angekiki, 1992; Angelaki et al., 1993; .\ngelaki and Hess, 1996), although (Raphan 

et al., 1996) disagrees in the diseussion that jerk coding is necessary'. Vertical EOO ehannels 

display this property, hut with more mixed results, indicating they arc also driven by other 

motion properties. "Phis response is more evident in the backward waveform tluui the 

forward; a nnmher of observations hint tliat the ncui'al response to foi-ward motion rcemits 

more visual areas than backward, juid that haekwjird motion by contrast rcemits more 

.somatosensory areas - as people cannot .see behind them, this may he a dircetion-hased 

sensory reweighting related to e.g. collision detection (Rcg-rUi rUid Vincent, 199,5). Aetmly at 

peaks loeali.scs ERP sources to a nnmher of areas which have heen identilied in IMRI and 

PEP literature as vestibular processing areas. "Phis inelndes the temporo-paricud insular 

junetion, identilied by two recent meta-analyses as the convergent area eonrnroir to all 

methods of vestihular stimulation seen in literature (Izrpez. et al., 2012; zn luilenhnrg et al..
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2012), and ran thus be reasonably eonlideiUly eonsidered tbe lininiui analogue ol llie 

maeaciue parieto-insnlar vestibular eorlex. A deercase in power in tbe alpha Irecjueney band 

is seen to eoinride v\atb tbe first intiin peiik of both baekvvard and lonvard KRPs; this 

deerease lollows approximately the same time-course as tbe modulation ol the acceleration 

response tunplitude, and may therefore be related to iweas involved in VOR suppression, 

file EMC) jirolile displays a tri-jibasic profile which exhibits peaks that are out ol phase with 

the main ERP’s peak; this could be due to stimnlns expectation - there is a possible CNV in 

the summed waveform, or it may indicate that the VCR is related to the jerk signal, "flie 

possibility of expeetation is interesting in the eontext of ageing - as di.seussed above, in 

elderly adults the low-fretiueney VOR exhibits an inerease in phase lead in a number of 

dilferent experimental studies. "Phis increase may he related to a higher reliance on cortietil 

internid representation or interpolation ol the signal due to deereased reliability of the 

vestibular input, "fhe reliability-based reweighting principle is reviewed in (Fetscli et al., 

2010), hilt its aiiplieation to internal sigiuds has yet to he investigated.

Some comparable results can he .seen in both Cliaiiter 0 ;uid Chapter 7. One 

interesting phenomenon which is seen in both chapters is the inter-subject temporal variation 

in the initial jieak and the P3 peak; this would .seem to he related to a variation among 

subjects in the deteetion threshold of vestibular .stimuli. Phis tlireshold seems (juite wide 

among an otliei'wi.se unrenuukahle set of subjects; if this is representative of the general 

population, then this may he a jiredictive factor in |)licnoniena such as motion-sickness 

uiiich is knowai to alfect a kwge percentage of peojile (Oman, 1990); if a person has a low' 

vestibular threshold, they may he more likely to experienee spurious motion cues from e.g. a 

hnmiiy ear ride, whieh is at odds with their visuaPproprioceplive input. This may also thus 

he a lactor in vasovagal syneope, as discussed above. Phe decrease in alpha hand power 

during the ERR is also seen in both the vestibular evoked potential luid the vestibular P3. 

d he P3 is known to he assoeiated with an al[)lia power decrease (Yordanova et al., 2001), 

which would appear to he lui attentional effeet, as there is no dilference in stimuli that would 

induce exogenous excitation, due to left-right halancing. llie alpha power decrease in the 

motion-response ERR eiuinot he .specilicidly pinned down as exogenous or endogenous; 

however die high magnitude of the idpha changes points to a side<'lfect of vestibular 

stimulation over a long jieriod in a dark environment, whieh is tiredness. Most subjects 

re'iiortcd the sensation as that of being rocked to sleej), and two fully fell asleep for a few 

moments (although none missed any responses). Regular breaks, light luid water were given
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k) reduce Uiis elleet, but tJiis may iiouetliclcss liavc resulted iu a high haseliue level ol alpha 

power which could increase the magnitude of these idpha cllcets.

lioth studies also point to a methodological diUcrencc when comparing these results 

to those ol other sensor}' mochdities - the stimulus length and prolile. Here, a 1.2.5s 

sinusoidal stimulus was used, d'his is (piite disparate liom the t}'i)e ol stimuli Iretpiciitly used 

iu visual, auditor}' or somatoseusor}' studies, ddiese are step [jroliles with high amplitudes 

and short lengths of approximate!}’ l()-.5()ms, used to approximate a discrete delki lunetiou 

so that the recorded ERP is near to an impulse response (Comcrehcro and Polieh, 1999). 

For safety reasons, a high-amplitude step hmetion or approximation thereof shordd not he 

])erformed with human subjects. Furthermore, Uiese t}pes of proliles are less usual iu 

evcr}’day motion tluui eoutinuous slinudi. Fhcre is little iidbrmation available on the clfcet of 

stimidus length on the eommon sensor}' evoked potentkds; if further visu;d-vestihidar 

experiments are performed, this will need to he considered. As is discussed above, they may 

also he useful lor deterndning pereei)tiou thresholds.

Fhat such a range of information can he exploited from a single set of experimeuts is 

a promising iudieatioii for future research into vestibular processing. Note, however, that a 

few of the.se ohsenations were not statistically signdieant, hut were approaching a traditional 

sigiulieanee level using the stringent eonditious; furthermore, some proposed explanations 

for residts were only h}'])othetie:d. "Fhese re.sults therefore present oi)portunitics for future 

research mid investigation.

8.4 Vestibular Function and Ageing

As discussed in Chapter 2, vestibular iidbrinalion is a key factor in maintaining 

halanec, posture and gait. Disorders of the vcstihular system arc often investigated using 

uysUigmus and eye movement during head movements to target dilfercut VOR components 

(Ihdoh and Honnihia, 1979; Dix and Hallpike, 19,52). This is irscful for conditions such as 

liPPV (Hughes mid Proctor, 1997) or dmnage to the vc.stihular orgmis, w'hieh me peripheral 

problems. Vestihulm dcelinc with aging is also a peripheral problem, as the iiumher of cilia 

reduces with age; however this is gradual and compensation occurs over time (MaUicsoii ct 

al., 1999). The luik helween aging, falls mid vcstihular decline thus involves hodi central mid 

Iierijiheral eompoiiciits, mid so ncuroimaging methods could he hciieficud for further 

investigation. "Flic paradigms mid methods developed in this thesis allow for neuroiniaging
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(luring true motion, wliicli provides more eeologicidly valid responses than other stimuli, 

riie onset responses in the ERPs disenssed above may he nsehil lor detecting vestilnihu- 

thresholds, and KRP components such as P3 amplitude and latency are known to he aUccted 

hy i)roeessing dilhenlty (Kiiski et id., 201 Ih).

Sensor>’ processing is knomi to change during aging (Stevens et ak, 1998). 

Midtisensory' integiation is seen to he enhanced, i)erhaps as a consetincnce of decreased 

reliability of niusensoiy input (I^urienti et al., 2006; Dicdcrich et ak, 2008). "Phe henelit of 

mnlti.sensor^’ integration increases vrith age, enhancing response-times more than in younger 

groups, and a temporal window (d integiation (d"\VI) model analysis indicates that the 

temporal vrandow lor mnltisensoi7 integi'ation is wider for older adults, d'he 'P\VI is the 

period of time in which two discrete events are perceptually fused together and experienced 

as a single event. As disenssed in Mozolic et id., (2012), this may he due to increa.sed 

variability and slovring in nni.sensoiy' processing rccpiiiing a longer time for mnltisensor>' 

integration, rather than a toji-down change. In a recent andio-visn;d mnltisensory integTation 

study, older adults prone to falls were seen to have lui extended window of mnlti.sensory 

integration for an audio-visual illusion which w'as nearly four times as long as non-fallers 

(Setti et ak, 2011). Intere.stingly, it was seen that the iinisen.soiy variability (d the elderly 

fallers and non-fallers was not sigiulicantly dilferent. "Phis does not Pit the expkuiation ol 

increased variability of unisen.sory' processing as ;ui explanation of the discrepancy, ;uid so 

may he a top-down change. Phis could provide new insight into falling - il this finding is 

generalizahle beyond audio-visual to visual-vcstihular integnition, it could he that (piick 

vestibular changes are not processed properly within an apjiropriate timeframe to adjust or 

correct for falling. "Phe experiments described in this thesis provide a good basis for the 

investigation of multisens(jr>' integration using KRP methods - time-domain analyses of EECl 

data are common in making observations about mnltisensory' processing, e.g. (Busse et al., 

200.'); Chard luid Peroiinel, 1999; Molholm et al., 2002; Siuitangelo et ak, 2008; .Stanford and 

Stein, 2007). Such analyses were not possible using previous methods of vestihuku' imaging 

such as IMRI or P1'7P due to their low' temporal resolution.

"Phe decline of the vestibular system over age happens due to cluuiges luid loss which 

occur within the cilia and neurons (Anniko, 1983; Bergstrom, 1973; Park et ak, 2001; Rauch 

et ak, 2001; Rosenhall and Rubin, 197.')) making vestibular inputs less sensitive mul reliable. 

In studies of traumatic vestibular loss, vestibular compensation has been studied ;uk1 

described in animals and humans (Curthoys and Halmagyi, 199.'); Plait/., 1983; .Sadeghi et
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al., 2011; Zciiiion-i\zogiii cl al., 1991)). "Hic {)rcvailiiig opinion is that coinpcnsation lor the 

loss ol vestibular input comes from mnltisensory' suhslitiition, predominantly based on visual 

tmd proi)rioeeptive input. Wliile it may not be necessarily valid to assume that this model 

can be extended Irom Iraumatie vestiltnlar loss to slow age-related vestibular loss, the 

majority ol evidence axailablc comes Irom such studies. Literature review revealed only a 

small number study of eomjJcnsaUon during ageing, ibe most relevant ol wbieb shows that 

proprioception compensates snllieicntly lor vcstibulai' loss in a dark room (Sebweigart et al., 

2002). d'bis may implicate proj)rioeei)tion plays a larger role for eomj)cnsation during the 

ageing process, or may be driven by reweigbting due to the lack of visual input. Other studies 

investigate compensation during ageing at the level ol neurotransmitlers and brainstem 

structures (Alvarez el al., 2000; Drago el id., 1990; (nardiiio et al., 2002); ibcsc are not 

inlbrinative al the api)roj)rialc level lor ibis discussion.

d'bc implications of an elongated mnltisensory "AVI on a system using mnlti.sensor3’ 

compensation could be viewed as a reduction of the sampling rale of the system, wbieb leads 

to a reduced bandwidth, reducing the ability to respond appropriately to bigb-rrecinency 

stimuli. A sudden sbill in vesUbular inlormation could occur due to a change in incline or 

di.scontinnity ol the lloor, or mnscnhu' instability, both ol wbieb could lead to Tails unless 

(jnickly compeirsated. Ibc possibility oT loss oT bigb-Trecincncy re.s{)onse lias .some 

behavioural eorrespondenee in literature - Hirvonen et al., (1997) showed an increase in 

gain al high Trecineneies (>2 Hz), with associated poor tracking, which could be a 

compeirsator} increa.se. "Lbe test reejuired bigb-Treciuency neck movements, however, wbieb 

may be a conTounding Tactor in an ageing pojiulation due to mu.scle stillness. Conversely, a 

longitudinal study (Halob et al., 2003) reported that low Irecpiency (().2Hz) VOR responses 

have lower gain in older adults, while Taster responses (O.HHz) do not. Interestingly, a phase 

lead is also noted at low Trequcncies, wbieb may indicate prediction and thus a higher 

reliance on intenial representation to enact compensation. A Turtber comprehensive study 

(Paige, 1994) invesUgates the VOR Trom 0.()2.5Hz - 4Hz, sbov\ing an increase in phase lead 

and a decrease in gain at low Trccpiencies in elderly people compared to younger. No 

changes in VOR at high Trequcneics were observed; however in smooth pursuit tasks and 

VOR suiiprcssion, elderly tuid middle aged subjects displayed signibetuitly slower pursuit 

(increased lag) and decreased gain in higher Trc(|ucncics. Furthermore, while unisensory' 

VOR and pursuit responses showed considerable dilTcrcnees between age grouits, use oT 

visual enhancement in the VOR task reduced the dilTerences between old ;uid j oung groups
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c ()iisi(lcral)ly. "I hc causes for increased inultiseiisor^’ integration may have a j)eriplieral basis 

il also seen in nnisensor^’ modidities, but are likely to reside in the domain ol bigber 

cognitive innetions il they are confined to mnltisensor)’ integration. A study on the auditory 

I'WI in elderly and young subjects indicates that the dAVI itself is nnebanged with age, but 

that Irecjnency discrimination is impaired (Horv'atb et id., 2007). One study of visual 

integration also showed that tempond integration is not allected with age (Andersen ;uid Ni, 

2008). rims this finding may be genendizable to other senses, "fbe vestibnku' evoked 

potentials detiuled in Chapter 7 provide an interesting method for investigabon, as the 

acceleration-following component of the ERPs could determine whether the stimnlns is 

being processed, ;md where in the brain this is happening. Frequency analysis of ERPs could 

be informative of changes or breakdown of processing. I'be nnsmatcb negativity protocol, as 

em[doyed in the I lorvatli study, could also be adapted to vestibnku' and mnltimodal stimuli.

Certainly, liirtber investigation into these mecbiuiisms is iiecessar>', and in jiarticnlar 

to niiderstand why the integiation window in people who fall is longer than in those who do 

not kill. Moreover, it lirst needs to be investigated whether this enhanced integiation window' 

is seen in the vestibular system, or whether it is specific to andio-visnal integration, which is 

the ino.st prevalent ninlli.seii.sor>' combination c.xaniincd in literature, "fhe vestibular P3 

methodology' described in Chapter 6 could potentiidly he adajited to investigate this by n.sing 

progressively shorter time-courses of small motions to determine the threshold at which a P3 

response is not elic ited by an oddball stimulus. Phis may however necessitate high-amplitnde 

stimuli to reach the detection threshold at very short time inten'ids, which could present the 

(kuiger of whijilash. Other tasks may therefore he more applicable - determining the window 

ol [lerception ol simnltaneity for e.g. v'isual-vestihnlar or andio-vestihnlar stimuli may he 

useful, llie nnisensory KRP described in Chapter 7 could he compared to the mnltisensory 

I'iRP evoked using such a paradigm, and the integration time-course could he investig-ated.

i'he time dillerence necessary' between die onsets of such stimuli for the perception 

of siinulUmeity has been investigated tireviously (Barnett-Cowan and Harris, 2009), and it is 

.seen that die onset of die vestibular stimnlns needs to he considerably earlier than eitlier 

visual, auditory or somatosensory stimuli to he perceived as simnltaiieons. This may he due 

to the Canssian time-course of the vcsdhular stimuli used in this experiment - detection 

threshold may not have been reached instantly. These thre.sholds are .seen in Cha|)ters 6 luid 

7 ol this tliesis to vary' signiliciuitly between individuals. However, resiionse-tinies were also 

compared to a scpuue-wave signal, and were not seen to vary’ sigiiillcantly, so this is less likely
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lo be a simple laetor - it appeiirs tliat eogiiitive responses to vestibular stimulation iire slow in 

eomparisou to other stimuli. In Cba{)ter 7, the lag at the maximum eross-eorrelatiou value ol 

the EE(i ;ui(l E()(i time-courses was used to infer that the EEG responses preceded the 

E()(h Tliis approach can also he used to determine the lag hetweeu the acceleration time- 

course and the EE(j response, which is a measure of processing time and thus could he 

useful to explore this response disparity. On computing the lag hetweeu the dillereucc ERP 

and tlic acceleration time-course, the lUiLximum cross-correlation value ai)peiU's at a time-lag 

ol 147ms (average across all electrodes). This is a i)redictiou of cortical processing time of 

vestihular stimuli based on the assumption of a linear response to accclcnitiou, which is 

discussed and justified in Chapter 7. 44iis time value is less than that shown in the response- 

time study; however, the time taken to react is also a factor. I'his is seen in Chapter 6 - the 

average jieak latency for the P3 is (iOOms, while the average response time is 87,5ms. "Elius 

the average time to respond alter processing is ajijiroximately 27,5ms - adding this to the 

147ms of cortical processing, the result is 422ms, which is very close to the mean, and well 

within the conlidence intervid of the mean response time for vestihular stimuli recorded in 

the response-time study. 4'his shows that using the neuroimaging methods descrihed in the 

thesis, both time for processing and time for reaction can he .separated using nenroimaging 

methods luul related to hehavionnd measures. Applying this to the (jnestions of sensory 

processing changes with ageing could he informative of whether it is .sensory jirocessing, 

executive function or hoth that contrihutes to mnltisensory’ enhancement. However, it 

remains to he determined whether these are releviuit on lui indiridual level, and the 

application to clinical and ageing populations may not he straightlbrw'iu'd - for example, 

clinical conditions or age-related periphend deterioration of the motor ciui delay response 

times.

Ehe 4AVI model discussed before is a two-stage model: die first stage is a “race” 

stage, where the first sensory stimulus to he received determines the outcome of the perce[)t. 

With this view, the long stimulus asynchrony which apjiears necessaiy’ for perception of 

vestihular stimuli as simultaneous may he relevant. "Eire onset iiotentials evoked and detailed 

in Chapter 7 may jirovide a manner in which to study the neural substrates of such 

perceptions. As it must he true that in everyday life, vestihular sensation and visual How 

present concurrent sensory inputs with no stimulus asyncliroiiy, the use of galvanic 

stimulation or high-intensity visual stimuli in the lianiett-Cowan study may highlight cognitive
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aspects ol vestibular perception vvhirli reciuire lurtlier investigation, or it may liigliliglit tlie 

need lor merre ap|)ropriate eom|)arisons between stimuli of a similar nature mid salieney.

riic methods developed to ensure tlic (jnality of the EE(i data were also applied to 

clinical EE(i data lor investigation of syncope, a cause ol lidling in the elderly vvbicli oltcn 

overlaps with orthostatic hyiiotension (Atkins et id., 1991; Sarasin et ;d., 2002). RcsnlLs 

showed that the nsc of such measures was inlormativc, hnt the limited spatial resolution of 

the system along with other technicid issues leaves room lor improvement in the results. 

Syncope would initially seem disparate from vestihnlar Innction; however there is a growing 

body of knowledge on the vcstihulos^ inpathctic rellex (Holstein et al., 2011; Ray, 2000; Ray 

mid Monalian, 20021)), which is a vestibular rellex diat allects the sympathetic ncrv'ons 

system, rids normally modilies blood j)ressure in dillcrent head j)ositions mid during 

motion in response to otolith .stimnlation. However, as with vestihnlar hmctional chmiges 

during aging, this rellex may not mmntain sullicient blood pressure, and contrihnte to 

hy])otensive episodes and phenomena such as syncojie (Monahan and Ray, 2002; Ray and 

Moiudian, 2()()2a). Enrtherniore, the vestihnlar system is also seen to have interaction vrith 

the vagns nciTC, the ahnormid rnnetion ol which is the cause of vasovagid syncope as 

investigated in Chapter 8 (.Akert mid (Icrnandt, 1962; Molinari, 197.'); Ruggiero et al., 1990). 

A recent retros[)ective study and lollow-np experimental study also determined a relationship 

between motion sickness susceptibility mid vasovagal syncojie (Bos.ser et al., 200(); Rosser et 

al., 2007); as motion sickness is strongly alTectcd by sensoiy conllict between visual mid 

vestihnlar systems (Rlcs et al., 1998), this would iinjily a sensory sensitmty to ve.stihulm' or 

vestihnlar-visnal stimuli could he implicated in vasovagiU syncope. Indeed, a recent study 

showed that the use ol galvmiic vestihnlar stimnlation was snccesslnl in eliciting vasovagal 

syncope in a rat (Cohen et al., 2011), shoeing prool ol this concept. As discussed above, the 

enhanced niultisensor>' facilitation experienced during ageing could therefore he a factor in 

syncope when elderly people are presented with vestihnlar stimulation. "Ehis underscores the 

importmice of further investigation into vcstihnlm' Innction in ageing, as it points to a 

convergent aspect in the nnderstmiding ol falls which underlies two seemingly separate areas 

ol research. It tos nnlortnnate that recording of vestihnku' responses was impossible during 

this study, as they may have i)rovided lurtlier results to inform this issue.
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8.5 Future Work inspired by the Thesis

riic experiments described in this thesis demonstrate tliat the use ol EE(J enables 

insiglit into vestil)uhir lunction. Elic experiments perlormed in tliis diesis hotli liring new 

knowledge and add evidence to issues at the lorelront ol the held ol research, over which 

there is discussion and controversy. A number of specific questions of basic research arise 

from the results, particularly those of Chapter 7, which opens a wide avenue of investigation:

• What are the characteristics of ERPs elicited by lefi/right stimuli? d he results 

found for backward and forward motion could he comiilemented by com|)aring 

leftward vs. rightward translations, as there is no confound of visual expectation as 

is seen in fonvard vs. backward triuislations. There is some potentkd to use the 

left and right standard ERPs from the P3 experiment for this task, hut the context 

of the cognitive P3 task makes comparison with the lorward/liackward ERPs less 

straight!onvard. Eurdicrmore the angular dilference is 90° for the standards, as 

compared to 180° for the lorward/liackward paradigm. Pilot analyses of the left 

vs. right standards alone did not reveid as much as the motion-resjionse ERPs, 

and so a lull analysis was not pursued.

• What produces the attenuation evident in the vestibular evoked potential? A 

numher ol possible explanations for this attenuation were discussed in Chajiter 7. 

Eurdier insight could he gained by examining continuous translation, rather tluui 

single sinusoids, to investigiite whether the attenuation of ERP resjionses is due to 

habituation / adaptation, or if it is seen to hapiien on a similar timescale to 

rotational motion as rejiorted in (St George and Eitzpatrick, 2011). Eurthermore, 

the inter-stimulus interval could he varied more to reduce elfects ol hahituation.

• Do ERP responses recorded during true motion relate to fixation suppression? 

Cluuiging fixation requirements, to investigate the hypothesis that the ERP is 

representative of VOR modulation, could provide answers to the questions about 

fixation arising from Chapter 7. The use of a set fixation point (i.e. variable 

distuice Ironi the subject), rather than set fixation distance, would enable more 

comparison with literature as this is a more common setup (.\ngelaki, 2()()4; 

Barnes and Paige, 2004; Paige and Seidman, 1999). Removing the requirement 

for fixation entirely may also show interesting ERP results.

• Are there differences in relative contribution of visual and somatosensory 

information in forward and backward motion? A [lotentially interesting avenue of
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rcscarcli would he investigating whether ;uiy ehanges in visual or soinatosensor>' 

tests are evitlent comparing haekward to Ibrvv'ard motion, d'liis could he 

perlormed using perhaps evoked potential or P3 tasks, to determine whether 

either sensor^' modality is allceted hy spatial attention and the available sensoiy 

inrormation during motion as is hinted in Figure 7.8; this may also have 

implications lor locomotion (Zelenin ct al., 2011).

How do these results relate to visual motion cues? Vestihular inrormation is 

integrated with other .scn.sor>' inlormation at a vcr>’ early stage of processing 

(.\ngelaki ;uid Cullen, 2008). In partienku, the integration ol vi.sual and vcstihnlar 

sensotv’ inrormation is involved in motion perception, (c.g. lintler et al., 2010; 

Cardin and Smith, 2009; Fctseli et id., 2010; Fet.seh et al., 2009; MaeNeilage et 

id., 2010; Smith et al., 2011). In Chapter 7, this relationship is seen tiingentially in 

the analysis or VOR and the h)-})othesis ol lixation suppression. However, a more 

ap|)ro|)riate tyi)e or investigation woidd involve the use ol vi.sual motion stimuli in 

eonjunetion with true motion stimuli, with perhaps manipulations or congnienec. 

Investigating this relationshi[) using ERR aiudysis eoidd reve;d the cortical regions 

involved in this process, and timescales or temj)oral leatures heretolbre 

unknown. A pilot study recording with a veetion stimidus with a similar motion 

prolile as that used iu the thesis e.xperimeuts was hegun; however, due to time 

constraints, the data has not heen Itdly analysed yet.

How can the P3 paradigm be extended? Fhe R3 i)aradigm provides a nnnd)er ol 

manii)ulahlc parameters. M;udpulating the heading angle, lor example, it woidd 

he possible to find the jioint at which change can no longer he detected. I'his 

could he henelk ial lor people with communicaUon dilliculties or young children, 

rids paradigm coidd also he used lor investigating dillcrenccs in directional 

sensitivities to motion, to inveshgate conditions such as unilateral veshhular 

dyslunction. "Fhe R3 has heen seen to have use in numerous clinical contexts (Ito 

et al., 1993; Juckcl et al., 2008; Kiiski et al., 201 la; Rolicli, 1998).

How are discrete and continuous ERP responses related? Rcrromiing a set ol 

experiments to compiu-c discrete and continuous stimulus ERRs lor well-known 

ERRs would he iidormative and may lead to iidcrential models such that the 

discrete vestibular ERR could he estimated. A deconvolution-hased method has 

heen developed lor continnous auditor}’ and visual stimuli (visual/auditory' 

evoked spread spectrum potentkd, VESRA and AESRA) (Hilor et al., 2006;
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I>;ilc)r ct al., 2009) but vvliilc tlicse iiicIIkkIs provide estimates of steady-state 

aetivity, they are somewhat dillereiit, as they elleetively estimate the instantaneous 

discrete ERP at eaeh point of a eontinuous stimulus. As potentials sueh as the 

visiud and auditory' evoked potentials have been well-studied over many years, it 

would he inlormative to vary' stimulus lengths and eompare their mori)hology. 

Finding a relationshi[) may give insight into api)roximating a discrete linear 

motion ERP vv'itliont perlorming dangerous liigli-aeeclcratiou experiments.

Some tcehuieal (juestioiis arc also po.sc<l based on the methods developed and 

dcserihed in Chapter 4:

• Could AMIGA or other ICA methods be used to improve FASTER? 44ie 

FASTER algorithm may henelit from adaptation to include the newly developed 

,\MICA method ol ICA dceompositioii. Oiiee this has been jjuhlished and 

ma<le avmlahle within the EECIAB framework, EA.Sd'ER e:ui he tested to 

determine whether it j)rovides a more accurate deeomi)osition. "Phis would he 

heneliekd lor further exj)erimeuts, and for the EEC eomniunity in general - as 

the software is aviiilahle freely, it is already being used in a number ol studies. 

Since its release in late 2010, it has been downloaded over 2000 times, and has 

thus far gathered 34 citations.

• How does the time-domain ICA rescaling method perform in quantitative tests? 

Full development iuid testing ol the work-in-[)rogress method dcserihed in 

Appendix 4C would determine its suitability for api)lieatiou to general EE(i 

(lataseLs; initial tests appear visually promising, and its use in EEG-IMRI data 

seems sueecssful, hut ohjcctivc testing is necessary'.

• How can these measures be deployed more practically? Any jjiaetieal use of 

these measures iii a clinicid or largcr-scalc study would greatly henelit from the 

derivation of a simpler, cheaper and more user-friendly method of producing 

linear motion stimuli, llie Stewart platibrm has very' good controllability, hut 

requires a considerable investment, and a dedicated support team. Solutions such 

as motorised chairs on a linear track could he explored, or even motorised 

wheelchairs may he u.seahlc with some modiheation. More traditional methods 

sueh as sleds (Baloh ct al., 1988; Scidman, 2008; Walsh, 1961) may also he
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iisclul il a sulFicicnl amount ol controllability and repeatability was iniiinUiined. 

Furthermore, the number ol trials used here reejuired subjects to be in the 

platlonn for a loiif^ time - each experiment took a|)proximalely one hour in the 

j)latlbrm, plus 20 - 30 minutes setup time lor the EE(i cap. As discussed above, 

this may have allected the results obtained by decreasing alertness and bence 

increasing idpha power. Reducing the number of trials necessaiy would make this 

a more viable option.

Is the grand averaging method appropriate? A recent rei)ort by (Matysiak et al., 

2013) suggests that rescaling of grand-average ERPs hy subject before combining 

them increases unirormity and reliability of the estimate. 'Ehis could he easily 

implemented as an option into FASTER, and could then be evaluated over a 

larger set of real-lile data to evaluate the chum.

Fhe protocols ol the experiments describe a Ilexible metbod of investig-ation ol the 

vestibular .system under real motion conditions, which poses a nnmher ol (piestions lor 

liirther re.search and api)lication in the held of age-related vestibular decline:

• Can changes in vestibular function as measured by EEG investigation be used to 

measure age-related vestibular compensation and identify elderly adults at risk of 

falls? "Fhe results presented in the thesis present a strong ease for using EE(i to 

examine vexstibiikw function. "Fhis is [larticularly apiiealing for use in ageing to 

examine how jirocessing changes in the cortex alFect the tendency to fall. A (juite 

simple study would be to use one of the experiments de.scribed in Chapters 6 or 

7 to compare cohorts of younger subjects, older subjects with hi.story of falls and 

older subjects without history of falls. This would idlow detection ol any change 

associated with age, and any change assoeiated with kdls. If such changes are 

evident, testing may show their presence or early development, enabling early 

warning signs of instability. Further investigation into the comparability of 

individual resiionses to group average would also he veiy useful here.

• What is the effect of ageing and fall-risk on the vestibular TWI? As discussed 

above, the temporal window of integration may he wider iu older adults. 

Moreover, it may he dilFerent iu adults at risk of falls. A very important (juestion 

is whether this result can be seen in \isual-vestibular or proprioceirtive-vestibuku
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niultiscnsor)’ iiitcgralioii along wath audio-visual integration where it was already 

demonstrated. The temporal vrindow lengths lor these sensory interaetions would 

have to he determined first, and then the test for an extended mndow in lallers 

could he performed. An analogue of the Shams illusion could he developed, or a 

simple temj)ond order judgement task may sulfice. The addition of ncuroimaging 

may be helplul in detecting cortical areas involved in the fusion task and thus 

those whose functioii is compromised in lallers. Furtlicnuorc, the elfect ol 

temporal window changes on Ircuuency discrimination luid high-lreiiuency 

percci)tion could he determined hy modulating the stimulus frequency.

Can the disparity between vestibular decline and balance performance be 

clarified? It is well-established that decline in the vestihuku- organs is associated 

with age; yet a numher of studies have found that the relationship between caloric 

test changes luid performance in gait and balance tests is not .straight-forward, 

fhus it would he useful to investigate com{)ensation strategies to determine why 

some peojilc are alfected more than others hy periphend decline.

Can a link between vestibular decline and orthostatic or vasovagal syncope be 

found? "fhe links between vestibular processing, cardiac function and vasovagal 

syncope iwe discussed above, and a possible relationship is Iqqiolhesised. 

Vestibular testing using standard or neuroimaging tests, or tests of multisensor>’ 

integration as di.scnssed above, would give further insight into this matter.

fhese (piestions and experiments pave the way for future advmicemcnts iu the iwea 

ol ageing and falls, ve.stihular electrophysiolog>' and EECf data processing.

8.6 Conclusion

1 he research questions posed have been answered during the course of lour 

experiments and one methodological development. Reconling the neural correlates of 

vestibular processing of true liiieju' motion using EECf on a .Stewart platform produces viable 

results from the brain with interesting temporal features and compiu-ahle spatial localisation 

to literature. This enables further investigation of vestibular function, in particular die 

assessment ol neuro-plastic changes ol cortical vestibular processing and compensation 

associated v\ith ageing and cognitive function. Using automated EE(i processing makes the
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jjroccss more objeelive and cHicicnt. ddic conclusions drawn from the experiments are 

inlormative vvitli regtu'd to topics ol recent debate in the seientifte community, eoneur with 

recent aiuilyscs ol human cortical vestibular lunetion, ;uid have potential eliniciil rclcvmec in 

the area ol age-related sensory' decline, and suggest potential links between these areas whieli 

may he investigated. Kurllier research is proposed on extending the Iramcvvork developed 

lor vestibular ncuroimaging dttring true motion, ;uid in applications to the held ol vestibular 

dcline.
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